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Th1TRODUCTION 

It is the purpose of this study to determine and explain changes in 

the relative status of New Zealand seaports during two significant periods in 

the country's economic development, in an attempt to identify and understand 

the complex physical a~d hurran factors affecting the development of ports. 

The origin and evolution of New Zealand seaports since the establish-

ment of British settlement in i 840 has closely mirrored the nature and the 

direction of the economic growth of the countrs. Indeed, seaports as places 

"equipped. to facilitate the necessary relations between ships as agencies of 

sea transport and the land111 have been of supreme importance in the development 

of New Zealand, particularly in view of the country's remoteness from the main 

concentration of population and markets in the world, the overwhelming 

ence on international trade and the necessity of sea transport vvithin and 

between the North and the South Islands. 

In spite of their importance to the national econorny seaports, in 

marked contrast to agricultural, pastoral, urban and manufacturing activities, 

have been neglected by geographers and workers in related fields. An 

economist yet to attempt a comprehensive survey of the role of seaports in 

the national economy. Although there have been over thirty sizeable ports 

operating in New Zealand at various times, historians have provided only seven 

2 published studies on five individual ports. Government departments, official 

organisations and private individuals also have been reluctant to undertake 

work in this field. Nor has the contribution of geographers been markedly 

1 :Morgan, F. vv·. 
~arr, John 

Thompson, R.S. 
Bmvman, H. 0. 
il~cLintock, A.H. : 
Allan, Ruth 
Hassall, C.E. 

Carey, 

Ports and Harbours, 2nd ed, London, 1958, p.13. 

The Ports of Auckland, Auckland, 1926. 
Port of Otago, 2nd ed, Dunedin, 1945. 
Port Chalmers- Gatevmy to_Q_tago, Wellington, 1951. 
The Port of Otago, Wellington, 1951. 
The History of Port Nelson, Y!ellington, 1954. 
A Short His tory of t..1-:te Port of Timaru 1 852 .. 1 955, 
Timaru, 1951 • 
Gateway of the Province - Historical Review of Port 
Taranaki, New Plyrr~uth, 1957. 
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superior. There has been no work published geographers on New Zealand 

seaports. Studies in _ geography have hitherto given little consider-

ation to seaports, but rather have concentrated on the changing patterns of 

land use, settlement and population at significant periods in the country's 

development. The most fruitful source of background material has been 

provided unpublishe~ lli~iversity theses on individual ports, aspects of a 

group of ports and the functions of coastal shipping.3 Most of the theses 

give an adequate description of the present status of ports, but do not go 

deeply enough into relationships underlying their past and present character. 

Thus, it is not s:rrprising that there is little published information on New 

Zealand seaports. 

The paucity of research and accessible literature on port geography 

in New Zealand has had important repercussions. For instance, vii thout 

reliable information on the past development and functions of New Zealand ports 

it is difficult to forecast the future role of seaports. A pressing problem 

is how many ports should be maintained for the coastal trade in the light of 

road, rail, air and rail-ferry developments. Slinilarly, it is virtually 

impossible to make a reasoned assessment of H. l~yer's provocative suggestion 

for the nation-vvide co-ordination of port planning, voJhich would involve "the 

allocation of traf'fic among those ports best equipped to handle it, vvi th the 

elimination of those vmich are least efficient and offering least potential 

:for improvement. 114 Bold planning along these lines requires a deeper 

appreciation of- how ports have evolved in response to past and present stimuli. 

3Gracey, Lilian 1::1.: 'The Export Hinterlands of the Ports of. the North 
Island' (unpublished M.A. thesis, University of J:~ew Zealand, 1951 ). 

Nicholas, lvi.O. : 'The Significance of Coastal Shipping in the 
Economic Development of Northern New Zeala..nd' (unpublished lvi.A. thesis, 
University of New Zealand, 1953). 

_ Sha\il"e, A.G. : 'New Zealand's Coastal Trade' (unpublished lVL.Sc. thesis, 
University of New Zealand, 1959). 

IVard, A.G. : 'The Seaports of the South Island of New Zealand' 
(unpublished lv!_.A. thesis, University of Nevv Zealand, 1954). 

Farrant, A.E. : 'The Ports of Otago and Bluff : Geographic Com
parison and Contrast' (unpublished Ivi.A. thesis, University of New Zealand, 1 

'Nheeler, R.H. : 1 The Port of Timaru' (unpublished Ivi.A. thesis, 
University of New Zealand, 1957). -

McFarlane, ~Viarion : 1 The Port of Bluff' (unpublished M.A. thesis, 
University of Otago, 1962). 

Buckland, J.F. : 'The Port of Tauranga and its Hinterland', (unpublish
ed JI!.A. thesis, University of Auckland, 1963). 

4n/Iayer, H.Iv1. : 1 Some Urban Problems in New Zealand', New Zealand 
Geographer, Vol. 18, 1962, p.7. 
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In an attempt to identify and understand the !11air: 

the development of 

their relative status 

ment of the counb:--.;r. 

Zealand seaports, it is proposed to exa~dne changes in 

t-vYO in the economic develop-

As the status of a port is a direct reflection pasc; 

development, a survey of the evolution of New Zealand ports is made in Part I} 

to put the of the ~No selected periods in perspective. .fl...n idealised-

type sequence of development is evolved to provide a standard for comparing 

the development of New Zealand ports. By applying the idealised-t;y-pe sequence 

to the distribution of ports at different times it is possible to gauge vv-hich 

ports have developed faster than others. The explanation of the differing 

rates of grovvth reveals the main factors that have affected the development 

of ports. I thus fonns the background to the detailed analysis of t!1e 

tvm in Part II of the study. Part II b with a search for an 

acceptable measurement of the respective status of a port. In the hope of 

revealing the best measurement,a statistical experiment was set up to examine 

the available criteria. On the evidence of the experiment, the study proceeds 

to an of the reasons behincl the changes in the rankings of NevY Ze:::,land 

seaports, in an errleavour 'to deterrnine the critical factors producing the 

changes in status. The two periods are defined as follows:-

(i) 1926- 1936. 

Ir: this period the seaports are examined during the disruption the 

New Zealand economy by the depression. 

(ii) i950 - 1961. 

The status of ports is considered during a period of 

development. 

economic 

In each of the studies the respective of 

coastal and transhipment trade are treated separa-tly. 

in the overseas, 

The overseas function 

is concerned with the transport of passengers, goods and rr.ails at least 1 , 200 

miles, whereas the coastal function is one of the alternative methods of 

transport for moving goods long and short hauls within and betvveen the North 

and South Isl&~ds. 

of goods between 

However, the transhipment function involves the movement; 

within the confines of New Zealand ports. The over·set:.ts 

trade has always been of great importance in the economic development of NeYI 

Zealand as the country is virtually dependent on the sea ~s an avenue of 

as well as a In comparison, the role of the coastal trade 
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has continually been recast in the light of developments in transport, notably 

rail, road and air, to perfo1cm the necessary internal communications. The 

importance of the transhipment trade, however, hns varied with the changes in 

the part played by ports in the coastal and overseas trade. From the contrast-

ing studies of the functions of ports in the overseas, coastal and transhipment 

trade and the ~vo different periods of economic development, an attempt will be 

made to gauge the relative importance of the various factors involved in the 

development of ports, and to provide an insight into the character of the present 

problems affecting New Zealand ports. Finally, in Part II, there is a dis

cussion of the relevance of the study to the development of techniques by which 

ports may be compared and classified. 

As the future seems certain to bring forth drastic changes in the exist

ing pattern of New Zealand ports, an attempt is made, vvi th the aid of the 

detailed analyses of the past patterns of port development and information on 

the predicted changes in the country's econonuc development, to construct a 

tentative hierarchy for the period 1963-1972 (Part III). It should provide a 

background to tl1e effective planrdng of New Zealand seaports. 



PART I 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF .NEVv ZEALA.ND SEAPORTS 



CH.APTER I 

PAT'I'Elli\fS SL\fCE 1840 

UNIVERSITY Ul" CAN! cRIIIU!\T 

CHRISTCHUil.Ctl, :N.Z. 

The first part of this study is concerned vd_ th the origin, development 

and changes in J~e status of New Zealand seaports since 1840. In theory, all 

possible sites for ports had an equal prospect of developed. Thus_, the 

selection of and emphasis on particular ports at di:f.ferent phases in the economic 

growth of New Zealand controlled their respective status. A of the 

relevant factors involved in the changes and ranking of 1\ew Zealand ports, 

therefore, provides the basis for considering the dominant themes of the last 

fifty years. 

A factor in the changing status of New Zealand seaports has been 

the improvement of internal accessibility thl~ugh the expansion of the transport 

netvvork. From the beginning of organized settlement, the expansion appeared to 

be 11 at once a continuous process of spatial diff'Usion.@CJ,an irregular or sporadic 

process 111 conditioned by many specific physical and human factors. Both pro-

cesses have been at work in the development of New Zealand seaports. As there 

also seem to be broad regularities underlying the process of spatial diffusion 

in New Zeala.."ld, parallel to those recognised by Taafe, lvlorrill and Gould2 in the 

transport expansion of underdeveloped countries, it is possible to evolve a 

sbnilar idealised-type sequence of transport development. The idealised-type 

sequence evolved in this study, however, :focuses attention on the development 

of seaports, rather than on ~~e expansion of the transport netvvork as such. 

Greater emphasis, therefore, is placed on the changes in the organisation of 

ITaritime space, wnich is as essential to a port as the development of its 

landward connections. Incorporating both the changes in the maritime and land-

ward transportation networks, the idealised-type sequence serves as a yardstick 

for comparing changes in the evolution of New Zealand seaports. 

1 Taafe, 
Underdeveloped 
p.503. 

2Ib., 
~' 

E.J., Morrill, R.L. and Gould, P.R. : 'Transport Expansion in 
Countries : A Comparative Aru::1.lysis', Geogr. Rev. Vol. 53. 1963, 

pp. 503-29. 
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Trill SEQUENCE OF PORT DEVELOPMJ:iJNT 

Three phases are recognised in the idealised-type sequence of the 

development of seaports (Fig. 2). The first phase (A) consists of a dispersed 

pattern of seaports sea ttered along the c oas t lDnited hinterlands. 

There is little interconnection between the ports, except for irregular visi-ts 

of trading vessels and an indigenous mosquito fleet. Yet, with the emergence 

of the main lines of penetration into the interior (B), the hinterland costs 

are reduced for certain ports, enabling them to develop as marketing centres. 

The impetus derived from an expanded hinterland initiated the concentration of 

shipping at particular ports, as illustrated at P , P, and P • 
a o c 

Port concen-

tration is accentuated, as P , 
a 

and develop as the foci for the feeder 

routes. As the feeder routes rise to hinterland capture, the larger ports 

expand their influence at the exper~e of smaller ports,which either close or 

survive in an attenuated form. The feeders continue to develop until the 

interior and major ports are linked together in a transportation ne~rork. As 

Pb is linked to both P and P , its development slackens, as it is subject to 
a c 

competition from the other two ports(C). It is, therefore, reduced to a secondary 

role, vdth less shipping and trade than and P • 
c 

In this phase it is 

possible to recognise the major ports P and 
a 

the secondary port Pb and the 

surviving minor ports. 

It is probably more realistic to think of the entire sequence as a 

process, rather than as a series of distinct phases. Thus, at a given point 

in time, the pattern of New Zealand seaports may reveal the co-existence of all 

three phases. It is convenient, however, to consider the sequence in phases. 

T'"rlE FIRST PI-I.ASE : SCATTERED PORTS 

In New Zealand it is possible to identify an early period of numerous 

scattered ports and coastal settlements w~th trading functions. When 

statistics were first published as a whole in 185.3, there was already a 

dispersed pattern of ports. With 11 overseas ports of entry scattered through-

out the country to serve a European population of .30,000, development was clearly 

. .3 
centre (Fig.).A.). 

3The use of the value of cargo to indicate variations in the status of 
ports (Fig • .3) is not vd.thout its shortcorrings as the real worth of the pound 
sterling was subject to considerable fluctuation over the period. As the 
value of cargo was the measurement available for the whole of the period 
185.3-1911, it is considered that the arbitrary choice of selected values to 
indicate changes in status is the best method available. 
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Yet, it v~s not a haphazard development. It reflected the of organised 

grai'ted onto the surviving re:rrmants at Russell, lviangonui and 

of the preceding of destructive exploi tatior. of the natural 

resources of the land and the sea. Motivated the desire to establish 

agriculture as t..he :firm basis of settlement, the colonising bodies 

(the New Zealand Company ar...d the Imperial founded their colonies 

at ( 1 840) with an offshoot at Wanganui ( 1 842), Auckland ( 1 840), 

Nelson (1842), New Plymouth (1842), Otago (1848) and Canterbury (1850) on, or 

adjacent to, fertile lowlands. Penetration lines from the settlements to 

the were weakly but networks of tracks connected with 

restricted hinterlands. as the lowlands were cut of£' from each other 

by mountains, dense a multiplicity of rivers and occasionally 

hostile natives,. the need for interconnection by sea was paramount. 

exception of New Plymouth, 4 the settlements were chosen with access to safe 

and cormnodious harbours. 5 to shelter the frail vessels
6 - none of which 

exceeded 800 gross tons. As the services provided by the brigantines, top 

sail schooners, cutters and scov~ were irregular and infrequent, each port 

the 

developed in some degree of Indeed, the geographical position of 

could be represented by Edinburgh, Hull, , Brest and 

~~th the natural difference that there were no roads between any nvo of the 

ports 

this 

~ ., d '. l 7 vv.uee.t.e ven1c es. The development of parochialism fostered during 

of isolation has been a persistent feature of the subsequent 

to develop New Zealand ports. 

Carrington, F .A. : A Syno12iical Account of the IvJ.aking of a Harl;:gur 
Nevv Plymouth, 1868. Carrington made the shrewd observAtion 
good land but vvithout a harbour had more chance of success 

harbour with little fertile land. 
5commodious was the adjective frequently used to describe the harbours 

serving the organised settlements. See 'Copy of from Governor Hobson 
to the Private Secretary of State for the Colony, No. 4"1/39, from Great :Britair. 
Parliamentary Papers relating to New Zealar.d, No. 65, 1841 and His Hon. the 
Superintendent's Oper~ng Address, Acts and Proceedings of the Wellington 
Provincial Council, session 1853-4. 

6Richards, G.Ha and F.J.: The New Zealand Pilot, London, 1856, 
pp. 1-1 O. Much emphasis was on harbours of refuge for small ships to 
ride out a storm. 

7 Swains on, ~'!illiam : New Zealand and its Colony, London, 1859, p. 26. 
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The full expression of the scattered distribution of ports did not 

eventuate until the spread of economic activity extended beyond the confining 

boundaries of the planned settlements. It occurred with such bewildering 

rapidity that by 1867 almost the whole range of possible sites for ports had 

been explored ro.d exai11ined8 (Fig.3B). Shipping intelligence columns in 

contemporary newspapers revealed that 11 2 ports vrere in operation, of which 26 

were overseas ports of entry. There Yvere so many ports that a circle, or part 

of a circle, described around each one would give an average undisputed hinter· .. 

land of only 25 miles. 

The profusion of ports was the direct result of two agents. First, 

there was the spread of extensive pastoralism - based on merino sheep - onto 

the natural tussock grasslands of the South Island and the fern clad areas of 

the VVairarapa and Hawke' s Bay. Secondly, there were the major discoveries 

of gold in Otago (1861 ), viestland (1865) and Thames (1867). The impact of the 

new developments did not affect all parts of the country as war with the Ivlaoris 

inhibited economic progress in the North Island. But elsewhere, vath the 

movement of activity avvay from the established centres, in search of gold and 

fresh pastures, effective co~~unication by land became difficult and tenuous 

as the frontiersmen were soon separated from the original nuclei by physical 

obstacles. Dense bush, rugged, dissected mountains and ffivift flowing streams 

proved formidable obstacles to land transport. Only on the smooth Canterbury 

and Otago plains did conditions favour commQ~ications. Even here there were 

hazards to transport, as mile-wide, braided rivers, such ~s thu Rangitata, 

Waimakariri and Wait~~i, took their toll of early travellers who tried to cross 

them in time of flood9 (Plate I). At such an early stage in the economic 

development of New Zealand it is not surprising that railways were poorly 

developed. The total length all in the South Island - Ill/aS only 46 miles, 

in two separate sections, with two different gauges. Roads did little to 

remedy the situation, as the mountainous terrain, abundant rainfall and the 

8
of 70 ports 'liThose lliilits were defined under the Marine Act 1867 

59 were included in the first schedule. See 'Ports Scheduled under the Marine 
Act, 186G' New Zealand Gazette, 1868, p.549. 

9 'Persons drmvned inNewZealandRi.vers 1840-1870; A.J.H.R., D.46, 1870" 
Up to 1 870 1,115 persons were knm-m to have drovmed in New Zealand rivers. 
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lack of sui table road.roaking :materials made roadbuilding dif'ficult. Consequently, 

''madefl roads radiated only 15-20 miles from the main settlements. Elsewhere, 

rough traCkR through the bush, across unenclosed grassland, or along the b 

had to suffice. transfer of heavy and bulky goods, such as wool or timber, 

on >vagons driven by horse or bullock, was slow, tedious and costly (Plate 

"Generally we Iright say that the tractive power which drew two tons at home 

would not draw more than one ton in New Zealand."10 Even the coaches that 

ran along the nroads 11 had to be more resilient than their English counterparts, 

to enable them "to bend and twist about, ford rivers and go over the roughest 

11 
ground". If the driver carne upon a bridge broken by flood, "vd. thout hesitation 

he took the coach a cross a bit of a stream and then along broken ground rough 

vrith furze bushes, tussock, grass and the like, a.r1d vfithout any road till he 

12 got back to the track11 • 

As it is difficult to establish and finance effective land comnUPications 

under these conditions, it is not surprising, in a newly settled countr'J like 

New Zealand, that 11 the saltvvater highvvay 11 vras most convenient and economic 

means of lirJdng the scattered settlements in both islands. Almost every 

settlement established its own port to effect the reciprocal transfer of 

between the sea and the So dependent was the economic life of the 

on sea transport, that the only concentration of population away from tidewater 

was on the alluvial goldfields of Central Otago. 

Unfortunately, good harbours and pastoral, agricultural and goldbearing 

land did not coincide in New Zealand. Excellent harbours, such as those in 

Fiordland and the IVIarlborough Sounds, had to be ignored, and ports established 

at sheltered places which did not provide the basic requirements of all 

year round accessibility, sufficient depth ru1d adequate protection. At least 

1 0
The New Zealand Handbook or Guide to Britain of the South, 9th ed, 

London, 1864, p.1 02. 
11

Lyttelton, Lord : Two Lectures on a Visit to a Canterbury Colony, 
Lecture II : The Colony, London, 1868, p.26. 

12Th· d 26 ......,2;._.' p. • 
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53 negotiating Kew Zealand ports were or wrecked in 1 867.
1 3 

On the Hokitika bar alone as many as 32 ships foundered between 1865-67~4 The 

problem became so great a·(; the port that the l'West Coast Times 11 published a 

separate column for Yvrecks and strandings III). At this in the 

economic development of New Zealand, ports vdth dangerous bars, which were 

accessible only to ships very small tonnage, were of' 11 no trifling importance 

when the delay and difficulty attendant upon the transport by land in a new 

country were consid.ered11 1 5 (Plate TV). Most of the early ports have long since:: 

destroyed the growth of the :aain , or else they linger on 

as relict ports, vdth visits of an occasional coastal vessel to remind tl1em of 

their 

THE SECOND PHASE : PEI'·iETRATION LTh"'ES AND PORT CONOE:i\l"'TRII.TION 

In theory, all had an equal chance of developing. But it vvas 

apparent in 1867 that, d.espi te the dispersed pattern of ports, 

there was a concentration of activity on a limited number of them 3B). 

Dunedin, Lyttelton, 'iVellington, Auckland, Nelson, Hoki tika and Greymouth, at 

the termini of the earliest penetration routes built to reach areas of mineral 

exploitation, to develop agricultural areas 3 and to establish milita~J 

control in the North Island, had thrived at the expense of their "'"'""·'-!",~··~ 

They had developed at the foci of maritime by providing direct 

United Kingdom, trans-Tasw~n, inter-provincial and provincial services. As the 

seven ports collectively enjoyed a virtual monopoly of imports, they served as 

transhipment centres for the remaining ports. The importance of transhipment 

functions, coupled with their emergence as the main administrative and manu-

centres, confirmed their dominance. 

The incipient concentration of activity on a limited number of ports, 

'-'V"'-"'-.J..""Ciu. in 1867, vvas confirmed in 1881 by the impetus derived from the 

of railway penetration lines. Between 1 867-1 881 the length of 

increased from 46 to 1287 miles. It was not in a connected ne~work 

13Ingram, O.W.N. and ViJheatley, P.O. New .Zealand Shipwrecks 1725-1960~ 
3rd Wellington, 1961, p.400. 

1
4nid.' p.400. 

15----,.. 
'Harbours of New· Zealand', The Nevv Zealand Directory 1866-7, 

Melbourne, 1867, p.26. 
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but in 'b.velve s sections (Fig. Indeed, most ports developed 

their own railway connections vdth their hinterlands long before through lines 

were contemplated, much less completed. The general layout, therefore, was 

of short lines 16 
from a port to an inland settlement. Although 

primarily intended as a means of opening up the country to settlement, 

construction in effect, given the port with a railvray an advantage over 

its neighbours vvithout a railway, for road transport beyond the main towns and 

shingle roads of the Canterbury plains was still slow, hazardous and prinutive, 

's public works programme.17 despite improvements iru>tituted as of 

The e:x--pansion of the land transport net-vmrk reacted on the organisation of 

marl time space also, as stc[~.mm~ se;;r""vicc;s -rrere established to serve the termini 

of the penetration lines. With the concentratioL of activity on the ternnni, 

the ports endeavoured to facilitate the loading and discharge of cargo by 

providing wharves, warehouse facilities and adequate depths. 

The development of the penetration lines generated a series of spatial 

readjustments, as the comparative locational advantages of ports shifted. 

Port concentration was marked. By 1 881 Dunedin, Lyttel ton~ Auckland and 

Wellington, collectively, monopolised the imports and exports, handling 80 per 

cent of the total trade In contrast, many of the smaller ports 

lost their function in the external trade, because of the concentration. 

Tr~ THIRD PF-ASE. mTERCONI\lECTION AND PORT PIRACY 

Penetration was followed by lateral interconnection as feeder lines 

moved out from the ports on t.."le landward side. The process of/ concent.ration 

was accentuated by the feeder net-work of certain ports reaching out and 

the linterlanc,s of their neighbours. As feeder netv;rorks became stronger, some 

of them connected the original penetration lines, enabling the larger port to 

expand its hinterland eve.n further. 

In 1881, the process pernutted the greater concentration of trade on 

Dunedin and Lyttelton. The economic suprerr~cy of these tvro areas derived from 

16
In the narrow Auckland peninsula the first railways (Auckland-Onehun::::~~. 

1873, Auckland-1\ilercer 1875, Ri verhead-Helensville 1875) were portage railways, 
connecting ports on the east and west coasts. 

1 programme, instituted in 1870, Yvas responsible large scale 
immigration, land settlement and the development of roads and railways. 
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the continued development of the wool "monoculture" and the subsequent 

development of the bonanza wheat farms on the Ca..'1.terbury and North O~t_(:l,g()_~o 

plains, resulting in their hinterlands obtaiv.ing a larger share of the new 

transport developments than the rest of the country. Indeed, the idealised 

cycle of port development was completed on the east coast of the South Island 

by 1881 , as all ports from Waipara to Bluff vrere connected by the 425 rr>.ile 

South Island l\Jlain Trwik railway (Fig.3C). Some rationalisation of ports 

followed from the lateral interconnection, as many of the ports on the east 

coast of the South Island vrere closed or reduced in status by 1881, because 

they had been deprived of a large proportion of their trade. 

Although the lateral interconnection of ports was achieved on the east 

coast of the South Island betvveen 1867-1881, the short lived phase of the 

development of penetration lines from Timaru and Oamaru was sufficient for 

these ports to develop resistance to competition from Dunedin and Lytteltono 

They continued to develop their artificial ports despite the strong competition 

brought by the railway (Plate V). This competi tio:r~ w-::1.s intensified by the 

railway rates, which were designed to concentrate cargoes on larger ports at 

18 
the expense of the smaller ports. It was claimed at the time that the pt:nal 

rate system operated by the railvvays was an important factor contributing 

" 19 
towards the bankruptcy of the Oamaru Harbour Board. Yet, in spite of the 

difficulties, both Oamaru ard Timaru survived, as vested interests were deter-

mined to retain them as outlets for their respective districts. "But, argue 

some people, New Zealand does not require these secondary ports. In the cases 

of Timaru and Oaxnaru, Lyttel ton lies to the north and Port Chalmers to the 

20 
south, each connected by railways made at great expense to the colony. 11 

The mere successful construction of an artificial harbour ~~s not considered 

a necessary or justifiable reason for retaining a port, once the town was 

t d t "1 21 connec e o a Tal way. However, the full development of the ideal sequence 

in the South Island, vmich would have eli1ninated Oamaru and Timarc1, if it had 

continued to its logical conclusion, was thwarted by fierce local patriotism 

and heavy capital investment in harbour works. 

1 ~The Chairxnan's Report', Annual Report of the Timaru Harbour Board, 
Timaru, 1890. 

19The Oamaru Harbour Board was in the hands of the receiver from 1893-
1911 • 

20 
Bradshaw, John : New Zealand of TodaJ[, London, 1888, p.339. 

21
Ibid., pp.339-40. 
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The persistence of the secondary ports, such as Oamaru and Timaru, vvas 

apparent when the development of feeder routes and interconnections expanded 

in areas outside the favoured east coast of the South Island where, hitherto, 

the expansion of· the transport netvrork had been retarded by the highly dissected 

topography (Plate VI), extensive forests and recurring native troubles. 

Stimulated by the opportunity of exporting f'rozen meat, butter and cheese to 

the United Kingdom, after the first successful export of refrigerated produee 

in 1882, communications expanded rapidly in the North Island, for the combined 

efforts of the savvmiller and fanner transformed the bush into exotic pastures. 

As the prime means of opening up areas to settlement, the railway system expanded 

to 2,789 miles in 191~~2 involving the linking of many separated lines, including 

the North Island lVla.in Trunk line between Wellington and Auckland (1908). 'A'hen 

the link up affected ports which had developed in some degree of isolation, 

fierce competition often resulted and smaller ports were deprived of a large 

proportion of their trade. Certain ports, such as Napier, New Plyn1outh, 

Wanganui and Waitara, survived the link up, even though the accompanying 

development of shipping outstripped their capacities. Vessels had to be 

lightered in the roadstead as they were too large to enter ·the confines of the 

port
23 

(Plate VII). Yet, the ports survived because they specialised in 

exporting refrigerated produce, which was expensive to move long distances on 

account of its perishable nature and high bulk in relation to value. In con-

trast, where the relatively i.l.igh value, low bulk and non-perishable imports 

were concerned, the expansion of the transport network pen<1itted '~Vellington, 

Auckland, Dunedin and Lyttelton to develop at the expense of other ports liru:ed 

to the railvray system. In 191 1 , their aggregate share of the imports increased 

to 88 per cent, as their main railvvay connection and subsidiary coach routes 

enabled them to serve a wide area more effectively. 

In addition, a further series of spatial processes was set in motion 

within the main group of ports. The positions held by Dunedin and Lyttelton, 

22
only eight per cent of the European population were more than ten 

miles away from the railway line. The Pcailvvays Report', A.J.H.R. D.2, 1911. 
23 

An idealised-type sequence of the chenges in the detailed layout of 
New ZealF.illd seaports is to be found in Appenclix 1. 
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in "1 881 , were usurped by Welling ton and Auckland by "1 911 (Fig. 3D) • These 

changes resulted from the acceleration of economic development in the l'Torth 

Island, which enabled the North Isl~d to outstrip the South Island in popu-

lation and volume of trade. With the parallel expar~ion of the transport 

networks in the North Island, Wellington and Auckland obtained the greatest 

share of the trade generated by the new activities. Indeed, Wellington 

emerged as the leading port of New Zealand in "191 "1. The port received more 

ships than any other centre to load frozen meat, butter and wool, as almost 

all the produce from the well-developed fanning areas of the Y\Tairarapa and 

the Manawatu were exported through Wellington. However, Wellington's main 

strength was derived from her unique position in connecting the t:-->.nsport net-

k f b th . 1 d d th . h. . l" 24 wor o o lSJ.an s an e rnaln overseas s. lpplng lnes. It was admir-

ably situated to serve the almost balanced population of the ~vo islands. 

Wellington, therefore, superseded Dunedin as the Dominion's main distribution 

centre. Many firms, with headquarters in Dunedin, moved to Wellington to 

obtain the benefits of the capital's central position. It was claimed that 

Dunedin contributed to its ovm dow~all, as high import charges and fewer 

direct shipments from the United Kingdom precipitated the departure of a large 

nwriber of firms to the North Island. 25 Dunedin 1 s decline appeared virtually 

inevitable with the movement of business and population to the North Island. 

The full concentration of trade and shipping on a limited number of 

ports, as envisaged in the idealised-type sequence, was not yet fully realised 

in 1911. There were still ports serving areas such as Northland, the East 

Coast (Plate VIII) and the Bay of Plenty in the North Island, and the West 

Coast, wmrlborough, Nelson and the Lake District in the South Island, which 

had not reached the third phase in the ideal sequence of transport development. 

Even at the beginning of the detailed survey of New Zealand seaports in 1926, 

the ports serving these areas - with the exception of Hokitika and Greymouth, 

which were linked to the South Island Main Trunk railway in 1 923 - continued 

2
4-rn 1 9'1 'l vVellington was the first port of call for the United Kingdom 

mails (via Suez), the main passenger terminal and the main port in the trans
Tasman trade linking t.l-J.e Sydney via Auckland a.'ld the Melbourne via Bluff 
routes. 

25McLintoc~ A.H. : The Port of Otago, Dunedin, 1 951, pp.160- 70. 
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to thrive in the absence of effective competition from other ports. Indeed, 

the ports retained their independence until either the further extension of the 

railways (Plate IX) or the development of road transport (Plates X and XI) 

successfully integrated them into the main transport netYrork. 

The expansion of the transport network had, therefore, a direct 

impact on the changes in distribution and ranking of New Zealand seaports. 

It is clear that its unfi1rished character was to be a cogent factor in explain

ing why certain ports developed more rapidly than others, in the detailed 

analysis of ports between 1926-36 and 1950-61. 



Pi,RT II 

.liN .ili\f.ALYSIS OF TBE CB!u\fGI.i\fG STATUS 

OF NEVi' ~'il'lD SEl-iPOR:;rS 
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In the search for the critical factors associated vvith the distribution 

and relative importance of 

with the interpretation of 

Qn~~·~~, the second of the study is concerLed 

in the: status of 

two periods in the development of the New Zealand economy. 

during 

An 

of the trends and directions of in the status of New Zealand 

is important in the basis for a reasoned assessment of their 

present and future potentialities. Without a full grasp of past 

there is a danger of 

structural patterns. 

transient conjectures of circumstance vvith basic 

A reasoned assessment of New Zealand ports is conditioned by the 

location. 

of data that will properly describe their character, importance and 

It is not possible to delve O.eeply into the factors associated Viith 

cha..11ges in the stab.s of New Zealand ports until the lication of new and 

refined statistics after 1922. The publication of these statistics does, 

however, pose a problem as to what is the best measurement of a port 1 s status, 

In the part of the study, the value of comi1lerce was used as the 

criterion, as figures for this were the most available. The 

part of the study ai."'DS at a 

was given in the first part. 

interpretation of the changes in status than 

a fuller consideration of the available 

criteria is necessary. A statistical experiment is, therefore, set up to 

investigate which of the available criteria ~~l provide the best measurement 

of a port 1 s status (Chapter II). On the basis of the evidence of the 

an analytical framewoit is established (Chapter III), and the study proceeds to 

detailed of the two selected periods, 1926-36 (Chapter IV) and 1950-61 

(Chapter V) • 

The seaports are examined at the beginning and end of each period to 

discover changes in their status. The critical factors associated 

An integral 

part of the examination is the cogency of the ideas and formulations 

distilled the available literature on seaports, to see i~ they have any 

relevance to New Zealand conditions. It is hoped to some of the ideas 

and to develop, in the procesp, new tools for interpreting changes in the status 

of From the two , it will be to see if the factors 

applicable to ports during a recession in the New Zealand economy (1926-36) 

are to a period of expansion (1950-61). 
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CF...APTER II 

n\f SEARCH OF A :MEASUREMENT 

Geographers interested in the relative stature of seaports have 

speculated for years about the best measurement for comparing and classifying 

ports. Although many detailed studies have been made of individual ports, 

there seems to be no acceptable scale against which the activities or relative 

stature of any given port can be measured. Yet,there is implicit in the 

literature the assumption that some of the measurements are to be preferred to 

others. 

Morgan, for example, has contended that the net registered tonnage of 

shipping
1 

using a port "is the most cor4J?rehensive figure for evaluating ports 

as places concerned vvith the arrival and departure of ships. 112 The advantage 

of net registered tonrage is that it applies to all ports, except naval base?, 

and includes all ships that come to a port. It embraces all classes of 

traffic - 11the passenger liner with little cargo and a high net tonnage figure, 

the cargo liner, the passenger-cargo liner, the tramp vath a great weight of 

cargo for its net tonnage figure, the cargo liner, the tanker, the collier and 

the packet or ferry steamer."3 But the use of net registered tonnage over a 

lengthy period of tirne has been criticised. Marine architects have tried to 

keep the figure as low as possible, for wharf dues are charged in proportion to 

net tonnage. In other words, they try to reduce the net registered tonnage 

relative to the ca~jing capacity of the ship.4 Consequently the growth of net 

1Net registered tonnage (n.r.t.) is gross registered tonnage (the 
measurement of the enclosed volume of a vessel, 100 cubic feet being taken as 
one ton) less an allo~ance for machinery and crew space. 

2
Morgan, p.17. 

3Ibid., p.17. 

4:rhe Plimsoll Line - which regulates the weight a ship can carry - wa"" 
some years ago raised to allow greater weight, vv.ithout altering net registered 
tonnage. See Neal~E.P. :Guide to New Zealand Statistics, 3rd ed, Auckland$ 
1955, p. 116., and Kendall, M.G.: 11 UnitedKingdom Shipping Statistics",~" 
Royal Stat. Sur. ser. A. (General), Part II, Vol~ 111. 1948, p.140. 
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tonnage falls short of the actual growth in the capacity of shipping. 5 

The shortcomings of net registerea tonnage has led to Alexanaersson an~ 

- •• 6 
Norstrom, and Ullman8 to select the weight of cargo, given in measu:r:c:-

ment tons, 9 as the most satisfactory single measure of the size of a port~ 

There are dravroacks in the use of measurement tonnage, as it favours ports 

handling bulk cargoes o Under this system seaports specialising in handling 

coal and oil cargoes rank among the leading ports in the world. Hampton Roads, 

for example, would sucyass New York as the premier importing centre of the 

United States, on account of its large oil intake.10 
lv.fany ports are not very 

significant on account of the weight of cargo handled, although they are visi~ed 

by a large net registered tonnage of shipping. If the weight of cargo were 

used as the sole criterion, the importance of these ports would be unaervalued, 

The alternative measurements - the number of , the value of cargo 

and indices relating to the physical capacity of the port - have all been 

. t d 11 reJec e • As vary in size, it is claimed that their numbers do not 

proviae a good inaicaiion of a port's status~ It would be possible for one 

ship to carry more cargo than four others. The fluctuating 1vorth of the pound 

sterling has led to a repudiation of value. Also eliminated vrere inaices 

relating to the size of individual ports, such as the number of berths of 600:tt" 

ivith 38fto alongside at Wellington, and the number at 550ft. vdth 32ft. along~ 

side at Timaru, Yvriters claim that there is a danger in drawing conclusions 

from such indices~ Within the port of Otago, for example, Port Chalmers can 

accommodate larger ships than Dunedin, but the latter receives and dispatches 

5Net registered tonnage statistics in New Zealand are inflated by th8 
ferries in shuttle traffic between the North and South Islands. 

6 Alexandersson, Gunnar a.l'ld NorstrBm, Goran : World Shipping, An Economic 
Geography of Ports and the Seaborne Trade, New York, 1963, p.118. 

7weigend, G.C. : 1Some Elements in the Study of Port Geography', 
Geogr. Revo Vol, 47. 1958, pp.192-3. 

8
Ullman, E.L. : 'Transportation Geography 1

, in James P.E. and Jones 
C.F. :American Geography Inventory and Prospect~ Syracuse, 1954, p.319, 

9A measurement ton was originally the space occupied by a ton of wine 
which was 50 cubic feet.. It is now 40 cubic feet, approximately equal to four 
quarters or a short ton of wine. 

1 0oarter, RoE .. : 'A Comparative Analysis of United States Ports and 
their Traffic Characteristics' •. ~ Geogr. Vol. 38. 1962, p.171. 

11 see Morgan, pp.16-17. 
Alex3.r..dersscn :;;..nd Norst!'U~, p.118. 
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more shipping and cargo. 
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Behind the acceptance and rejection of all measurerrents is the asswnption 

that a single criterion is sufficient basis for assessing the status of a par·~.-

However, a measurement of status, based on a single criterion, is subject to 

any abnormalities it might exhibi to It may not, therefore, provide a good 

measurement of ports vath divergent functions. There have been attempts to 

overcome the problem by conibining two or more measurements. Bird, for example: 

used two different measurements - net registered tonnage and value. 13 Carter 

proposed a multi-criteria system for describing and differentiating between 

United States ports. 14 Six different measurements were used to construct a 

series of maps depicting important traffic characteristics of ports. From an 

analysis of the maps, Carter concluded that the multi-criteria system was more 

comprehensive and more widely applicable than a single criterion for gauging the 

status of a port. If Carter's premise is accepted, the next step is to com-

bine his criteria as ratios or formulae. 

Before progress can be made along these linesj three questio1w require 

investigation9 

(i) Hovr much difference is there between the various criteria for 

measuring the status of ports? Can the superiority of one criterion be 

established statistically? 

(ii) If there is such a measurement, would it also be valid for 

overseas and coastal trade? 

(iii) Would such a measurement be applicable to several different 

years, or is it useful for only one specific year? 

PROC'EDURE 

To see if the superiority of one criterion for measuring ports can be 

established statistically, an investigation was undertaken of the gross~ over 

seas and coastal trade of New Zealand seaports for four different years- 1926, 

12
The respective controlling depths at Port Chalmers and Dunedin are 

30ft. and 23ft. But in 1961 84 per cent of the cargo was handled at Dunedin 
and only 16 per cent at Port Chalmers. 

13 Bird, James : The Major Seaports of the United Kingdom, London, 1963, 
pp.21-2. 

14 
Carter, Econ. Geogro 38, pp.162-75. 
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1 936, 1 950 and 1 961 • 
1 5 The basic problem was to seek the coefficients of 

correlation between the several possible measurements for the gross, overseas 

16 and coastal trade of New Zealand ports. 

The first task -rms to select the criteria for individual ports from s. 

variety of sources for the years in question. The New Zealand Port Information 

Nhnual17 provides details of the respective length of berthage, the limiting 

depths at the harbour entrance, in the fainvay and alongside the berths, the 

various types of mechanical equipment available and the maximum draught of 

shipping permitted at individual ports. As there were still roadstead ports 

in operation, which had no berthage or m~chanical equipment for all the years 

being analysed, it was decided to choose the maximum draught of shipping as the 

representative measure of a port's physical status. Four further measurements 

of a port's status are given in the Report on the Transport Statistics of New 

18 
Zealand. First, there is the weight of cargo given in "measurement tonsn 

loaded and discharged in the overseas, coastal and transhipment trade of New 

Zealand seaports. Secondly, there is the number of commodities landed and 

shipped in the overseas coastal and transhipment trade of the majority of ports" 

Thirdly, there is the number of overseas and coastal ships visiting a port each 

year. Fourthly, there is the net registered tonruge of overseas and coastal 

shipping visiting each port given in t'IYO tables. There is one that enw~erates, 

for the overseas trade, the ports at which they have first "entered" to discharge 

cargo, and where they 11 cleared11 their last port of call. The other distin-

quishes, by ports, the nurrber of calls made by shipping engaged in either the 

15 For the purpose of the experiment transhipments were included in the 
overseas and the coastal trade. 

16similar studies have been made on the relative merits of different 
measurements of manufacturing. See Alexander, J.W. : 'Location of Manufactur
ing : Methods of Measurement', A.A.A.G. Vol. 48. 1958, pp.20-26, and Alexander, 
J.vV. and Lindbergh, J.B.: 'Measurements of ]I;Ianufacturing: Coefficients of 
Correlation, Journal of Regional Scienc~, Vol. 7. 1961, pp.71-81. 

17N .z_. Marine Department, New Zealand Port Information Mamlal, mi 
I Text, Part II Plans, Wellington, 1957 

18N .z • Department of statistics i Report, on the Transport statistics 
of New Zealand, Wellington, (published annually since 1949)4 Prior to 1949 
cal'gO statistics were given in N .z ~ Department of Statistics : Nevt Zealand 
Statistics : Trade and Shipping, Wellington, (published annually 1921-1949). 
No cargd statistics were published prior to 1921. 
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"coastwise 11 trade, y,ffich is betvv-een any tvvo ports 'in the home country or 

islands in the home seas, or the 11 overseas11 trade, which is from or to a port 

outside the home country. As the first table is based on the location of the 

respective ports, Bluff and Auckland at the northern and southern extre1ni ties 

of New Zealand always get a disproportionate share - the statistics in the 

second table have been use do Finally, the New Zealand Official Ydarbook
19 

lists the value OI~ trade in pounds sterling, but for overseas .trade only. 

There are no comparable figures of value for the coastal trade. N ev; Zealand 

publications, therefore, provide six measurements for the overseas tr2.de, but 

only five measurements for the gross and coastal trade. 

GROSS OVERSEAS COASTAL 

1. net registered tonnage 1 • net registered tonnage 1 • net registered tonnage 

2o weight of cargo 2. weight of cargo 2. weight of cargo 

3. different com:nodities 3. different com:nodities 3. different com:nodities 

4-. number of ships 4-. number of ships 4-. number of ships 

5. maximwn draught 5. maximum draught 5. maximum draught 

6. value of cargo 

With the above data for individual seaports, it vrould be possible to 

construct a set of five maps of ~he gross measurement for each of the four years. 

If the maps sho·vved the same pattern, the absolute measurement of a portr s 

status would be immaterial. In an attempt to discover if the relationships 

between the measurements are consistent f'or the overseas and coastal elements 

of' the gross f'igures, two f'urther sets of five rraps could be dravvn for each of 

the four years. However, the construction of 15 maps for each year is a crude 

method of proceeding -vvi th the problem, as even if the maps showed a high degree 

of cor1elation, it is impossible to compare them, except visually. On the 

basis of existing evidence, it appears that the visual comparison does not 

"provide an effective means of detennining or demonstrating the degree of 

20 
association that exists between sets of spatially distributed phenomena11

• 

Without depreciating the value of visual inspection for the analysis of 

correlation, it is not possible to derive a precise measurement of variation 

19New Zeal.~-~ Official Yearbook, 17ellington, (published annually since 
1892). 

20
McCarty, H.H. and Salisbury, N.E. : Visual Comparison of Isopleth 

:tVIaps as a Means of Detennining Correlations between Spatially Distributed 
Phenomena, Imva City, 1961, p. 78. 
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by inspection alone. In situations ir.volving lesser degrees of association, 

the procedure must be viewed as an inadequate substitute for measurement where 

a determination of the extent of such an association is required. 

The decision was n~de, therefore, to rur_ a correlation analysis of the 

gross, overseas and co~stal criteria for each of the selected years. To 

control the investi;ation, the same ports were included for ·1926 and ", 9.36, and 

for 1950 and 1961. This vras necessary because the data for certain ports vvas 

not complete, ovung to the fact that they vrere in use in one year and closed 

in the other. They were, therefore, omitted from the investigation. Con-

sequently, the percentage of the total universe, represented by the base number 

of observations, is for each year. 

Data for the gross, overseas and coastal measurements of individual 

portswa.q pu·t; on punch cards which were then processed on I.B.M. 1620. The 

Pearsonian coefficients of correlation were computed for each of 

. bl 21 var1a es. 

THE RESULTS 

The Gross Measurement 

Table I shows the correlations of the five criteria of gross measure-

ment for individual ports in the four selected years. 1Ni th more than .36 ob ser-

vations for New Zealand as a whole in 1926 and i 9.36 and 26 observations in 

1 950 and i 961, the tests for significance indicate that all the coefficients 

computed in the investigation are meaningful, that is, all coefficients are 

sufficiently different from zero to be statistically significant at the 

2i,l'he definition of the Pearson product moment coefficient of 
correlation is 1 

r N z (x - x) (y - y) 

r:J X r:J y 

where x and y are the mean of all the x values mean of all the y values, and 
cr x and o y are the standard deviations of all the x values and all the y values. 
The product term 1 .c:. ( --) ( -) is the covariance of x and y. · The -z. x-x y-y 

N 
correlation coefficient r cannot exceed + 1 or be less than - 1 in value. A 
value of + i denotes perfect functional relationship between the variables, an 
increc,sing x associated with an increasing y. Where r is to - 1 , 
again there is a flli~ctional relationship, but this time an increasing x is 
associated \ri th a decreasing y. Where r = 0 there is no relationship at all 
between x ancl y & As all the coefficients in the above experiment vv-ere 
positive, increasing x i'l[:cS associated ·with increasing y. 
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.01 level o~ probability. The tables reveal that there is a relatively high 

positive correlation betvreen the ~ive criteria. In all ~our years cargo 

tonnage was rnost highly correlated w~th the other variables. In particulE~r, 

there was a close relationship between cargo tonnage and net registered tor~~ge 

and.the number of ships (over .90 in all four years). The. experiment suggests 

that cargo tonnage is the best single measurement of a port's status. Net 

registered tonnage ru1d the nmooer of provide the best measurement a~ter 

cargo to:tl.D~ge. The nu..1iber c~ di~~erent cormnodi ties is not so valuable, while 

the maxL~um draught of shipping is least useful. Neither the mm1ber o~ different 

commodities nor the maximum draught of shipping show a consistent relationship 

with other variables (Fig.4). There is, however, a remarkable stability 

through tin1e in the relationship between cargo tonnage, net registered tonr1age 

and the number o~ ships, as there has been little change over time in the 

respective order of variables. 

11.1easurements o~ Overseas and Coastal Compo~ 

i. The Overseas Component 

Table II shows the correlations o~ the overseas components of the gross 

measurements for each of the four selected years.
22 

With 1 7 observations for 

New Zealand as a whole in 1926 and 1936, and 16 observations in "1950 and 196"1, 

the tests for significance indicate that all the coefficients are sufficiently 

different from zero to be judged statistically significant at the .Oi level of 

probability. The tables reveal that there is a higher association between all 

criteria than in the gross measurement. For three of the four years -

1926, 1936 and 1950 - the measurement most closely associated ~ith ti1e other 

five criteria was net registered tonnage. In 1961 the number of ships provided 

the best measurement, But the high correlation between net registered tonnage, 

cargo, number of ships and value (all over .90) suggests that any of the four 

criteria would be equally useful as a measurement of an overseas port's status, 

for they provide essentially the same pattern. The number.of different types 

of cargo is not quite so valuable (coefficients range between .• 80 - .90), 

while the maximum draught of shipping is least tl.Seful (coefficients range 

b e t-v<re en • 6 5 - • 8 5 ) • In spite of the changes in economic conditions 

22The value of cargo is also included in the experiment for the overso2.s 
component. 
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the overseas , there was a remarkable stability 

time in the respective order of relationships between criteria (~ig.S)o 

ii~ The Coastal Component 

Table III reveals the coefficients of correlation of the five criteria 

for coastal ports in the £our selected years With 36 observations for New 

Zealand as a whole, in >1 926 and 1 936, and 26 observations for 1 950 and i 96-J, 

the tests for sigrri_ficance indicate that all the coefficients are meaningful at 

the • 01 level of probability. The association betvreen the criteria is much 

lower than for the overseas component and the measurement. In one 

instance only does a coefficient reach o90. The measurement most 

associated with the other criteria is the amount of cargo. It is the best 

measurement of a port's status for all four years. None of the other 

measurements shows the consistency of cargo. t.lJ.e low rating of the 

other measurements makes one wonder if a ratio or formulae could be evolved for 

coastal ports. As with the overseas component, there is stability in the 

Summary 

From the investigation, some notion of the variations in significance 

between the different 

cargo tonnage is the best 

Zealand ports in all four 

is apparent. On the basis of the 

measurement for gauging the status of New 

the selected years. It is also clear that the 

overseas and coastal components must be considered separately in view of the 

marked differer..ce between the criteria. 

Tf!E .APPLICATION OF THE :i\ilEASURElvJEl'J""T 

As the interpretation and explanation of a port's rank are critical 

to the study, it is important that the implications of using cargo as a means 

of a port's status are understood. In any consideration of the cargo 

, it is advisable to note that the term ttton11 does not invariably 

denote a Yveig...~t of 2,240 It is practicable to obtain the actual weights 

involved for only a small portion of the goods handled~ In ·other cases 

approximations are made by applying uniform formulae as to the number of bales) 

cases, sacks etc. to the ton. A considerable portion of trading goods, 

however, is recorded in measurement tons, 4.0 cubic feet being as the 



equivalent of a ton. As the practice is uniform, comparisons from year to 

year are not appreciably affected, nor are comparisons be~veen ports, unless 

there is a radical difference in the class of trade carried on, in which case 

recourse to be made to a consideration of individual items of trade. 

Since a much larger proportion is in measurement tons - thus artificially 

swelling the - direct comparison of import cargo tonnage vrith export 

is invalid. Thus, in any interpretation of changes in status, exports and 

imports have to be considered separately. 

The evidence and conclusions just presented suggest several problems:-

(i) Would there be any merit in employing a linkage analysis 

(or s~~lar grouping technique) to isolate clusters of similar coefficients, 

provided several related measurements of ports arc used, such as the size and 

structure of population, the productive capacity of the hinterland and the 

2"" number of shipping agents. ..J 

(ii) There is no means of detennining whether a correlation coefficient 

is high enough. It means a subjective judgement has to be made to determine 

the degree of exactness required" 

Although both problems are worthy of further research, the present 

study is able to proceed to the detailed analysis of the two selected periods 

1926-36 and 1 950-61 , using the amount of cargo tonnage as the measure for 

ranking ports. 

Long or short term trends? 

There is, however, one other conceptual problem inherent in the 

approach to the study. It is assumed that the changes between initial and 

terminal years in the two selected periods are indicative of long term trends. 

The question arises, however, as to the extent to which the conclusions may be 

influenced by the choice of a particular year. It is desirable to know if 

the results truly reflect long term trends, or if represent abnormal 

circumstances of a fortuitously chosen year. 

In an attempt to gain some insight into the problem, an investigation 

was set up to discover the extent to which th~ ch:,ngcs in rank '< 926-36 (1950-61) 

differed from an average of the changes in rank for 1 926-35 and 1 926-37 

(1950-60 and 1950-62). The procedure was to obtain Spearman's rank 

23see for example Berry,B.J.L. : 1 i~1 Inductive Approach to the 
Regionalization of Economic Developmentr, in Ginsburg, Norto~ (ea.) Essays 
on Geography and Economic Development, Chicago, 1960, pp.78-107. 



correlation coefficient 24 for each of the "tvv-o sets of years viz:-

(i) R 1926-36 : R1926 - 35 + R1926 ..., 37 

2 

(ii) R 1 950-61 R1 950 - 60 + R1 950 - 62 

2 

where R is the change in rank of the port between ~No selected years. The 

28 

results of the procedure support to the view that the conclusions of the 

study are not likely to be influenced by the choice of a particular year, 2.s 

the Spearman coefficient of rank correlation 1926-36 and the average for 

1 926-35 and 1926-37 is + .988, and for 1950-61 e..r.d the average for 1950-60 and 

1 950-62 is + • 963. The following chapter incorporates the results of the 

statistical experiments into the method of for exarr~ng changes in 

the of ports 1926-36 and 1950-61. 

24 Spearman's rank correlation
2
coefficient is defined by 

6id 
r =1 -~ 

n -n 

Where d2 is the SUiTl of the sq_uares of the rank differences and n is the 
number of observations. The rank correlation coefficient has been designed so 
that when two rankings are identical the rank correlation has the value of plus 
1; when the rankings are as greatly in disagreement as poss_ible e. when one 
ranking is the reverse of the other the rank correlation coefficient is eq_ual 
to minus 1. 
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C:H.t.PTER III 

THE lYJETHOD OF .Li.l\JALYSIS 

A study of comparative change 

On the basis of the foregoing statistical experiment, the criterion 

of cargo tonm.ge is applied to a comparative analysis of New Zealand seaports, 

first in 1926 and 1936, and secondly in 1950 and 1961. The method of 

analysis - set out diagramatically in Figure 7 - is to obtain a measure of the 

relative importance of ports for the selected years by breaking dovm the gross 

tonnage into individual port totals~ A basis for interpreting the changes in 

the status of ports is provided by ranl'"~ng ports according to their percentage 

of the gross tonnage in the initial and terminal year. 

Implicit in the variations in the ranking of ports on the gross 

tonnage scale are changes in concentration. Thus, port X vdth 3.7 per cent 

of the gross tonnage in 1 926 and 5. 6 per cent in 1936 experienced an increase 

in concentration of 1.9 per cent, These changes in concentration are made 

explicit by translating t~em into absolute terms, by calculating the difference 

between the actual tonnage of a port in 1936 (or 1961) and hypothetical figures 

showing vrhat the tonnage vvould have been if the port had grown at the national 

rate between 1926-36 (or 1950-61 )~ The formulae for calculating the 

difference be~ween the actual and hypothetical tonnage is: 

y 
p 

where 

H 
p 

- H p 

H 
p 

X p 

:: X 
p 

:: comparative gain or loss 

:: hypothetical tonnage of port 

:: tonnage of port in initial year 

1Earlier studies in manufacturing have used similar approaches. Sec 
Zelinsky, Wilbur : 1 A Method for I>Keasuring Change in the Distribution of 
Manufacturing .b.ctivi ty : The United States 1939-1947 1

, Econ. Geogr. Vol. 34-o 
1958, pp.95-126. 
Dunn, E.S., Jnr : 1 A Statistical and Imalytical Technique for Regional Analysis· 
Journal of Regional Science, Vol. 6. 1960, pp.97-112. 
Fuchs, V .. R. : Changes in the Location of JlfJanufacturing in the United States 
since 1929, New Haven, 1962. 
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~z = of New Zealand ports in initial year 

YNZ :: tonnage of New Zealand ports in terminal year 

y = tonnage of port in terminal year p 

This is, therefore, a of comparative Ports which more 

rapidly than New Zealand as a vvhole are said to have 11 gained11
, while ports 

grew less rapidly are said to have nlost 11
• 

The emphasis on comparative grow~h is consistent w~ith the purpose of 

the and fundamental to the analysis of the changes in the status of ports, 

It should be constantly borne in mind the,t ·che grov.-th of each port is being 

against the national rate of grovvth, and that reference to comparative 

11 gain11 and 11 lossn is a convenient way of describing rates that were 

faste;r or slower tha-.'1 the New Zealand average. Unde;r this system it is possible 

for a to record a comparative loss and record an absolute The 

study of the comparative that follows should, therefore, be interpreted 

and evaluated in terms of the absolute grow-th or loss evidenced in the accom.-

table so 

Before interpreting the comparative ·in the relative position 

of , it is necessary to broa.k:-down the gross tonnage in successive steps 

into its overseas (II 0), coastal (IIC) and (IIT) components, as 

their contribution varied spatially and temporally among individual centres. 

The are, therefore, ranked separately, first in the overseas trade (II Oi), 

secondly in the coastal trade (IICi) and finally in the transr~pment trade 

(IITi). Changes in the of port~ in each of the three of trade, 

are converted into absolute ternlli by calculating the difference be~veen the 

actual and hypothetical be~veen 1926 and 1936 (a..11d 1950 and 1961). 

The variatior~ in the overseas trade are in terms of the comparative 

in imports (II 0 I) and . exports (II OE), the coastal trade in terms of · 

the comparative changes in receipts (IIcR) and shipments (IIOS) and the 

transhipment trade in terri'~ of the movements betvveen coastal and overseas 

vessels (IIT). l~ter the three separate in the overseas Oii), 

coastal (IICii) and transhipment trade (IITii), the results are drawn together 

to account for the on the gross scale (Iii). 

In evaluating the reason for the personal judgement necessarily 

plays an important role. Change in the ste.tus of ports is a complicated 



process, 'Y.hich involves the interaction of many different physical and buwDn 

factors. The inferences dra~~ in the succeeding analyses can, therefore, 

only be considered tentative and subject to such revision as additional data, 

Dnproved analytical tools and fresh insigl1ts make possible. 
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CHAPTER OUTLlllE 

CHANGES IN 'l'HE STATUS OF NEW ZEALAND SEAPORTS i 926-i 936 

Ii AN ANiiLYSIS OF T:EIE; GROSS TONNAGE RfU\J1( 

Changes in Status 
Changes in Concentration 

IIO OVERSEAS TONNAGE 

Changes in Status 
Chan~in Concentration 

IIYD?ORTS 

Cha~ges in Concentration 
Explanatory Variables 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

changes in the population of the inferred hinterlands 
of the respective ports. 
the grovrir>..g trend towards centralization of the 
economic life of the country on Auckland and Wellington. 
changes in a select group of conw~ooities. 

EXPORTS 

Changes in ConcentraJion 
Ex£lanatory Variables 

changes in the pastoral group of co~nodities. 
the trend towards centralization on the "main ports!!. 

IIC COASTJU... TONNAGE 

Changes in Status 
Changes in Concentration 
The Pattern of Analysis 
An Exa.mina tion of sbi-e;ents and ~ipts 

SHIPiVIENTS 

MCEIPTS 

The 

1 • 

(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 

cha.~es 
changes 
changes 
changes 
changes 
changes 

(a) 

in consumption. 
in the standard of 
in government policy regarding ~~ports. 
in manufacturing. 
in fuel technology. 
in the significance of different methods of transport, 
changes in road and rail transport. 

(1) intra regional movements. 
(2) intra. island movements. 
(3) inter island movements •. 

(b) changes in overseas shipping policy. 
Regional ConSitions 

THE NORTH ISLAND 
THE AUCKh~ REGION 

Shipments 
~ceipts 
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2. THE POVERTY BAY :REGION 
Shipments 
Receipts 

3. THE 1-IA'iV-:KES BAY BEGIOI'l 
Shipments 
Receipts 

4. THE WEST COAST (N. I. ) BEG ION 
Shipments 
Receipj;s 

THE SOUTH ISh~ 
5. THE i::Ifu_%BOROUGH REGION 

Shipments 
Re~eipts 

6 • Tl'JE NELSON BEG ION 
Shipments 
ReceiJ?.~ 

7. THE l"iiEST COAST (S.L) REGION 
Shipments 
Rece~ts 

8. THE EAST COAST (S.L) REGION 
Shipments 
Receipts 

TRANSHIPJiiiENT TONNAGE 

Changes in S~atus 
Changes in Concentration 
Explanator~ariables 

(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 

improvement in roaQ and rail communications. 
alterations in the pattern of direct shipments. 
changes in select cormnodities. 

Iii INTERPRETATION OF THE GROSS TONNAGE RANK 
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OHiu~GES nr THE STATLTS OF :N""ElN ZEALAJ\il) SEfiPORTS 1 926-1 936 

The depression of the thirties produced a fennent in the of 

1\ew Zealand seaports (Fig.8), When cargo statistics were first published in 

1922, there were 50 ports handling 6¢6m~tons. Then follovv~ed a substantial 

increase in cargo torJ'J.B.ge until the depression affected New Zealand in 1930 

(Table IV). There was a decline in the ensuing years reaching the 

lovvest point of 5.6m. tons in 1933. Then followed a resurgence in the general 

econowic conditions with a consequent increase in the volume of har1dled. 

By 1 , when the recovery had reached its there were 45 ports handling 

8.3m. tons. In an endeavour to describe and interpret the effect of the 

on the status of seaports, the of ports are in 

1926 and 1936 when ancillary census material is available. In 1926 48 ports 

handled almost 8.1 m. tons, ·whereas in 1936 47 dealt with over 7 .5m. tons ~ 

a. decrease of ten per cent. 

effects of the 

one fewer than in 1926. 

Ii 

Changes in Status 

In spite of the 

It is surprising, in view of the and far 

that the nur.ober of ports in 1 936 Yras only 

OP THE GROSS TONt{AGE Rs.t\IK 

stability, the ranking of ports according to 

their percentage of the national tonrillge reveals significant changes 

(Fig.9, Table V). Three distinct groups of ports- rr~jor, secondary and minor~ 

may be recognised in rankings for 1926-36 and also for 1950-61. F.or 

strict comparability the division between the classes is maintained throughout 

the at five per cent of the gross tonnage betvveen major and secondary 

and one per cent between secondary and minor.. Within the fra1nework for 

1926-36, only tvm ports f'rom one class to another, but several ports 

changed their rar~ings vdthin the classes. 

In 1926 ·wellington, Auckland, Lyttelton, Westport and Otago may be 

classed as major ports as each h~~dled over five per cent of the gross 
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tonnage. Collectively they dominated the DOJniP..ion' s trade, handling almost 

three quarters of the gross tonnage. The two leading ports recorded marked 

gains between 1926-36, but Auckland's increase was greater than Wellington's, 

It resulted in Auckland disple Wellington e.s the principal port. 

Lyttelton, the third ranking port, retained its position ~vith a slight 

increase in the port 1 s sLare of the gross trade. Westport, however, failed 

to maintain its rr~jor status as its share fell below the qualifying condition 

of five per cent in 1936., It was, therefore, reclassified as a secondary 

port. Although Otago moved up from fourth to fifth position on the gross 

tonnage scale, it did not increase its share of the overseas trade. The 

drastic loss a~ Westport, therefore, 1~sulted in the aggregate trade of the 

major ports declining to less than 61 per cent. Thus, the four ports vv-i th 

major rankings in 1 936 were those serving the metropolitan centres. 

There were nine secondary ports in 1926, ranging from Greymouth at 

the upper end of the scale to Gisborne at the lower extreme. None of the 

ports vdtrdn the group were reclassified in 1936, although the addition of 

Westport and Picton, the former minor port, increased the number of secondary 

ports to eleven. The striking feature vvas the fact that the only ports 

move up on the scale were Bluff (from twelfth to tenth) and Nelson (from 

thirteenth place to Pinth). All the other ports, except New Plymouth, lost 

ground, relatively, compared with their position in 1926. The ports to fall 

in the rankings vrere Wanganui (from ninth to eleventh), Timaru (from eleventh 

to tvrelfth) and ':V11angarei (from tenth to thirteenth) respectively. The net 

result of the was for the share of the secondary ports to be increased 

from over 25 per cent in ·1926 to over 30 per cent in 1936. 

Some sharp changes in ra!'..k occurred vvi thin the minor ports, but such 

fluctuations vn:;re co1nrr:on as the margins separating one port from another were 

relatively sw~ll. As only Picton moved from minor to secondaFy status, the 

most h-npressive changes 'Nere the decline of Thames (from fifteenth to twenty-

sixth) and Tauranga (from eighteenth to twenty:-sccond place)" Indeed, the 

general trend among the minor ports ';;ras for them to decline, in relative 
of national tota~ 

importance, to less than two per cent} Thus, in spite of the apparent stab-

ility, there were several changes in rank be"hreen 1926-36. 
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Changes in Concentration 

Changes in concentration, implicit in the' variations of a 's 

position on the gross scales for 1926 and 1 936, are made by 

the difference between the actual torillage of a port in 1 >vith 

hypothetical figures what the level would have been if the ports had 

grown at the national rate between 1926-36 v). The positive 

and variations reveal (Fig.iO) that there was increased central-

iza tion of activity between i 926-36 on three of the four ports the 

areas. 

Lyttelton recorded marked 

Auckland and, to a lesser extent, Wellington and 

.~part from the losses at Westport and 

Greymouth, the gains were made largely at the expense of the North Island 

ports of vVhangarei, Thames, Tauranga, Napier and Wanganui. There were, howeve) 

deviations from the pattern of increased centralization on the ports serving 

the metropolitan area~ at the expense of the outlying ports, as both Nelson 

and Bluff recorded significant gains. 

In attempting to account for the the gross is 

broken do~n successively into its three constituent elements of 

coastal and transhipment trade. Each of the elements is examined separately 

by analysing the changes in the rank of ports on the overseas, coastal and 

scale. The results of the are then drawn together to 

account for the changes in the gross tonnage ra~~ of ports. 

OVERSEAS TOIDTAGE 

In 1926 there vrere 22 ports engaged in the overseas trade. Their 

aggregate tonnage was 3.im. tons, which accounted for over one third of New 

Zealand's gross tonnage. It was well maintained to 1930, but the depression 

resulted in a sharp decline (Table VI). The lowest point reached was 2.3m. 

tons, in 1 9 31 • Although the ports nurrib ered one less in 1 9 36 , compared vvi th 

1926, an improvement in the econonuc conditions resulted in a rise in tonnage 

to 3.3m. tons - an of six per cent. As the overseas trade had 

recovered more quickly than the coastal trade, it was responsible for over 

two fifths of the gross 

Changes in Status 

handled in i 9 36. 

vVhen the ports are arranged according to their share of the total 

overseas tonnage (Fig.11, Table VII), it is ~pparent that the increase in 
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the external trade prodQced few changes in the status of ports. There was 

only one change of class within the fraoework provided by grading ports ~~th 

over five per cent of the overseas trade A, under five and over one per cent B 

and less thar- one per cent C. 

within classes. 

Hov1ever, there were some marked variations 

In both years the grade A ports - those ~~th over five per cent of 

the overseas trade - were, in order of importance, AQokland, Wellington, 

Lyttelton and Otago. Although there were no changes in rank vrithin the class; 

Auckland and 'iii ellington consolidated their posi tione Together, the two 

North Island ports amassed three times more cargo than their southern rivals, 

Lyttelton and Otago. Indeed, Lyttelton, the third ranking port~ fell further 

behind, with a decline in its relative share of the overseas trade be~veen 

1926-36~ Otago was, therefore, able to narrow the gap be~fleen the third 

and fourth ports,with a small increase in its proportionate share. Yet, in 

spite of the poor showing of the South Island ports, the grade A ports 

collectively emphasised their dominance of the overseas trade by increasing 

their aggregate share from nearly 78 per cent of the national total in 1 926 to 

almost per cent in 1936. In view of their overv,rhelming dominance of the 

overseas trade, it is traditional to designate the four grade A ports as the 

umain ports11
• 

lliihereas the rankings of the grade 1l ports remained constant betvveen 

1926-36, there were changes among the grade B ports, handling betvreen one and 

five per cent of the total trade. Indeed, only New Plymouth maintained its 

proportior~te share of the overseas trade. All of the other ports recorded 

losses and these resulted in Timaru falling in the rarJCLngs and Westport 

reclassified as a grade C port, as it failed to reach the grade 3 qualifying 

standard of one per cent. As a result of the changes,Greymouth and Wanganui 

improved on their 1 926 positions. The share of the grade B ports declined 

from almost 16 per cent in 1926 to less 12 per cent in 1936. 

There vvere, in contrast to grades A and B, several sharp changes in 

rank among grade C ports handling less than one per cent of the overseas trade. 

Such fluctuations in raD~ were cow~n and of less importance than those in the 

first ~vro classes as margins between individual ports were small. In spite of 

the addition of the former grade port, the importance of the grade C ports 

dwiridled even :further as their aggregate share of the overseas trade declined 
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from over per cent in 1926 to four cent in 1936. from the 

fluctuations among the C ports, the general ~~pression of the overseas 

trade is one of relative stability. 

Chfu~ges in Concentration 

When the changes in concentration are made explicit by translating 

them into absolute terms .12, Table VII), it is clear that there had been 

increased centralization on Auckland and Wellington, which were the only ports 

to record gains. The gains were made at the expense of Hokianga and 

Napier in the North Island and Westport, Greymouth, Lyttelton and Timaru in 

the South Island. Although the comparative changes at the other ports varied 

in sign~ vrere sw.all in magnitude. The changes, therefore, were confined 

to a lirnited number of ports. 

In interpreting the romparative changes in the overseas trade, the 

individual totals must be divided into the component elements of imports and 

exports. Industrial raw materials and manufactured goods make up the bulk 

of the imports, while pastoral produce provides most of the exports. As the 

two components varied so much in type ru"d character, they are exaLuned separ~ 

LvlPORTS 

The rruwber of ports irr~orts declined from 19 in 1926 to 17 

in 1936. the handled remained almost identical. In 1 926 

2.3'lm. tons were imported compared with 2.30 tons in 1936. The small decrease/ 

however, resulted in a decline in the proportionate share of imports, from 78 

per cent of the overseas trade in 1926 to per cent in 1936. 

Changes in Concentration 

·ir.nen the changes in imports are revealed (Fig.13 Table VIII), it is 

apparent that there had been increased centralization of trade on Auckland 

and \tVellington. The marked gains at the tvvo leading vvere made at the 

expense of a wide of modest losses, ranging from and New 

Plymouth in the North Island to Lyttel ton, Tiw.aru and Bluff in the South 

Island. ii.S the changes at the other ports were small, they did little to 

account for the changes in the overseas trade. 

ExplanatoEY Variables 

The factors that may be related to the variations in the import 

tonr~ge of individual ports are: 



(i) changes in the population of the inferred hinterlands of the 
respective ports. 

(ii) the grmving trend tovYards centralization of the economic 
of the countr.1 on Auckland and Wellington. 

(iii) changes in a select group of commodities. 
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The method of analysis is to exarnine each of the factors in turn, to 

assess i t.s contribution to the changes in imports. 

(i) Changes i..."'l populat-ion:- /03 imports were destined for consumption 

in Zealand, 

in the 

hinterland.
2 

~~ 

it Yvould be hypothetical grounds, that on 

would be related to changes in the population of a p~.ft1~s~l 

:B'or the purposes of testing the association, the hinterlands 

were defined (Fig.14) on the basis that a port should attract to itself 

all imports destined for consumption by the population v>.'i thin an area in which 

it enjoyed a 

other ports. 3 

freight rate advantage in Class C (general ) over 

The association of the population of the inferred hinterland 

and import tonnage received by individual ports shows tne 

coefficient of r = + • 97 for each of the selected years. 4 

correlation 

In view of the 

close relationship, it would be that changes in the population of 

inferred hinterle~Yld between 19 and 'I 936 would accmmt for changes in the 

amount of imports over the same period. The assumptior.:. was teeted plotting 

the changes in bnports the variations in population on a scatter 

diagram (Fig. 1 5) • It revealed that there was no , direct relationship 

be tween the two variables. 5 IJ..part from J.\.uckland and Yvellington - which 

experienced increases in imports and population - there was a trend for 

the import tonnage to decrease vvi th the increase in population. It was 

1 Imports :for re-export only amounted to 0.30 per cent of the total 
import tom1age in 1926 and 0.18 per cent in 1 936. 

per rates of consumption are ass\.l.ffied for New Zealand. 
Ideally some allovvance should have been made for the lower levels of consumption 
among the Maoris. 

3vvhere rail transport yra.s not availab accessibility and proximity to 
other ports were taken into consideration in defining the respective hinterlands 
of Nev.- Zealand ports in 1926 and 1936. 

use of the inferred hinterland appeared a more meaningful concept 
than the population of the 11 port-ci ty11 • In both 1926 and 1936 the association 
of the population of the port-city and imports a correlation coefficient 
of r = + .94. 

5As the result be biased by the inclusion of in:tports not oriented 
towards population, such as artificial fertilisers, changes in general cargo 
imports were plotted against the variutions in the population of the inferred 
hinterland. Hmvever, the same pattern Yras so similar to that of the total 
imports that there was little point in pursuing the inquirJ. 
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ficant that both Otago and Wanganui had absolute increases in unport tonnage, 

but their hinterlands lost population. 
6 

Lyttel ton's tonnage, inc ontrasty 

decreased, but the population of the hinterland increased. It is possible, 

however, that a threshold population has to be ~eached before imports and 

population increase sirnul taneously. From evidence of the tvvo selected years, 

the threshold population necessary for imports to increase with population 

would have been betvveen 20,000 and 50,000. 7 Unfortunately the n~~ber of 

observations is too small to make a valid generalisation. Hovrever, the 

difference between ~,_uckland and Wellington anO.. the remaining ports was so 

warked that a second premise-was formulated to account for the phenomenon~ 

(ii) Centralization of the economic life of the country:- It is 

suggested that the centralization of the economic life of the country on the 

two North Island metropolitan centres ~ould account for the increase in 

imports at Wellington and Auckland~ at the expense of other ports. The 

tendency towards agglomeration is principally the result of two forces. In 

the first place, it is clear that the constant ~uprovement of communications 

has had a povrerful centralizing effect upon economic activities in New Zealandc 

The same trend results from the operation of market forces. 11If things were 

left to market forces unhrunpered by any policy interferences, industrial 

production, cow~erce, bar~ing, insurance, shipping, and, indeed, almost all 

those economic activities which in a developing country tend to 

than average return •••• would cluster in certain localities. 118 

a bigger 

If the 

centralization of imports was taking place, it vrould be expected, over ~~e 

period 1926 to 1936, that Auckland and Wellington would have increased their 

tonnage at the expense of ports within their respective spheres of influence. 

For the purpose of testing the assumption, the definition of the two fields of 

interest was based on an examination New Zealand's internal transport 

6otago's loss in population was obscured by the influx of visitors to 
the South Seas Exhibition which was in progress during the Census of 1926. 
It resulted in Dunedin's population being boosted by 5,000 •. See 'Increase and 
Location of Population', N.Z. Population Census, Vol" 1. 1936, pp.iii-v. 

7It would be valuable for predictive purposes to obtain comparative 
evidence from other countries to see if such a threshold exists. 

8
JYiyrdal, Gunnar : Economic Theory and Under-developed Regions, London, 

1957' p. 26. 
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ne h-rork (Fig. 1 4) • 
w_j,.th .A.1i9K:[.:ijl~ 

Ports which had more frequent connections by land or se~ 

were allocated to the northern sphere, which covered the northern part of the 

North Island. Similarly, ports linked to Wellington were to a 

southern sphere, vmich enibraced the southern part of the North Island and the 

whole of the South As both ports had strong influences in Napier and 

New Plymouth, the boundary vvas drawn through the ports. Their imports were 

shared equally between the northern and southern spheres of influence. 

The assumption of increasing centralization was tested by plotting for 

each year, from 1926 to 1936 inclusive, Auckland's percentage of the imports 

in the northern sphere and Wellington's percentage of the imports L~ the south-

ern sphere (Fig.16)" It reveals that both ports increased their respective 

shares of the total import tonr..age,compared with the "influencedn ports~ In 

1926 Auckland ~~s already the dominant port in the northern sphere. The port 

consolidated its position by increasing its share of the import tonnage from 

90.3 per cent of the northern sphere's total in 1926 to 94.8 per cent in 1936 

(Fig.16A). contrast to Auckland, Wellington was in a much weaker position 

in the southern sphere. The port had to face competition from the grade A 

ports of Lyttelton and Otago, to distribute imports in the South Island. In 

'1926 Wellington had only 46.8 per· cent of the import tonnage of the southern 

sphere (Fig~16B). In spite of increased competition for the dLLdnished volume 

of trade, the port's share of the southern sphere's trade rose to 52.7 per cent 

in 1936. There is no evidence, however, that the port L~proved its position 

at the expense of Otago and Lyttelton. By plotting the respective tonnages of 

Otago and Lyttelton against Wellington, it is evident that as Wellington 

increased its tonnage so did Otago (Fig.16C) and Lyttelton (Fig.16D). Con-

versely when -~{ellington 1 s import tonnage declinEii, it w-as matched by a parallel 

loss in tonnage by the tvvo South Island ports. VV"ellington 1 s gain in imports 5 

therefore, was at the expense of the secondary and rrunor ports in the southern 

sphere. Thus, the result supports the premise that changes in imports are 

associated ~~th the trend for the economic life of New Zealand to be con-

centra ted on li.uckland and Wellington. The trend tovvards centralization does 

not, however, fully account for all of the changes in imports. 

(iii) Changes in a select group of com~odities:- In an attempt to 

account for the unexplained variations in import tonnage, a third premise is 
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for.rr:.ulate~ that variations are associated vd. th in a select of 

commodities. The imports for 1926 and i 936 are confined to eight co:mr:nodi ty 

groups (Table IX). By sugar, and 

from consideration, six commodities re~ain. ·when their 

respective volumes are for i 926 and 1936, three of them, petroleum 

products, arti±'icial manures and !!general goods 11 , increased in and 

three others, coal, hardwoods and softwoods, .:_.._ sub traction of the 

commodities which increased in importance (Group A) from those which declined 

(Group B) provides a measure of the change in between the "brvo groups 

in the selected years. The formula for the group change can be w-ritten as 

follows:-

(1936 Group A - 1926 Group A) - (1 Group B- 1936 Group B) 

If a offset the decline in Group B commodities by Group li. commodities, a 

tonnage is shown. However, if the increase in Group A commodities 

to match the decline in Group B commodities, a negative is 

indicated. In view of the dominance of the commodities forming A and B 

in the import tonnage, a significant relationship would be expected for 

individual ports between the group change and variations in imports. The 

assumption was tested the group against changes in import 

tonnage. .As expected, there was a close relationship between the two 

variables (Fig. 17). Generally, the ports that showed a positive group change 

had a commensurate increase in imports between 1926 and i 936, '1vhereas the ports 

-vvi th a negative group lost a similar amount of import tonnage. 

Changes in linports were, therefore, clos associated with variations 

in the distribution of the two groups of Apart from Westport acd 

Greymouth serving the coal producing area of the west coast of the South Island, 

Group B commodities - coal, hardwoods and softwoods -were common to all 

importing ports. The decline of Group B comnodities, therefore, affected 

nearly all ports. Their decline can be attributed, first, to the fall off 

in the number of construction projects requiring hard•~ods and softwoods as 

~~~u.~Jg materials, 9 and to the substitution of imported Australian 

coal l l - t• 10 t" l l oca varle les and by the use of alternative fuels, par lOU ar y 

9New Zealand Official Yearbook, 1938, pp.523-43. 
10 The better use of low grade coals the displacement of the 
calorific coals :from Australia. 
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hydro-electricity and All ports, in contrast, did not benefit from 

the growth of the Group A commodities - general cargo, artificial manures and 

petrolewn products. Their increase was concentrated on a narrow of 

ports. Or~y the ports with bulk oil ternnnals or fertiliser works were able 

to take advantage of the rise in the imports of petroleum products and arti:ficiaJ. 

11 
manures. Increases in goods were confined to a limited number of 

ports as there was a trend for general goods to be concentrated on the grade 

A between 1 926--.36. Thus, the changes in the select group of commodities 

provided a close approxL~tion of the variations in imports. The closest 

relationship occurred at with a lirrited range of commodities, such as 

Gisborne and Oamaru (Fig.17). However, the group change did not account 

for all of the changes, as abnormal differences in the import of commod-

ities resulted in marked differences from the pattern. 

Lyttelton's group overestimated the port 1 s loss (Fig.17). The 

anomaly was due to Lyttelton1 s slow recovery from the depression. It lagged 

behind the other ports, and in 1936 - the year chosen for analysis - it had not 

1 2 fully completed its recovery. General cargo imports were only slightly ~bove 

the 1926 level, and artificial manures failed to reach their former 13 

As only petroleum products had shown an absolute increase among the Group A 

commodities, the rise was insufficient to off'set the decline in Group B 

commodities. 

Auckland's group in contrast to Lyttelton's, overestimated the 

port's in imports 17). The anomaly was due primarily to a change in 

policy. of wheat and flour were subject to control 

in 1 to stimulate the local cultivation and processing of these corrn:noditiF:S 

At Wellington, also, the decline in the ~~port of wheat and flour was largely 

11 As the criterion of a port's status bulk commoditie~ the 
opening of a fertiliser works can have an important effect. For example, the 

in ton~~ge at ·was largely accounted for by the fertiliser works 
opened in 1926, coiPing into full production. Sill'ilarly, at Otago the opening 
of the second fertiliser works at P..avensbourne in 1930 was responsible for 
boosting the ports imports by several thousand tons. 

12There is evidence a differential response to the among 
New Zealand areas. Unfortur..ately no detailed account of the regional 

impact of the econoiT~c is available to substantiate the findings. 

i3Lyttelton was the only main h~porter of artificial manures to suffer a 
decline in fertiliser imports. 'Nith the upsurge in wheat cultivation during 
the sion,farmers on the light soils of the tended to cut back on 
top compared with the dairying lands of the North Island. The 11 ligh t 
land revolution~ beginning in the late brought about a marked increase 
in the application of In 1937 the of fertiliser increased 
by 36 per cent to .33,000 tons compared \v.ith 1 
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The other main deviations were at Timaru, Napier and Blu:ff. This was due to 

the from 15 to bulk handling of petrolemn products. In 

1926 all three ports handled quantities of packaged oil but 

vdth the introduction of oil tankers to New Zealand in 1926 they were deprived 

. l 16 of the as oil products were concentrated on ports with ocean ter.mlna s. 

Thus, from the analysis of the main deviations and the group change it is 

apparent that ~any of the detailed variations in imports were inherent in the 

type and character of the main co~~odities. 

As the changes in the select group of commodities were so closely 

to the other exrunined in the foregoing , no 

statistical experiment was undertaken to ascertain which variable contributed 

most to the "explanation11 of changes in import tonnage. The suggests. 

however, that the variations in imports were related to ina 

select group of commodities and the trend the centralization of the 

economic life of the country on the tvvo 1nain centres. There is, tenuous 

evidence that a threshold population has to be reached before imports increase 

simultaneously with a rise in population. there is little support 

for the premise that in imports Vlere related to in 

population. 

EXPORTS 

Exports were more dispersed tJ:-..an They were handled by 

22 in 1926, compared with two fewer in 1 In spite of the reduction 

in the number of ports, increased in from slightly over 750,000 

tons in 1 to just over 1m. tons in 1936. Their percentage the 

overseas trade, compared with imports, increased from 22 per cent in 1 926 to 

28 per cent in 1936. 

14As there were no fertiliser works at 
primarily due to a rise in cargo and 

15Prior to bulk all motor 
imported in case lots. 

the increase was 
v.J..c-u.u. imports. 

and ancillary products were 

16
ocean terminals vvere built at Auckland, ''ifellington, Lyttelton and 

Otago in 1926. The terminal at New Plymouth was not opened until 1927. In 
1936 the New Plymouth terminal was small in vd th other ports and 
handled less than it imported in case lots in 1926. 
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Changes in Concentration 

~~en the comparative changes are revealed (Fig.18, Table X), the 

outstanding feature is the increased centralization of exports on Auckland and, 

to a lesser extent, on Wellington. However, the changes did not parallel 

imports, as NewPl~nouth and Eluff also recorded small gains. Apart from the 

losses at Hokianga and Wanganui, the main negative results were at the South 

Island ports of 1i1Jestport, Greymouth, Lyttel ton, Tiinaru and Otago. Although 

the changes in erports at the remaining ports varied in sign, they were small in 

magni. tude. Thus, the changes were confined to a limited number of ports. 

Explanatory Variables 

The variations in exports at individual ports are presumed to be assoc-

iated with: 

(i) changes in the pastoral group of commodities. 

(ii) the trend towards centralization on the 11 main ports". 

Each of the factors is exam~ined to assess its contribution to the changes in 

exports of individual ports. 

(i) Changes in pastoral commodities:- The first premise is that 

h · t t 1 f a· t· 17 
c anges ln expor s are related to variations in the pas ora group o cornmo l .1.es 

It is based on the predominance of pastoral commodities in the export tonnage. 

Indeed, the dominance of the pastoral commodities was increased with the 

expansion in their aggregate tonnage from almost 460,000 tons in 1926 (or 61 

per cent of the total exports) to nearly 716,000 tons (or 72 per cent) in 1936. 

The increase resulted from farmers producing more through intensified farm 

18 management methods, to offset the fall in prices during the depression. In 

view of the increased importance of pastoral commodities, it would be expected 

that the variations in exports at individual ports vv·ould be closely related to 

the change. 

In making the assumption, three specialised ports - Gre~outh, Westport 

and Kaipara -were omitted from consideration. They differed from the other 

ports in that they concentrated entirely on the export of coal and timber. 

17The "pastoral commodities" are frozen meat, preserved meat, wool, 
butter and cheese, milk products, hides, tallow and sKlns. 

18The methods involved the use of fertiliser as top dressing, the sub
division of paddocks, conservation of surplus grass in the form of hay and 
ensilage and the furthe:r development of livestock rw.nagement. 
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All three ports had declined in importance vvi th the fall off in the demand for 

their exports. The decline at Westport and Greymouth was primarily the result 

of the substitution of oil fuel for coal in ships' bunkers. On the other 

hand, Kaipara's decline was due to the decrease in timber exports to Australia, 

with the exhaustion of the native k.auri stands. 

Omitting the three specialised ports, the assumption tha't the changes 

in exports be~veen 1926-36 are related to variations in pastoral commodities 

is tested by plotting the ~wo variables on a scatter diagram (Fig.19). As 

there appears to be a close relationship betv1een the variables, a fuller 

interpretation of the export changes can be obtained from an explanation of 

the variations in the tonnage of pastoral commodities. 

However, there is one striking anomaly in the general pattern, before 

the explanation is attempted (Fig.19). Yvellington' s marked increase was 

underestimated by the change in pastoral commodities. The deviation can be 

attributed to the port's function as the Dominion's major fuelling centre for 

overseas ships. The intake of fuel by overseas ships is recorded as an export" 

Apart from this anomaly,it is assumed that the variations in the export 

of pastoral produce are related to different rates of development >vithin the 

hinterlands of the respective ports. The asswnption is examined by using the 

same hinterlands as those established for imports (Fig.14), on the basis that a 

given centre should attract to itself all the commodities destined for export 

from the area in which it enjoyed a railway freight rate advantage. .A 

measure of the change in pastoral development >vithin thehinterland is provided 

by the difference between livestock units vvi thin the defined areas for 1926 

19 and 1936. The changes in livestock units are plotted against the changes 

in the tonnage of pastoral commodities for each port (Fig.20), to see if there 

19For this calculation a cow in milk is regarded as being one unit and 
other classes of stock are evaluated on the basis of estimated food consumption. 

viz: 1 cow in milk = 1 unit 
= 6 breeding ewes 
= 8 dry sheep 
= 1-:t beef breeding cows 
= 2 all other cattle 

Strict accuracy is not clait11ed for the method as there is a wide divergence 
in food consumption between the seme breed of stock in different localities 
and between different breeds of stock. · 
See White, J .V. : Livestock Farming in the North Island; a Study in Pro?-uct~, 
Trends and Potential, N.Z. Department of Agriculture Paper No. 19, 1Nellington, 
1954. 
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is a relationship betvveen the variables. However, in drawing conclusions from 

the scatter diagra.1n, Auckland has to -be omitted from consideration. The 

tremendous increase i·~ exports and livestock units in the port's hinter-

land- due to the in the Waikato - out-

stripped other centres and made the port of the total universe. 

From the remaining observations, it appeared that there vvas a rise in 

if the increase in livestock exceeded 20,000 urcits. For each increase of 

4,000 livestock ~~ts above figure, the export tonnage should increase by 

1,000 tons. 

The anomalies from the expected pattern can be attributed, first, to 

special factors of' distribution and secondly to the crude and insensitive 

criterion for measuring change. It is difficult to make allowance f'or 

distribution patterns as there is no indication of the of' exports in the 

statistics. However, it was an established practice for exports from the 

hinterland of one port to be exported from a~other, particularly if the 

could offer a better &hipping service. Butter from Wanganui 1 s hinterland was 

exported from vvellington
20 

and frozen rr~at from Timar~ was shipped from Lyttel-

21 
ton. Anomalie8 also resulted from the use of livestock statistics. 

did not, in themselves, give a true to production trends, because of the 

increase in productivity per animal. As it applied particularly to dairy cows, 

it could account possibly for the anomaly at New Plymouth vvhere there was a 

small increase in livestock units but a large increase in pastoral production 

(Fig. 20). Broadly, therefore, in the tonnage of pastoral commodities 

are with changes in the livestock numbers in their respective hinter-

lands, in each individual case due cor£ideration must be given to the 

special distributional patterns and the accuracy of the criteria. 

(ii) Centralization of ex£6rts:- It is that the changes in 

exports are associated vli.th the to centralize trade on the 11 main ports" 

of Auckland, Wellington, Lyttelton and Otago. The main aim of centralization 

was to make fuller use of the extensive installations of the l~rger ports. 

20
New Zealand Dairy Board, Twelfth Annual Report 1936, pp.22-23. 

21 There were innumerable rrotests from the Timar~ Harbour Board between 
1926-36 of meat from local works shipped from Lyttelton. See Timaru 
Harbour Annual Reports, 1926-36. 



Imports were spread evenly throughout the year, but exports were seasonal. 

As the major ports already handled nine tenths of the imports, they concent:r·ated 

their efforts on capturing export trade from the grade B ports. Throughout 

the inter-war period t~ere ~~s strong criticism of the practice of overseas 

ships calling at a number of secondary and minor ports, to load refrig-

erated cargo. Disparagingly referred to as 11 call at your :farm policy", the 

main ports sought to undermine it by abolishing the "flat rate system11
• Regard-

less of a port's facilities and the cost of loading, the flat rate for all 

pastoral produce from New Zealand to the United Kingdom, negotiated by the 

23 
Export Boards, 22 was the same for all produce and at all scheduled ports. 

The Wellington Harbour Board, the main protagonist for abolishing the system, 

stated categorically as a body:-

11 That in the opinion of the Board the present system of the flat 
rate of freight for all ports in the Dominion is vrrong in 
principle and is most unjust to all users of the main ports 
providing safe accommodation and modern facilities for handling 
ships and cargo; that it retains ships on the coast for a much 
longer period than is absolutely necessary; that it prevents 
quick and regular shipments of our produce and is generally 
against the interests of the Dominion.n24 

Penal rates were suggested for t~e 11 open (roadstead) ports" vd.thout facilities, 

at which working of the ship and cargo was slow, dangerous and often costly. 

concentrating the ships at the major ports, an estimated savings of 30-50 

days in the turn-round of ships was envisaged. This policy of the main ports, 

"to injure and discredit the secondary ports11 , v,~s claimed to be unnatural, 

11 aS New Zealand is a country which is divided by mountain ranges into separate 

commercial zones, 'V~ihich drain their commerce into the most convenient port. 

Attempts to disrupt the system could only lead to the congestion of the main 

ports and an additional financial burden to the districts concerned in tranship-

ping cargo by sea or rail. n 

If the prevailing policy had affected the export tonnage, the grade A 

ports would r~ve gained at the expense of grades B and C ports. As it 11vas 

.
22

These were producer organisations constituted to rationalise the market
ing of primary produce under the Niea t-export Control Act of 1 922 and the Dai:r:Jr 
produce Export Control Act of 1923. 

23The export of dairy produce and meat was cor£ined to ports nominated 
by the controlling bodies. 

21~Wellington Harbour Board, ~-Tew Zealand Shipping Freights and Charge~_:. 
Report of Discussions Concerning the Flat Rate System, Yvellington, 1928, p.i. 

25v . t h -" A . N Z 1· . 8 e~ c , w •• ~ ew ealand Par ~amentar;y Debates, Vol.209. 192 , p.44. 
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undesirable and costly to transport relatively value-high bulk 

produce long distances, 

could have been influenced 

the ports connected by rail or short sea distances 

the grade A ports. Each of the A ports is, 

therefore, exlli~ned in to see if it extends its influence at the expense 

of the 

by 

B and C ports vrithin its sphere between 1926-36. This is done 

the results obtained from applying the follow~ng formula to each 

year between 1926-36. 

X 

100 

where 

x is the annual tonnage of the A port. 

y
1 

••••• yn are the annual export of the 11 influenced11 ports. 

The results are presented on Figure 21 • Each of the four grade A ports is 

examined in turn. 

Auckland had little to gain from centralization. Apart from exports 

of from Russell, the port already 

part of New Zealand (Fig. 21 A). On the other 

the trade of the northern 

Wellington could have 

benefitted from such a policy, by attracting cargo from Napier, Wanganui, New 

Plyn1outh, Picton and Nelson. Wellington's index of centralization revealed 

that there was a trend towards concentration of on the port. (Fig. 2.,.t B). 

It was however, at the expense of all ports. By obtaining 

indices between pairs of , it can be seen that Wellington "'-o.-'-uvu. at the 

expense of Wanganui, but not at the expense of New Plyn1outh and ~""'"'-'·"' .... (Fig. 21 c). 

The difference could be attributed to the respective rail distances of 

the three ports from Wellington, Wanganui only 11 2 miles, whereas I~ew 

Plymouth and Napier were over 210 miles. The latter ports, were 

afforded some protection, by distance, from the incursion of Wellington. 

Distance, however, did not protect Timaru from Lyttelton, as there were only 

100 miles between the ports. Indeed, Lyttelton' s share of their 

trade rose from 71 per cent in 1926 to 76 per cent in 1936 (Fig.21D). Otago, 

the fourth grade A port, was, however, less successful. The port had only 

slightly improved its over the period 1926-36 compared vd.th its main 

• 21 E). F·rom the , there does appear to 8e rivals, Oamaru and Bluff 

some evidence of an concentration of exports at Wellington and 

Lyttelton, but not at AU.v~.~•~u. and Otago. 
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As the ~ro premises put fonvard to explain the changes in export 

ton.."lB.ge were closely related, and did not apply to all ports, no statistical 

experiment was undertaken to obtain their respective contributions to the total 

11 explana tion11 of the variations. The analysis does, however, reveal a sli1~le, 

direct relationship between variations in exports and changes in pastoral 

commodities. There was, also, some supporting evidence that the practice of 

centralization had reacted in favour of Wellington ar.d Lyttelton. Hmvever, 

ports outside a 120 mile radius of the main ports shov.red strong growth and 

were apparently unaffected the practiceo 

Imports and exports, therefore, reacted to different stimuli. Yet 

the effect of the changes in both components was broadly similar in that it 

intensified the concentration of overseas cargo on the tvro leading ports of 

Auckland and Wellington. The changes also weakened the extreme imbalances 

of flow exhibited by seaports in the overseas trade (Table XI). Indeed, the 

number of ports with over 80 per cent in one direction was reduced from over 

one half of the ports handling overseas trade in 1926 to one third in 1936. 

Ho-wever, in of a slightly more balanced trade, the grade A port~Auckland~ 

Wellington, Lyttelton and Otago remained, without exception, strong on imports, 

The grade B ports - apart from the specialist coal and timber exporting ports 

of Westport (re-classified as grade C in 1936) and Greymouth - had a more 

balanced flow in both years. Ylfi th the decline of coal imports and changes in 

the pattern of distributing petroleum products, the balance of flow moved from 

an emphasis on imports in 1926 to a preponderance of exports in 1936. The 

C ports, except for Oru-naru and Nelson, still retained their extreme 

imbalance, as in both 1926 and 1 936 almost all of their trade was in one 

direction. the increased centralization had not achieved the desirable 

condition of balance between inbound and outbound movements so that full 

economic use could be made of the transportation facilities, both of land anrl 

water, which serve the ports. 

IIC COASTAL TONNAGE 

The coastal trade was the most important constituent of all tonnage 

handled by Nev-,r Zealand ports in 1926 and 1936. Coastal cargoes of almost 

4.1m. tons in 1926 accounted for over half of the gross tonnage. The annual 

trade was maintained at over four million tons until '1930 (Table XII). Then 
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followed a sharp decline in uuring the depression. The lowest point 

of 2.Bm. tons was reached in 1933. A speedy recovery ensued with the general 

improvement in economic conditions. By 1936 the trade had reached almost 3o7m. 

tons, but it was still per cent below the 1 total .. As the overseas 

trade recovered more quickly from the depression, the coastal trade's share of 

the gross tonnage declined to under 49 per cent. Despite the wide 

fluctuations in the volume of cargo h&~dled over the period, the nuw~er of ports 

engaged in the coastal trade remained constant. There were 46 ports handling 

coastal cargo in 1 936, only one fewer than the nurnber in 1926. Indeed, the 

persistence of ports in the New Zealand co~aodity flow pattern 1~s most 

after a of rapid economic change and upheaval. 

Changes in Status 

The stability is also when the ports are ranked according to 

their share of the total coastal trade in 1926 and i 936 and 

into three grades A, B and G, as only ~wo ports classes (Fig.22, Table 

XIII). There were, however, changes vYi thin the classes, which did not 

produce a change in status. 

Five ports, Auckland, Wellington, Westport, Lyttel ton and Greyrnouth, 

each over five per cent of the coastal trade, may be classed as 

A ports in both of the selected years. Within the class there were sharp 

variations between ports from an impressive at Wellington, a modest 

gain at Lyttelton, slight losses at Auckland and Gre~nouth and a heavy loss at 

Westport. The cumulative effect on the group's share was not great, as in 

both years the grade A ports handled over two thirds of the coastal 

trade. 

The share of the grade B ports - handling between one and 

five per cent - was also maintained at over one quarter of the total trade in 

1926 and 'l Yet, there was a reduction in the number of ports, from 13 in 

1926 to 11 in 1936, with the re-classification of Thames and Tauranga as grade 

C ports. In of relative losses, Otago and retained their 

positions at the upper end of the r2~ge of grade B ports. There wer~however~ 

sharp at the extreme end of the range. The South Island ports hacl 

fared better than the North Island ports, as Nelson, Timaru cr.cd Bluff 

all improved on their rankings. Apart from OnehlL"'lga, the North Island ports of 
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New P.lyrr..outh, Wanganui, and Gisborne recorded losses. Thus, there 

was a differential change between grade B ports located in the North and South 

Islands. 

The differential change was not reflected among the 30 grade C ports, 

which individually handled less than one per cent of the coastal trade. 

Augmented by the two former B ports of Thames and Tauranga, the share 

of the grade C ports increased slightly between 1926-36, but they still .b..andled 

less than one tenth of the coastal trade. There were many changes of rank 

among the grade C ports, but are only to be expected as the margins 

individual ports were small. The most notevvorthy changes in the 

rankings were the decline of Oamaru and the rise of Picton, wbakatane and 

Motueka. But none of the ports increased sufficiently to be re-classified as 

a grade B port. 

Changes in Concentration 

vVhen the changes in concentration in1plicit in the rankings are 

expressed inabsolute terms 23, Table XIII), the overriding impression 

of stability is confirmed. Most of the positive and negative variations do 

not exceed 10,000 tons. The marked changes are, therefore, confined to a 

narrow range of ports. There was a phenomenal gain at Wellington and sub

stantial increases at Nelson and Lyttelton, but the other marked positive 

values at vVhakatane, Patea, Picton, Timaru and Bluff were modest. Negative 

values were more nwnerous than positive ones, but the changes were 

limited to a drastic loss at Westport, a heavy decline at Thames and moderate 

decreases at vVhangarei, Auckland, Tauranga, Gisborne, Otago and 

Invercargill. There appears to be a chaotic absence of pattern in the 

changes, as the variations bear relationship to the ranking of ports 

on the coastal tonnage scale. 

The Pattern of Analysis 

In an attempt to discover a pattern in the c changes of 

ports, the coastal trade is divided into its component elements of shipments 

and The basis for the distinction is one of convenience, as the 

commodity differences recognised between imports and exports in the overseas 

trade do not occur between receipts and shipments in the coastal trade. 

Indeed, the outbound cargo at one port is the irillound cargo at another. As 
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the commodities involved are the srune, it presmned that the changes in 

receipts and shipments at individual ports would be associated vvi th certain 

general factors which inf'luence the main genera tors of comrnodi ty movements in 

New Zealand. The expression of the factors is not uniform and clearly varies 

between different regions recognised on Figure 24-. 26 
As there also appear 

to be localised regional inf'luences affecting , the changes are examined 

according to each of the eight regions. A distinction is made to facilitate 

the analysis between three different types of coastal trade. They are: 

(i) the intra regional trade, involving commodities originating 
and terr.o:Lna ting at ports solely within the s arne region. 

(ii) the intra island trade, involving comnodities originating in 
one region and terminating in another region within the srune 
island. 

) the inter island trade, involving commodities originating in 
one island and terw~nating in the other island. 

An Examination of Shipments and Recei.E.._ts 

Between 1926-36 the changes in shipments and receipts differed widely 

between individual ports. The Vh~ components of the coastal trade 

therefore, examined separately by identifying the ports vdth the largest com-

parative gains and losses. 

SHIPMENTS 

As with the total coastal trade, it is difficult to detect a pattern 

· when the changes in shipments are translated into absolute terms (Fig.25 

Table Xrv). Hovrever,, by examining the rnap inset, and regional tabulations, 

a more coherent pattern emerges (Fig.25, Table XV). The substantial 

in the West Coast (N.I.) region and the East Coast (s.r.) region are revealed 

and the heavy loss in the West Coast (s.r.) region confinned. From the main 

portion of the map it is apparent that the positive or negative results are 

derived from changes at a limited n~ber of ports (Fig.25). Thus, in the 

Auckland region, the modest gain at Auckland and the losses at iVhangarei and 

Thames virtually accounted for the net loss. There were, however, no out-

standing changes in the uniformly positive behaviour of Povert;y Bay, but Napier 

26
The regions were delimited for this study on the basis of the location 

of economic activities and the railway netvrork in 1 926 and 1 936. Their 
boundaries were dravm specifically to cover particularized production areas 
and to reduce inter-regional connections by rail to a minimum. 



contributed most to the 1 s Bay region 1 s The substantial in 

the West Coast region was derived :from Wellington's increase as the trends at 

the other ports were small and mixed. In the Island, the positive result 

in the j\[Jarlborough region was due to Picton's Nelson Cbminated 

the Nelson region's positive showing, w-hereas 

uted to the heavy loss o:f the Vvest Coast region. 

ovenvhelmingly contrib

The gain in the East Coast 

region '!Vas derived primarily :from Lyttelton and, to a lesser extent, :from Timarc1. 

Apart :from the Poverty Bay there:fore, the in shipments were 

con:fined to a single or small group o:f por-ts within each region. 

RECEIPTS 

wben the variations in the concentration o:f receipts are revealed 

expressing the changes in absolute tenns (Fig.26 Table XVI) and compared 

shipments, :fre~uent sharp di:f:ferences in sign, as well .as magnitude, are revealed~ 

By scrutinizing the map inset and the regional tabulations (Fig.26, Table 

it is that the are much smaller than the v2.ria tions in 

ments. The West Coast (N.I.) and Nelson again impressive, but less 

substantial, gains. Auckland showed a loss, but it was less severe than 

shipments. Trends Vl'ere reversed in the East Coast (S.I.) region. In 

contrast to the drastic loss o:f shipments, however, the 

exhibited only a siT~ll loss. 

there were di:f:fcrences betvveen the 

Coast (s.I.) region 

in receipts and 

shipments, the regional positive and negative characteristics were again 

contributed by a limited nillnber o:f ports (Fig.26). Thus, in the North Island, 

trends were more nuxed in the Auckland region, but the at vVhangarei and 

the sharp losses at Auckland and Tauranga accounted :for the region1 s net loss. 

Htixed trends were evident in but Gisborne was responsible 

:for the region's loss. In the Hawke's Bay region there was no outstanding 

port, as all ports contributed to the negative result. 

Wellington, compensating :for the loss at Wanganui, was 

the 

marked 

Coast region's substantial gain. In the South 

or negative in the :Marlborough 

The impressive gain at 

responsible :for 

there were no 

and it had littl~ 

linpact on the national pattern. Nelson again dominated the increase in 

in the Nelson region. There were no outstanding in the mixed trends in 



the West Coast region, but the losses at Lyttelton and Otago were responsible 

for the net loss in the East Coast region. Thus, vdth the exception of the 

Hawke's Bay, :Marlborough and :rest Coast (S.I.) regions, the changes in receipts 

were again confined to a liiTited number of ports. 

As the outbound cargoes of one port are the inbound commodities of 

another port, the receipts and shipments of 1\ew Zealand must be subject 

to certain general factors vvhich expand or contract comrnodity movements. 

Their main iinpact is on the persistent generators of the commodity flows in 

:New Zealand. Six genera tors can be recognised between 1 926-36. They are:-

(A) the location of the main coalfield in the West Coast of the South Island. 

(B) the location of the Dominion's principal grain growing areas in the East 
Coast of the South Island. 

(C) the uneven distribution of population,heavily concentrated on the four 
main centres of Auckland, Wellington, Christchurch and Dunedin. 

(D) the marked localisation of manufacturing in the four metropolitan areas 
of Auckland, Wellington, Christchurch and Dunedin. 

(E) the location of the principal fruit growing area in Nelson. 

(F) the policy of overseas 
exports.on larger ports. 

con~anies of concentrating imports and 

The general factors affecting the generators of the commodity movements 

between 1 926-36 vvere changes 

(i) consumption 

(ii) standard of living 

(iii) government policy regarding overseas imports 

(iv) rnanufacturing 

(v) fuel technology 

(vi) the significance of different methods of tr~~sport. 

The six factors were interrelated, as they were affected directly or 

tangentially by the overriding influence of the economic depression of the 

thirties and the extension of gover:rur:.ent cont:col into the fields of production. 

distribution and consumption. However, the general factors are examined more 

conveniently as separate items. 

(i) ~ges in consvmption:- Commodity movements were affected 

by cr.angcs in consumption which resulted from an 11.77 per. Cent increase 

in Nc1r Zcalw.nd' s populatior., from 1 .40 m. in 1926 to 1 .• 57 m. in 1936.27 

27The population's percentage increase was the lowest ever recorded in 
New Zealan~. It was ~ue ~ona decline i~ the natur~~.i¥crease and a net 
~grat1on 1ncrease. uee N.~. Census, 1~36, 1, pp.111-1v. 



It was not, however, reflected in a general increase in tonnage handled by 

New Zealand ports, as commodity movements had been curtailed by the economic 

depression. As the rate of population gro~rth varied between different areas, 

the changes in the nwTiber of conswuers affected the diminished volume of 

commodity movements. As the North Island increased at a proportionately 

greater rate than the South Island, 
28 

the difference between the two islands 

was accentuated. In spite of the aepression, there were increased shipments 

of raw and processed agricultural products (flour, wheat, beans and peas, 

oatmeal and pollard and bran) from Ililarlborough, Nelson and the East Coast 

region in the South Island to all North Island regions. There was also an 

increased reciprocal flow of sugar and manufactured goods (imported and locally 

made), classed as "other goods", to meet the growing demand in the South Islanc1o 

Thus, the selective impact of the changes in conswuption clearly differentiated 

betvreen the role of the South Island as a generator of agricultural products 

and the North Island as a grovring producerof manufactured goods. 

Commodity movements were also affected by differential sub-regional 

changes in population (Table rviii). In certain instances there was a 

marked correlation between the pattern of consumption reflected in the regional 

receipts and the variations in population. The substantial increase in 

receipts at Wellington, for example, was associated with a marked rise in the 

sub-region's population, and conversely, the loss in receipts at Otago was 

related to a very small increase. Yet )the loss in receipts at Auckland was 

not associated vath a small increase in population. Indeed, the. largest gain 

in population was recorded in the region. This could, however, reflect 

increased self sufficiency in the Auckland region, which lessened its depend-

ence on other areas. It is more likely, however, that other factors were 

present, distorting the relationship behveen receipts and population. Thus, 

in contrast toihe selective increases in certain commodities in the inter 

island trade, the impact of the differential changes in population growth were 

not always discernible in the patterns of conswnption reflected in the regional 

receipts. 

28 
The growth rate for the North Island between 1926-36 was 1 2.88 per 

cent and 7.78 per cent for the South Island. 
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(ii) Changes in the standard of living:- A fall in the standard of 

which resulted from the depression of the thirties, affected the 

character and the volurne of com::aodi ty movemen.ts b et-rreen ': 926-36. As an 

exporter of primar<J produce, and ;vi th the per capita external trade of 

any in the world, the depression affected New Zealand vnth 

severity. 29 'I'he government responded to the economic conditions by 

civil service salaries tvdce, abolishing compulsory arbitration to enable 

erL!Ployers to make wage reductions, cutting widows 1 , war and old age 

dirainishing staff, reducing public works loans by per cent (while at the 

same providing relief work for the unemployed) and eliminating non-

essential imports. The v~s, mercifully, not prolonged. By 1936 

there had been an upsurge in commodity movements, but they had not fully 

returned to their 1 926 level. 30 Imported goods were quickly restored to their 

fanner 31 The recovery of building activity, hovrever, was not 

Shipments of cement from and Otago and at other ports in 

1936 therefore, smaller than in 1 9 26 • Basic foodstuffs, in contrast 

to activities, were less affected by the Although the 

consumption of certain commodities in 1 936 was lower than in 1926, 32 there was 

an in the movement of flour and cereals from the coast ports of 

to ports in both 

islands. All commodities were not, however, affecteCi by the depression. 

There was, for example, a substantial increase in shipments of fruit from 

Nelson for domestic consumption, vvith the general of its value 

in the Thus, although the rate of growth of the population is probably 

the basic factor underlying the term movements in the flow of goods enter-

ing into conswuption, the standard of living of the population as a whole is 

29A1most 80,000 were unemployed at the height of the depression in 1933. 
See New Zealand Official Yearbook, 1937, p.707. 

30As the population of New Zealand increased by almost 12 per cent be-
tween 1. 9 26-36, a fall of 1 4 per cent in the volume of available resulted in 
a decline of 23 per cent in the volume of supply on a per capita basis. See 
New Zealand Official Yearbook, 1 p.830. 

31 In ~ 9 36 43 per cent of the total supply of vrere imported com-
pared vnth per cent in 1926. p.831. 

32The per capita consumption of flour declined from 200 lb. in 1926 tr 
185 lb. in 1936, butter from 40 lb. to 35 lb., sugar from 121 lb. to 112 lb., 
tea from 7.8 lb. to 7.1 lb, beer from 9.2 gals~ to 7~2 • and spirits from 
0 .• 47 gal,. to 0. 24 gal. pp. 

p.838. 



another ~actor o~ paramo'~t ~uportance in the ultimate analysis. 

(iii) Changes in government policy regarding overseas imports:-

Direct government intervention in the free ~low of overseas imports also had 

repercussions on the coastal trade. I~port restrictions were instituted in 

certain connnodities to lessen the country's dependence on overseas trade. 34 

It is difficult to gauge the impact of goverrunent inter~erence in the coastal 

trade as it is not always easy to distinguish betv;een goods supplied by over-

seas countries and those produced in New Zealand. However, the effect of 

government intervention canoe illustrated by reference to ~neat imports. 35 

In 1926 37,946 tons were imported from AusJcraliao The ir,~osition of ~nport 

restrictions resulted in the decline in wheat imports to 11,402 tons in 1936. 

Ports which had hitherto relied on imports - particularly Auckland and 

Wellington - were forced to increase the receipts o~ local grovvn varieties of 

wheat ~rom Oamaru, T~r~ and Lytteltono36 Government inter~erenc~ there~or~ 

had a dif~erential impact on the coastal trade. 

(iv) Changes in manufacturing:- "It is considered thatlt1935-6 

indicates the complete emergence of the ~actory industry of the Dominion from 

the depressed conditions. u37 However, the character and volume of goods in 

the commodity movements were modified by radical alterations in the structure 

of New Zealand industry between 1926-36. Ine~ficient works, methods, firms 

and types of products were el~nated during the depression to enable industries 

to contend with the difficulties of reduced spending power, curtailment of 

government loans and intensified competition fro~ lower priced imported goods. 

In particular, the rationalisation of the brevdng industry had widespread 

repercussio~~ on the shipments of beer from Dunedin and the receipts of other 

ports. Yet, it was not a period of contraction as new industries were 

developed and existing industries exter~ed to provide new lines, because the 

depression changed tastes and made old lines unprofitable. The industries 

3~ore rigid controls were imposed in December 1 938. 

35Imports of wheat and wheaten flour were prohibited except under perw~t~ 
granted by Ntinister of Industries and Commerce by an Order in Council which cruae 
into force in lviarch 1936. 

36Shipments of wheat from South Island ports increased from 23,063 tons 
in 1926 to 65,713 tons in 1936. 

37Ne7r Zealand Official Yearbook, 1938, p.490. 
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developed included motor (first 

(1931), gas meters (1930), petrol meter prunps, plastic mouldings. (1932), " . raQlO 

sets (1930) and concrete tiles (1 935 )?8 This policy of 

established industries and developing new industries was further by 

a in thinking about the significance of secondary industries. It caused 

the Labour Party to make the protection and encouragement of industl"J 

an important feature of its legislative programme vvhen it was elected in '1935~ 

The Industrial Efficiency Act (1936) was passed to encourage manufacturing. 

It was seen as a remedy for unemployment and as a means of rationalising an 

economy dependent to such a marked degree on the fluctuations of for 

primary products in a :market 1 2, 000 miles away. 

The new developments, however, were not equally distributed throughout 

the countr.t. .As they were market oriented industries, they were located with 

to the distribution of population and the available methods dis-

tribution. Most of the new industries, were located at Wellington, 

which was the foci of services and the hub of business organisation 

in New Zealand or, to a lesser degree, at which served the largest 

concentration of population. Apart from Christchurch, the South Island did 

not obtain many of the new industries. Dunedin, in particular, did not 

receive a share of the new industries connnensurate with its importance as one 

of the Dominion's leading manufacturing areaG. Indeed, so heavily concentrated 

were the new industries on the metropolitan areas that few other ports benefitted 

from The impact the differential was reflected in a loss in 

at Otago and at Auckland, and Lyttel ton. 

In spite of the new developments - many in single unit enterprises 

the small establishment remained characteristic of New Zealand industry.39 

The persistence of the snmll unit was favoured by high internal , the 

paucity of raw materials for a large industrial establishment and a domestic 

market divided amongst four main centres. Comnodity movements by 

the small units were confined within each region or ~o regions, 

The emergence of new resulted in an increase 

38sutch, W •. B. : Recent C_hanges in New Zealand, Wellington, 1936, p.135 

39New Zealand Official Yearbook, 1938, p.492. 
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in the long distance transfer of goods. 

(v) Changes in fuel technology:- The principal factor in the changes 

in fuel technology vras the cl ecline in the demand for coal, v'li th improved fuel 

and its by hydro electric power and fuel the 

latter applying particularly to shipping. Its effect was as there 

was not only a decline in from the main coal ports on the west coast 

of the South Island, but a fall in receipts at almost all ports in New Zea.lando 

The changeover to petroleum products also had repercussions on the 

coastal trade. As the of petrol increased sharply, 40 there was 

a in the method of handling petroleum products from packaged to bulk 

delivery. However, all which previously had received 

petrolemn products direct overseas did not receive ocean tenninals for 

bulk of petroleum. The ports involved - Bluff, Nelson, Timaru and 

Gisborne - received the bulk of their petroleum coastv-dse. The in 

fuel technology, therefore, had varying effects on the receipts and shipments 

of individual ports. 

(vi) Chang~s in the significance of different methods of transport:-

Variations in the coastal trade handled by New Zeal<::md ports bet'"vveen 1926-36 

changes in the of rail and road transport and the policy 

of overseas shipping 

(a) 

movement was below the of 1926 as it had not fully recovered from the 

in traffic during the depression. There was, therefore, a keen 

for the diiTinished trade available between motor, rail and coastal 

services. The effect of the intense competition, vvhich 

severe rate cutting by all three forms of transport, vvas to reduce the volume 

of commodity movements through the ports, as coastal shipping did not 

fare as well as other forms of transport. the effect varied betvreen 

the three spheres of traffic operations that caD be recognized in New Zealand, 

The three spheres are:-

(i ) intra regional 

(2) intra island 

(3) inter island 

40The consumption of petrol increased from 41 ,4-57 tons in i 926 to 72 1 107 
tons in 1936. ~· p.841. 



Unfortunately there is no evidence of the volru~e of coffiinodity 

movements generated vnthin the three spheres of traffic operations. 41 
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In the 

absence of detailed inforrr~tion on co~nodity movements, it is not possible to 

decide whether the intra island movements were greater than the inter island 

commodity flow. It can be inferred, however, that most of the traffic 

originated and terminated within each region, as there was a marked fall off 

40 
in traffi~ w~th an increase in distance from the main centres of population. ~ 

critical factor influencing the receipts and shipments of individual ports 

is not, however, the volume of traffic genera ted >vi thin each of the three 

spheres of traffic operations, but the changes in the competitive position of 

... 
coastal shipping vis-a-vis other forms of transport. Each of the three 

patterns of circulation is, therefore, examined separately. 

(1) Intra regional movements:- Fierce competition from road 

and rail transport resulted in a general decline in the volume of intra regionB.] 

coffiinodi ties handled by seaports between 1926-36. For short hauls up to 30 

miles4~ or for distances in the absence of railways - road transport 

could offer more frequent and speedier transport than coastal shipping. The 

rapid increase in the nurrber of motor vehicles44 and the expansion of the all 

weather road network accelerated the decline of ports such as Hokianga, I\aipara, 

W~ngawai, Mokau, Waitara, Wairoa and Akaroa, which were hitherto virtually the 

sole outlets for the districts served. Outside of the permitted area of 

operation, road transport indirectly captured trade previously carried by 

coastal shipping, as its feeder services extended the area served by the 

railways. Coastal shipping, also, suffered from direct co1npetition from the 

railways, which could offer regular and more flexible intra regional services. 

The extension of the railway network proceeded more slowly between 1 926-36, 

but its impact on the coastal trade was clearly reflected in the rapid decline 

41 The only detailed infonnation onchanges in different methods of trans
port is 'General Survey of Transport', .Annual Report of the Transport Department; 
A.J.H.R., H.40, 1936, pp.20-23. 

42:tv~p of Traffic Census, 'Public Works Statement', A.J.H.R., D.1, 1 
facing p.159. 

43 In an attempt to regulate road motor transpor~with a view to securinr 
co-ordination between it and other forms of transport the Transport Licensing 
Act was passed in 19YI. It limited trucks to a 30 mile radius where vrere 
in direct competition ~~th the railways. 

~he total number of motor cars 
152,475 in 1936 and the nuniber of trucks 
period. New Zealand Official Yearbook, 

increased from 1 06,091 in 1 926 to 
from 836 to 18,068 over the same 
1938, p"319. 
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of Thames 1 and Tauranga 1 s receipts and shipments after the completion of the 

railway link connecting the tvvo centres with Auckland (1928). This competition 

offered by the extension of the railvv-ays vns intensified by the differentiation 

between high and low value goods in the railway freight rates and governn1ent 

subsidies for fertiliser and lime. It enabled the railways to compete on 

favourable terms with coastal shipping for low value bulky co~liOdities. The 

competttion for high value goods was intensified in certain districts by grant 

ing special reductions in freight rates for full truck loads. For example, 

part of the loss in receipts at -7hangarei could be attributed to the special 

reductions for full truck loads of goods between Auckland and stations north of 

and including ~Vhangarei.46 The effect of railway and road competition was to 

reduce drastically the intra regional trade handled by New Zealand_ports. 

The contraction, however, was not universal. In isolated areas road 

transport was complementary to coastal shipping, rather than a competitor for 

it. Indeed, ports such as Awanui, 1\r'langonui, Russell, Whakatane and Opotiki, 

continued to thrive as land routes, were either poor, unavailable or 

longer than the sea route. Intra regional services persisted at other ports, 

as coastal ships - particularly scows and barges - were still unrivalled as 

the carriers of low value/high bulk freight such as cement, sand, shingle and 

artificial manures.47 In an attempt to consolidate the hold of shipping on 

bulk cargoes in the Auckland region, diesel engines were fitted to scows. The 

new developments were not sufficient, however, to offset the losses from road 

and rail competition. 

(2) Intra island movements:- Intense competition from roe.J. 

and rail transport was also experienced in traffic originating and terminating 

within the s aine island. The competition from road transport, however, was 

not as severe as it was in the intra regional trade. Motor trucks were 

45see ~1-"?.Lgommittee of I~ deertmental_Eepresentat~~_s:? the 
~atiops of Coastal Services Controlled by the Northern Ste~ Shi_p C~! L~~, 
Auckland, as Affect~_LCompeti tive Forms of Transport.l YITellington, 1937, pp. 
1 0-11 • 

46Ibid. pp.10-11. 
47-ivi th the decline in the passenger trade there was a change in the 

type of vessels employed from the large coaster with passenger accommodation 
to scows with large holds, 



restricted, by the Transport Licensing i ... ct (1931), to certain classes of roads 

(depending on iheir axle weight) and to a ;nile radius in competition with the 

railways. J.'..s the government had bought out m.ost of the long distance hauliers, 

road transport had little impact on the intra island trade. Yet, coastal 

shipping received little benefit from the regulation of road transport, as the 

railways - deprived of short hauls by road transport - intensified their 

co;npeti tion for hauls by offering concessions on bulky goods. Indeed, it 

vvas between 1 926-36 that the full impact of the extension of the railway netvrork 

from Christchurch to Greymouth (1924) and Auckland to New Plymouth (1933) vvas 

felt by coastal shipping. For example, the delayed effect of the completion 

of the i\ii:iclland Railway to Greymouth was not felt by coastal shipping until the 

late twenties. With the changeover from sea to rail, hov-vever, there was a 

sharp decline in shipments from, the West Coast and in the receipts of all East 

Coast (S.I.) ports ranging from Lyttel ton in the north to Bluff in the south, 

The effect of the competition was, therefore, to reduce the volume of goods 

carried by coastal shipping in the intra island trade. ~Vhere railways were 

not in existence, or circuitous, however, coastal shipping retained its trade. 

Gisborne, for instance, was almost solely dependent on sea transport for the 

tr~~srrdssion of goods from other parts of the North Island, as there were no 

intra islm1d railways and roa6. access was extrenely poor. Similarly, in the 

South Island the intra island trade persisted in the absence of direct rail 

links between the East Coast (S.I.) and Marlborough and Nelson, and between the 

West Coast (s.I.) and Nelson. ;~part from the regions without direct rail 

connections, the receipts and shipments of individual ports suffered from 

rail competition. 

(3) Inter island movements:- Coastal shipping, in WBrked 

contrast to the other two spheres of traffic operations, dominated the inter 

island trade, as it was the only feasible way of moving large quanti ties of 

commodities between the North and South Islands. 48 carried the whole 

range of goods from bulky low value comnodities, such as coal and cement, to 

light high value goods, such as radios. Road and rail transport were com-

plementa:ry to coastal shipping· in this sphere as they provided the necessary 

48Air tr<:Ulsport was very feebly developed in 1936. See New ZealanQ. 
Official Yearbook, 1938, p.328. 



links between producer and consumer. The only cornpeti tion in this sphere 

was between the ports themselves. Ports with regular inter island services 

had a rrk~rked advantage over ports vvith less frequent corillections. If goods 

were required quickly, for exarL[>le, Lyttelton and Wellington - the termini of 

the daily inter island stemner express service - often handled them and 

the goods to t~eir destination, which was outside the areas in which the ports 

enjoyed a freight rate advantage over other centres. 49 Thus,the importance 

of the inter island trade, in contrast to the other ~u spheres of traffic 

operations, varied with the frequency of shipping services. 

(b) Changes in overseas shipping polic,y:- 1Ls the capacity of 

overseas shipping ·was not fully used during the depression, the shipping com- . 

panies were willing to extend their services to meet the demands of the smaller 

ports, such as New Plyn10uth, Napier, Nelson and Bluff. This decision had 

repercussions on the coastal trade, as some of the pastoral produce, previously 

concentrated at the convenience of the shipping COll!f?alries on Wellington and 

Auckland, was sent overseas direct. This practice, however, was not universal 

as the movement of goods to the w~in po1~s still continued to operate, not all 

sufficient cargo to warrant a direct visit. The changes in 

shipping policy, therefore, had a differential on the ports engaged in 

the coastal trade. 

The changes in the significance of different methods of transport 

and the other factors affected the type of cmm1odi ty handled by New 

Zealand seaports betw·een 1926-36. In the absence of other data on the nature 

of the corrmodities handled, information can be obtained from an analysis of 

individual port totals. Unfortunately, the full ~npact of the changes cannot 

be obtained as the econonues introduced during t~e depression resulted in a 

reduction in the nu.rriber of returns from individual ports, from 48 in 1926 to 

All the main ports, however, are included in the returns for 

both years and some indication of the char~es can be from an analysis of 

the shipments (Table XIX). The outstanding feature of the changes in commod-

i ties between 1 926-36 was the increased importance of flour, wheat, potatoes anCI 

49see 'Rail Investigation', 

50N.Z. Census and Statistical 
Shipping of N.Z., Part II, 1926, pp .. 90-102, 

, D.2., 1926, p.62. 

Statistical Report on the Trade and 
and 1936, pp.94-1 01. 
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petrolewu products and the decline in coal and cement. Thus, the effect of 

the general factors on the generators of co~uodity movements was to change 

their character, as well as to dinunish their volume. 

The Regional Conditions 

The analysis of the general factors revealed that their impact on 

receipts and shipments varied between different regions. However, the general 

factors were not the only influences on receipts and shipments as there were 

also localised factors which appeared to be confined to a region, or even a 

single port. F'or ex~le, there was a general decline in coal receipts in all 

regions, but at Whangarei there was an increase because the decline in pro

duction of the North Auckland Coalfield51 made it necessary for the cement 

works to draw on supplies from the West Coast (S.I.). Such localised influences, 

together vath the regional expression of the general factors, produced wide 

variations in the significance of the coastal trade betvveen different regions; 

expressed in terms of per capita tonnage (Table XX). There appears to be a 

close relationship between the availability of other forms of transport and 

coastal shipping. ~~ere land transport ne~works were well developed, such as 

in Hawke's Bay, West Coast (N.I.) and East Coast (S.I.), the per capita 

tonnages were relatively low. Conversely, where land transport networks 

were less well developed, as in Auckland, Poverty Bay, Marlborough and Nelson, 

the per capita trade was high. The marked reduction in Auckland's per capita 

trade betvreen 1926-36 probably reflected an improvement in communications. 

Differences between regions also emphasised the role of the South Island as a 

generator of trade and the North Island as a net recipient. 

In view of the wide regional differences reflecting different patterns 

of circulation, an analysis is made of each of the eight regions. AE the 

general factors incorporating data from the maps on receipts and shipments 

have already been discussed, there is only a brief analysis of the pertinent 

influences producing changes in the comparative gains and losses of ports. 

To facilitate the analysis, the distinction between intra regional, 

intra island and inter island trade is retained. The available statistics 

51 
Production declined from 11 'l, 918 tons in '1 926 to 62,094- tons in 1936. 

See 'Iviines Statement', A.JH.R., C2, 1926, Table No.3, p.B .and 1936 Table No.4-, 
p.17. 
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are not, however, sufficiently refined to provide a detailed breik~own of the 

coastal trade in the other three spheres of traffic operations. In the absence 

of any other method, an analysis of the cornnodity statistics of each individual 

port supplied an estimate of the volume of trade entering into the three spheres 

of traffic operations (Table XXI). The results were checked by balancing the 

imports against the receipts. It must be stressed, however, that the totals 

are only approximate. With the aid of the estimates (Table XXI), Tables 1~, 

rvii, XXII, XXIII, XXIV and Figures 23, 25 and 26 the shipments and receipts 

of each region are exruliined, in turn, to identify the factors producing ~he 

significant changes at individual ports. 

THE NORTH ISLAND 

The North Island ports had almost 80,000 tons (Table XXII) more than 

they would have had if they had gro~n at the national rate be~veen 1926-36. 

Changes in all three spheres of traffic operations contributed to the regional 

variations. The intra regional coastal trade declined, whereas the intra 

island and inter island trade increased (Table XXI). 

1. THE AUCKLAND REGION 

The Auckland region had over 76,000 tons less in 1936 than it would 

have had if it had grovm at the national rate b eh'een 1 926-36 (Table XXII). 

VVhangarei, Auckland, Thames and Tauranga all made significant contributions to 

the loss. Indeed, Vrhakatane was the only port to record a modest gain (Fig.23). 

Shipments 

The decline in shipments was responsible for two thirds of the region's 

loss. Contrary to the regional trend, however, the losses were concentrated 

on 1Vhangarei and Thames (Fig.25). 1Vhangarei's negative result was due to the 

decline in intra regional coal and intra regional and intra island cement cargoe 

The substantial loss at Thames, in comparison, resulted from the exhaustion of 

local supplies of ~ahikatea (white pine), which had been shipped to Auckland, 

in.1926, for making butter boxes. With a more balanced and diversified trade, 

Auckland recorded a gain as the port benefitted from the increased demand in all 

three spheres of operations for consumer goods. In particular, there were 

increased shipments to ports serving newly developed farming areas in North 

Auckland and the Bay of Plenty, as roads and railways were poorly developed. 

Yet,the increase was small compared vrith the losses at vVhangarei and Thames. 
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Receipts 

The region's loss of receipts, in contrast to shipments, was concentrated 

on Auckland and, to a lesser extent, on Tauranga (Fig. 26). In spite of the 

large population increase, Jmckl.and suffered from a contraction of trade in all 

three spheres of traffic (Table XXI). i,l though there was an 

increased volume of -fvheat from the South Island and butter from regional ports, 

it was not sufficient to offset the decline in cement, softwoods (intra regional) 

and the rnassive F"lSS of' coal receipts (inter island). Indeed, even allowing 

for incree.sed self' sufficiency in certain commodities, lmckland appears to have 

made one of' the slo-vv·est recoveries of' the main centres from the depression. 

Except for Ooromandel and Kawhia, which served dairying areas, the 

other negative results probably steiTxned from improvements in road transport, 

rather than from the effects of' the depression. The changes, however, were 

not as spectacular as the extension of the railway line to Tauranga (1928), 

which deprived the port of' a sUbstantial portion of' its receipts (artificial 

manures, flour and general goods). Indeed, so powerful VffiS the effect of 

railway competition that, apart from ~Vhangarei, vmich received an increased 

tonnage of' coal to offset the decline of the local coalfield, the small 

positive gains v~re made outside the influence of the railway ne~vork. The 

gains, however, w·ere so siTall that they did little to compensate for the 

raarked losses at .imckland and Tauranga. 

The L~pact of the changes in receipts and shipments decentralized 

cargo at the expense of Auckland (Table Y~III). It also disturbed the 

balance of' flow at three of the regional ports (Table XXIV). With the 

decay of shipments of indigenous sof'~voods, Hoki~~ga and Thames changed 

from having an excess of shipments to a surplus of r0ceipts. YVhakatane, 

in contrast, svvitched from being a net receiver in 1926 to a shipper in 1936. 

The effect of the movements on the regional pattern was small and the pre

ponderance of receipts in the commodity movements remained virtually 

unchanged. 

2. THE POVERTY B.i~Y REG ION 

The Poverty region had a small loss of' 9,000 tons during the 

i 926-36 period (Table XXII). 1 •. 11 of the loss was contributed by Gisborne, 

as Tokomaru and Taloga Bay recorded gains (Fig.23). 
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Shipments 

iUl three ports, however, recorded &nall increases in shipments 

(Fig. 25), following the expansion of' pastoral prodclCtion. As cargoes were 

of'ten insuf'f'icient to warrant direct visits f'rom overseas ships, there vras 

an increased movement of' less perishable commodities (wool, tallow, hides and 

sheep skins), either in the intra regional trade f'rom the Bay ports to Gisborne, 

or f'rom all three ports to Napier or ;;..CJ.ckland, where there were more f'requent 

overseas shipping services. In addition, there was a rise in the inter island 

shipments of' stock f'or fattening in Canterbury. Contrar~ to the regional 

trend, therefore, there was a 

Receipts 

in shipments. 

L marked f'all in Gisborne 1 s receipts was clearly responsible f'or the 

region's loss, as Tokomaru Bay and Tologa more or less maintained their 

share of' the trade (Fig. 26). Although Gisborne b enef'i tted from increased 

petroleum receipts from Yvellington and agricultural products f'rom the South 

Island, to meet the hinterlands gro~~ng population, they were not sufficient 

to of'f'set the marked decline in cement f'rom Whangarei and coal f'rom the West 

Coast (S.I.). 1~s intra regional receipts remained Luportant in the absence 

of' an ef'f'icient road and rail network, the region1 s decline resulted f'rom the 

changes in intra island and inter island trade (Table XXI). 

3. T}ll:!} H:~WKE 1 S BAY BEG ION 

The Hawke 1 s Bay region had a c ompara ti ve loss of' over 18,000 tons 

during the 1926-36 period (Table X.TII~ Waikokopu, Wairau and Napier - the 

three regional ports - all contributed to the loss 

Shipments 

.23). 

1~ decline in shipments contributed one half' of' the region's loss. 

The loss was concentrated on Napier, as intra regional shipments of' wool, 

hides and sheepskins f'rom Wairau and Waikokopu to Napier f'or export remained 

at their 1926 level (Fig.25). Napier's loss resulted f'rom a decline in 

intra regional shipments of relatively light, valuable comnodities with the 

improvement of' road transport ~~thin the region. Shipments of' bulky goods 

(vrool) in the intra island trade with Wellington were, however, well 

maintained. 
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Recei-ots 

The decline in receipts was more evenly spread between the three ports 

(Fig. ). A reduction in intra regional receipts, which followed the improve-

rnent in road communications, vvas the inain reason for the decline at Waikokopu 

and Wairoa. In addition to the decline in intra regional receipts, Napier 

also suffered from a fall in inter island coal receipts (Table XXI). The 

full impact of the decline vvas not realised as there was a marked improvement 

in the receipts of intra island cargoes (cement, petrole~~ products, vdnes and 

spirits). 

Wairoa. 

Thus, the loss in receipts was not as severe as at Waikokopu and 

The net effect of the changes in receipts &~d shipments intensified 

the concentration of trade on (Table XXIII). It also created a more 

imbalanced flow, as over three quarters of the region's cargo was inbound in 

1936 (Table xxrv). 

4. vVEST CO.il.ST (N. L ) REGION 

The coastal trade of the West Coast (N.I.) region grew at a rate faT 

greater than in any other region in the Dominion between 1926-36 Table XXII)o 

Wellington contributed most to the region's comparative gain of 4 82,000 tons, 

as Patea was the only other port to make a modest gain. Wanganui and New 

Plymouth, in contrast to the regional trend, recorded losses (Fig.23). 

Shipments 

The changes in shipments reflect the differential regional pattern, 

vdth variations ranging from a large gain at Wellington to a sharp loss at 

Wanganui (Fig.25). Negative variations were associated vvi th a decline in 

intra regional cargoes. For example, as New Plymouth and Wanganui were 

granted extended overseas services, intra regional cargoes of butter and cheese) 

previously sent to Wellington, declined. Following the rise in pastoral 

production, Patea's intra regional shipments of cheese showed a marked increase, 

as the decision to extend overseas services did not affect the port. 

Wellington's intra regional shipments (beer, hardwoods and general cargo) 

rose also, but the port's main increase was derived from a gain in inter island 

shipments. -Nellington1 s substantial increase was Clerived from the new and 

expanded fabricating and assenibly industries developed in the Hutt Valley 

since 1926. The greatest regional increase in shipments, therefore, was con-

centrated on one port, strategically situated for distributing goods destined 

for the national market. 
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Receipts 

The region's but less substantial, gain in was 

repeated, vdth variations 

loss at Wangarrui (Fig.26). 

from a at Wellington to a modest 

The differential response reflected ir: the 

hinterland population of the two ports. 'Nhereas ·wellington enjoyed the 

greatest increase in of any of the Dominion 1 s urba.11. areas, Vvanganui 

recorded the only loss in the North Island. 52 The di.rr.inished pmver 

of 1 s vinterland was reflected in a decline in inter island shipments 

of coal, oats, pollard and bran and products. Wellington, 

in contrast, recorded a gain in coal as well as increased 

of agricultural products (flour, and wheat). As the 

comparative gains and were sn~ll at the other ports, the in 

receipts were priiP.arily due to variations at \'{ellington and Wanganui. 

The c~~ulative effect of changes in and shipments was to 

the concentration of trade on Wellington (Table XXIII). 

were also extrome flows at most of the region's ports. Yet, the 

trade became more balanced vvith less e!!I_Phasis on inbound cargoes (Table XXIV), 

Trends in concentration be~veen the regional ports in the 

North Island were, therefore, equally divided, with Napier and Wellington 

increased concentration and Auckland and Gisborne revealing decentral-

ization (Table XXIII). The balance of flow remained relatively and 

the North Island retaineQ its character as a net receiver of coast>rise goods 

(Table XXIV). 

THE SOUTH ISLl'JID 

The South Island ports had in aggregate 80,000 tons less than they 

would have had if they had grown at the national rate between 1926-36 (Table 

XXII) o As the intra movement of comrrlodities by sea was the 

varying changes at individual ports hinged on the extent of the rise in the 

volume inter island o~noodity n~vements and the decline of the intra island 

trade (Table J\..XI). 

5. T".tlE lVIL:..RLBOROUGH REGION 

The Jliiarlborough had a sr.~ll of almost 5,000 tons during 

the 1926-36 period (Table XXII). A sharp increase at Picton was responsible 

5~i.Z. :Population Census, 1, 1936,. p,ixA 
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f'or the gain (Fig. 23), as ~:Vairau recorded a loss and Kaikoura was closed "v-ri th 

the extension of' the railway line from Blenheim and bnproved motor transport 

connections. 

Shipments 

Changes L~ shipments mirrored regional variations (Fig.25). Picton's 

linpressive gain resulted from the increased volurne of inter island shipments of' 

pastoral produce (wool and butter) f'or transhipment at ·wellington and agricul t

ural products (bealm and peas, potatoes and wheat) to meet the growing demand 

in the North Island. Wairau did not fare as well as there was a decreased 

demand f'or chaff' in 'Vvellington, with the changeover from horses to motors, for 

transport, ~~thin the metropolitan area. 

Receipts 

A small net loss in receipts, however, reduced the gain from shipments 

(Fig.26). It resulted from the decline in intra island cargoes of' coal, 

cement and softwoods at Picton and Wairau being greater than the gains in inter 

island shipments of' manures and petroleum products. 

The changes in receipts and shipments intensified the concentration of' 

cargo on Picton (Table XXIII). Indeed, this port's proportionate share of ~~e 

regional trade became the greatest of any of the leading ports. The changes 

also resulted in a reversal in the port's and the region's flow from arurplus 

of' receipts in '1926 to an excess of shipments in 1 936 (Table XXIV). 

6. THE NELSON P~GION 

The Nelson region had 55,000 more tons than it would have had if it 

had grown at the national rate between 1926-36 (Table XXII). Although all 

three ports recorded positive results, the main gain was at Nelson itself' 

(Fig. 23). 

Shipments 

Variations in shipments parallelled the regional trends, with Nelson 

making a larger gain than other ports (Fig.25). Waitapu's gain was associated 

with increased primary production in an area vvith poor land communications, 

whereas the positive results at Nelson and Motueka were due to the marked 

increase in inter island shipments of' fresh fruits and specialised agricult

ural shipments (hops and tobacco). As Nelson was the focus of' the land 

communications in the region, most of' the fruit was channelled through the port. 

either f'or domestic consumption in the North Island or f'or transhipment overseas 

at Y\Tellington. 
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Receipts 

The region's positive result was also boosted by a marked increase in 

the s receipts. The increase concentrated largely on Nelson (Fig.26), 

was associated with a rise in population. Indeed, consumer demand was 

well maintained in the Nelson probably because its diversiried economy 

did not feel the full impact of' the depression, as did agricultural areas 

wholly dependent on exporting primary produce, or urbD.ll areas devoted to 

manufacturing. There were even increased receipts of cement and coal, in 

addition to petroleum products, artificial manures and general cargo. Nelson, 

therefore, was the only South Island region to record a 

shipments. 

in receipts and 

The net result of the changes was to increase the concentration of 

cargo on Nelson (Table XXIII). It also produced a better balance for inbound 

and outbound cargoes (Table XXIV). Indeed, the relatively balanced flow w&s 

characteristic of the regions bordering Cook Strait. 

7. THE \.VEST CO.aST (S.I.) 

The West Coast had a comparative loss of 203,000 tons beuveen 1926-36 

(Table XXII). AJ..:nost the whole of the loss, however, was concentrated on 

Westport, as Greymouth experienced a small loss and Hokitik~ contrary to 

regional trends, recorded a gain (Fig.23). 

Shipments 

A decline in sr~pments, resulting in a loss at Westport, was 

largely responsible for the region's negative result .25). The changeover 

of ships to ruel oil severely affected Westport, as it specialised in providing 

coal for bunkering at Wellington. Greymouth, on the other hand, was less 

affected by the chru~geover to fuel oil, as it relied on shipping steam-raising 

and gas-making coals. The demand for these coals recovered well from the 

depression and the port's shipments were maintained, despite competition from 

the Midland for intra island cargoes. Neither Greymouth nor Westport, 

hmvever, benefitted from the increased sr~pments of sofuvoods to meet the 

upsurge in building activity in the North Island, as the trade was channelled 

through the revived port of Hokitika. The in softwoods, however, did 

little to offset the s loss. Yet, in spite of the loss, th:i.s region 

still generated more cargo than any other (Table XV). 
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Receipts 

The receipts of West Coast ports (Fig.26), in contrast to shipments, 

rerrained remarkably stable betw·een 1926-36. It is not surprising, as the loss 

from the fall in the standard of living was compensated by a marked increase 

in population. Yet, Westport still recorded a sharp loss, as improved co~mun-

ications with the railhead at Reefton deprived the port of intra island 

commodities (flour and beer) from t~e East Coast (S.I.). As the loss was 

offset by a rise in receipts at Greymouth and Hokitika, there was little change 

in this region's receipts, which remained smaller than those of any region 

(Table XVII). 

The effect of the changes led to the decentralization of cargo from 

Westport (Table XXIII). However, it did little to alter the region's heavy 

outbound flmv (Table XXIV). 

8. THE E.iiST COAST (S.I.) REGION 

The East Coast region, unlike the west Coast, recorded a gain of over 

63,000 tons (Table XXII). Gains at Lyttelton, Timaru and Bluff, overcoming 

the losses at Otago and Invercargill, were responsible for the region's positive 

showing (Fig.23). 

Shipments 

The differential variations behveen individual ports were largely 

derived from changes in inter island shipments (Fig.25), which made up 95 

per cent of the region's outbound cargoes. An increase in the volume of the 

inter island shipments of agricultural produce (wheat, flour, potatoes, oatmeal. 

pollard and bran), stimulated by the protection from overseas competition and 

the growth of population in the North Island, vro.s, responsible for the gains 

at Lyttelton, Timaru and Bluff. However, Otago and Oamaru did not benefit 

greatly from the increased movements of agricultural produce, as their hinter

lands were geared to producing oats, chaff and barley for which the demand in 

the North Island declined with the substitution of horse drawn wagons by motor 

vehicles. The loss at Otago was accentuated by the opening of brru1ch plants 

of established Dunedin finns in the North Island. In particular, the decent-

ralization of the brewing industry deprived the port of one of its main ship-

ments. The net effect of the changes, however, was for the region to record 

a marked gain in shipments. 
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Losses in receipts, particularly at Lyttelton, Otago and Inveroargill 

(Fig. 26), reduced the s gain from The changes were assoc-

iated largely with a reorganisation of the intra island distribution of coal 

and products, rather than with the inter island trade, as all 

ports handled increased of sugar and manufactured goods from the North 

Island. Lyttelton and Otago were affected by the changeover from shipping to 

coal from the West Coast (Soi.), as it deprived both ports of a sub-

portion of their intra island receipts (Table XXI). Invercargill's 

loss, however, was due 

was transferred to Bluff 

to the silting of the port. The port's trade 

contrary to the regional trend, showed a marked 

gain in receipts. Bluff's receipts were also boosted by an increase in 

petroleum products as the port beca~e dependent on coastal supplies, having 

not been chosen as the site for a bulk terminal for overseas tankers. Yet, 

the at Bluff v~s small in comparison with the combined loss of the other 

ports. 

The cumulative effect of the changes in receipts and 

heightened the concentration of trade on Lyttelton (Table XXIII). It also 

resulted in Lyttelton1 s fron a port a surplus of in 

1926 to one with an excess of slri:pments in 1936 (Table XXIV). Conversely, 

Otago s~~tched from a net· shipper to a over the same period. 

'I'here was also a reversal in the region's net flow from inbound to outbound, 

although the region's trade remained relatively balanced. 

Three of the four South Island regions, therefore, revealed increased 

concentration on the port (Table XXIII). However, as the balance 

between the inbound and outbound movements remained relatively. the 

South Island preserved its funda.mental character as a net shipper of comm.odi ties 

to the North Island. 

It is, therefore, apparent from the that the sin a 

port's status stemmed from its varying reaction to a large number of regional 

and local influences. 

factors in the changes. 

it is possible to recognise predominant 

The gains at Viellington and Nelson, for 

were derived from increases in inter island and shipments. imckland' s 

loss, in contrast, was due to a decline in intra regional receipts, whereas 
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Lyttelton's gain resulted from a rise in inter island shipments. ,:it Tauranga 

the critical factor was the extension of the railway, but at other ports the 

change was centred on a single comr~odity the loss at Westport, for exa1nple, 

was due aunost solely to the decline in coal shipments. Indeed, so varied were 

the predominant characteristics that it is difficult to generalise above the 

regional and local level. 

In the light of the foregoing analysis, there is a need to refine 

the classic concept of a port, dravring and distributing its coastal trade from 

an area over which it enjoys a freight rate advantage over other ports. 

Without recognition of the three spheres of traffic operations in New Zealand, 

the concept is too superficial to account for the changes in the status of porte. 

in the coastal trade. Indeed, there is not one hinterland but a nested 

hierarchy of three, encompassing the inter regional, intra island and inter 

island patterns of circulation. il.n analysis of each of the three patterns 

is necessarJ, as the importance of their contribution to each port depends on 

the availability of other forms of transport to perform the interchange of 

commodities be~veen the producer and consumer. 

IIT TR.i.J:iSHIPJiiiENT TONNil.GE 

Transhipments are the third component that comprises the gross tonnage. 

They are goods interchanged between ships vrithin the confines of New Zealand 

ports. In 1926 i 6 ports transhipped over 940,000 tons of cargo, 53 which vvas 

almost 12 per cent of the gross tonnage. The trade declined during the 

depression, reaching the lowest point of almost 471,000 tons in 1933 (Table X:Xv) ~ 

However, unlike the overseas and coastal trade, it did not make the same 

recovery from the depression, as the aggregate trade handled by ten ports in 

1936 was only 560,000 tons, which accounted for less than eight per cent of 

the gross tonr~ge. It appears that transhipments were affected not onlyby 

the prevailing economic conditions but by long term structural changes. 

Changes in Status 

Yet, in spite of the decline in the volume of transhipment tonnage, 

there was a re1narkable stability. in the rar~ing of ports on the transhipment 

scale for 1 926 and 1 936 (Fig. 27, Table XXVI). 11mong the grade A ports, each 

handling individually over five per cent of the transhipment tonnage, Wellington 

53Transhipments are counted twice in the gross tonnage. 
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retained a substantial share of the trade, despite a large absolute loss. 

(Table XXVI). "ivith a small absolute loss, i~uckland, the other grade .i1. port,, 

increased its relative share. In 1936 Nelson also moved to grade A status, 

but Otago and Napier did not improve on their grade B status. As the remain-

ing ports all handled, individually, less than one per cent of the transhipment 

trade, they were accorded grade C status. Their trade was relatively 

insignificant as only Lyttelton handled over 1 ,000 tons. They also seemed 

most unstable as there were six fewer grade C ports in 1936, compared with 1926. 

Changes in Concentration 

Yfuen the changes in concentration are ex:ainined (Fig.28~ it is clear 

that the changes between 1926-36 were confined almost entirely to l:..uckland, 

Wellington, Napier 
and. 

and Nelson. Wellington showed a comparative loss, but 

Aucldandj Nelson • recorded gains. The variations at the other 

are small and do not warrant a detailed ex:fuuination. 

Explanatory Variables 

In accounting for ~he changes in transhipments four classes of trade 

are involved. They are:-

(A) Coastal to coastaL 

Cargo which has been loaded in a vessel at a New Zealand port and 
is transhipped to another vessel for discharge at another New 
Zealand porto 

(B) Coastal to overseas. 

Cargo which has been loaded in a vessel at a New Zealand port and 
is transhipped to another vessel for discharge overseas. 

(C) Overseas to coastal. 

Cargo which has come from overseas and is transhipped to another 
vessel for discharge at a New Zealand port. 

(D) Overseas to overseas. 

Cargo which has come from overseas and is tr2nshipped for discharge 
outside New Zealand. 

As rrost of the goods transferred between ships were in the first three classes 

in 1926 and 1 936 (Table XXVII), it appears, from the limited data available, 

that the variations in to~~age handled by individual ports are associated 

with:-

5~ew Zealand1 s entrepbt (overseas to overseas) trade was very 
feebly developed. 

5Jr. 



(i) ioprovements in road and rail c~mnunicationso 

(ii) alterations in the pattern of direct shipreents. 

(iii) changes in select commodities. 
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In formulating the variables, it is clear that the traditional concept of a 

hinterland does not apply to the transhipment trade. It seems that the 

volume of goods tr~nshipped reflects both the port's overseas status and its 

relative opportunities for distributing cargo by sea to smaller ports. Each 

of the variables is now examined in turn. 

(i) Luprovements in road and rail conununications:- It is assw~ed 

in the first instance that the general decline in transhipments is a direct 

result of the substitution of road and rail transport for coastal shipping. 

In 1926 cargo was transhipped between overseas and coastal vessels because 

either the overseas ships were too large to visit the smaller ports or there 

was insufficient cargo to warrant a direct visit. Similarly, goods were 

transferred from larger to smaller coastal ships to service the isolated bar 

harbours on the New Zealand coast. By 19 36 much of the traffic had been 

captured by the expanded road and rail network. Lnproved land communications 

to hitherto isolated areas resulted in the cessation of transhipping at 

grade C ports operating in 1926 and a decline in transhipments at Napier, 

Nelson, Lyttel ton and Otago. The changeover had a selective iirrpact Auck

land. There ~~s a decline in the coastal to overseas transhipments, but the 

overseas to coastal trade was not greatly affected as coastal shipping remains 

an important and integral part of the transport system of the Auckland region. 

Similarly, at rvellington t..h.e ilnprovements in communications could only partially 

account for the variations of transhipoents as the port's main function was to 

tranship goods to and from the South Island. The h:rprovements in land trans-

port, therefore, seem to have had a selective impact Q.n the individual variation"' 

in transhipments. 

(ii) Alterations in the pattern of direc~ shipments:- The second 

prenrrse had an even more selective impact on transhipments, compared with the 

improvements in land communications. It affected only the ports ~hich changed 

from transhipping goods coastwise in 1926 to exporting them direct in 1936. 
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The change influenced the transhipment trade of Napier and Nelson, but had 

its greatest effect on ~Nellington. Butter and cheese from Wanganui and New 

Plymouth 55 and a portion of the Nelson apple crop were exported direct in 

1 9 36, vvhereas they had been transhipped at Wellington in 1 926" It appears, 

therefore, that the alterations in direct shipments had a highly localised 

effect on the variations in transhipments. 

(iii) Changes in select commodities:- The transhipment trade also 

appears to have been affected by changes vnthin a select group of commodities. 

One of the most bnportant changes was the cessation of bunkering overseas 

and coastal vessels from colliers or coal hulks, vdth the substitution of oil 

for coal fuel in ships' boilers. It resulted in a decline in coastal to 

coastal and coastal to overseas transhipments at L.uckland and Napier, which 

served as bunkering ports for their locally based coastal fleets. However, 

it had its most pronounced effect on 1Nellington, which was the Dominion's main 

bunkering porto 56 

Wellington was also more affected than the other transhipment ports 

by changes in the methods of'handling petroleum products. In 1 926 cased 

petroleum products passed between ships, but in 1936 imported supplies entered 

the ocean terminals before being redistributed by coastal tankers. The 

petroleum products were, therefore, credited to the direct coastal shipments 

of the ports concerned. From the analysis it is apparent that the changes in 

select cannodities had a greater impact on Wellington than on the other tranship-

ment ports. 

Although it is only possible to express the relative contribution of 

the three variables in general terms, it seems on intuitive grounds that they 

are the most pertinent in accounting for the changes in transhipments. 

Iii INTERPRETi\TION OF THE GROSS TONNAGE R'U'-J":K 

After examining and interpreting the variations in the status of ports 

55The necessity of shipping butter and cheese from Wanganui and New 
Plyioouth was reduced between 1926-36, Yd th a rise in the production of dairy 
produce in Wellington's hinterland and increased shipments for transhipment 
from Patea. 

56rn 1926 coal was brought from the bar ports of Westport and Greymouth 
to fifteen coal hulks at Vfellington, to bunker overseas and coastal vessels. 
It is estimated that the use of oil fuel reduced coal transhipments at 
Wellington by 200,000 tons. 
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on the overseas, coastal and transhipment scales, we propose to bring the 

various analyses together to account for the changes in the rank of ports on 

the gross scale. There does not appear to be a con1inon basis for the variations 

as each component exlLibited a different pattern~ The increased centralization 

on the two leading ports in the 9ve:r~~ac; was reinforced only at Wellington, 

in the coastal trade, as there was a dispersion of cargo from Auckland. In 

the transhipment trade the reverse was true, vvi th increased concentration on 

Auckland and dispersion from Wellington. Clearly, the three components of 

the gross tonnage varied betvv-een i 926-36, in response to different 

stimuli. iDly interpretation of the changes in the status of ports on the 

gross tonr~e scale therefore, to into account the variations in the 

ranking of ports on the overseas, coastal and transhipment scales. 

From the su.u-:unary of the changes between 1926-36 (Table XXVIII) it 

is apparent that the variations in the coastal and overseas rankings contrib

uted most to the changes in the status on the gross tonnage scale, as there 

were few variations in the ranking of ports in the transhipment trade. 

The changes in the ranking of the major ports resulted from differing 

changes in all three components of the gross tonr,age. Auckland's displace-

ment of Wellington as the principal port resulted from the port's improved 

ranking on the overseas scale. Although there was no change in transJ:-.t.ipments, 

the diminished volume of the trade contributed also to Wellington's positional 

change. On the other hand, Lyttelton's slight irl'!l?rovement stemmed from a 

rise in the port's coastal ranking. The movement of Otago into fourth 

position was not due to any change in its ranking in the overseas, coastal 

or transhipment but to the decline of \<1Jestport on all three scales. 

This led to the reclassification of Westport as as econdary port in 1936 and 

reduced the nuniber of IIJa.jor ports to four. 

The changes in the ranking of the secondary ports, handling over 

one and under five per cent of the gross trade, were also due, primarily, to 

the changes in the overseas and coastal COll'!I?Onents. Bluff's rise on the 

gross tonnage scale resulted from an improvenent in the port's coastal trade, 

but Nelson's sharp rise was broadly based on improvements in both the 

coastal and overseas rankings and promotion to grade A status in transhipments~ 

The decline at Wanganui stemmed from a drop in the port's coastal ratings, 



whereas Timaru's decline was due to a fall in the overseas rankings. 

Paradoxically, ~~nangarei retained its coastal position ar~ improved its 
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overseas ranking, but still recorded a decline on the gross scale. In 1936, 

the secondary ports were augmented by the former minor port of Picton, which 

recorded a IT..arked improvement in its coastal ranking. Together \vi th t."'e 

former major port of Westport, the addition of Picton boosted the number of 

secondary ports to 11 in 1936. 

The changes among the minor ports, handling individually less than 

one per cent of the gross trade, were due la~gely to variations in the coastal 

rankings, as their overseas and transhipment components were feebly developed. 

Hokitika's marked rise in the rankings was the principal change due solely to 

the coastal trade. The other significant changes involving ·the decline of 

Thames and Tauranga and the rise of Tologa Bay, Russell and Tokoma~-u Bay were 

accentuated by slight changes in the overseas and transhipment components. 

However, the ferment among the minor ports is illusory, for the margins be~ween 

individual centres are small therefore, of less importance than the 

positional changes among the secondary and major ports. 

Thus, the V~Jing response of ports to the depression of the thirties 

resulted from changes in their positions on the overseas, coastal and tranship-

ment scales. In view of the economic upheaval, it is surprising that the 

changes did not produce a greater turmoil in the rankings. 
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CHAPTER OUTLmE 
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Factors distorting the hinterland concept. 

(1. ). Port facilities and capacity. 
(2). The influence of markets. 
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(A). Boundary changes. 
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(c). The effects of boundary and hinterland changes. 
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CHAPTER V 

CHAN"GES IN THE STATUS OF :J:;'EW ZEALAND S"EAPORTS 1950-i 961 

The expansion of the Nevr Zealand economy after the second World 

produced an even greater turmoil &uong the ranking of ports than the depression 

of the thirties (Fig.29). On the resumption of peace-tiirre trading in 1946 

there were 37 ports handling 7.7m. tons. Since then there has been a sub-

stantial and progressive rise in the gross handled by New Zealand ports 

(Table XXIX), apart from the temporary setbacks of the waterfront strike in 

1951 and the periodic disturbances associated with the balance of payments 

crises in 1953 and 1 958.. The peak tonnage was re~:.ched in 1 963, when 31 ports 

handled 1 3 • 5m. tons. In an attempt to describe a.nd explain the effect of the 

post•war expansion on the their relative positions 

handled 8.1m. tons, whereas are 

in 1961 

Ii 

in 1 950 and i 961 • In 1950 33 

ports handled 12.6m. tons- an increase of 44 per cent • 

.!'l..Ni\LYSIS OF THE GROSS TOI~'~GE P ... \..N::{ 

A break-dovm of the gross tonnage for individual ports in 1 and 1961 

(Table XXX) reveals that in both years the was concentrated on a limited 

number of ports. Ho·vvever, compared with the intense concentration of 1950, 

there appears to have been some decentralization on a wider range of ports in 

1 961 • The notion is confiJ::med by arranging according to their percent-

age of the gross tonnage in 1 950 and 1 961 (Fig.30). For strict comparability 

with the previous analysis of ports in 1926 and 1 the division between 

major and secondary ports is retained at five per cent and be~~een secondarJ 

and minor at one per cent. Within this framevrork, three ports moved from one 

class to another between 1 950-61 and several their ranking in their 

respective classes. 

In 1 950 J;_uckland, Wellington, Lyttel ton and Otago ranked as major 

ports in order of importance (Fig.30). Collectively they completely dominated 

the trade, handling almost three quarters of the gross tonnage. In 1961 
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.Auckland, Wellington and Lyttel ton were still classed as major 1vithout 

any changes in their respective positions. Ho~~ver, Otago, the fourth rank-

ing port in 1950, failed to meet the qualifying standard of five per cent ir:.. 

1961 and was reclassified as a secondary port. The loss of Otago was compen-

sated by the inclusion of - a minor port in 1 950 - among the major 

ports. in of the promotion of Tauranga, the share of 

the major ports declined to only two thirds of the gross tonnage in 1961 ~ 

There were secondary ports in 1950, :from New Plymouth at 

the upper end of the scale to Timar~ at the lower extreme .30)o Together, 

the seconaary ports handled just over one fifth of the gross tonnageo None of 

1 the eight port;:; was re-classified in 1961, but the addition of Otago, 'l'arakohe 

and the former minor ports o:f Onehunga and Wang~~ui increased the nru~er of 

secondary ports to 1 2. The striking feature of the changes was that all the 

secondary ports, except Greymouth and Westport, had increased their relative 

share of the gross tonnage. However, the only ports to move up on the scale 

were Timaru and WbangareiD retained its respective position, 

but Nev1 Plymouth and Nelson fell in the The most startling declines 

were at Westport and Greymouth, both of vvhich fell several in the rank-

ing. Despite the losses at Westport and Greymouth, the total share the 

secondary ports rose by ten per cent to over per cent of the gross tonnage 

in 1961. Indeed, the keynote of the period 1950-61 was the rise of the 

secondary ports. 

In 1 950 there were 21 minor ports, from Wanganui at the upper 

end of the range to Half l\floon Bay at the lower extreme (Fig. 30). Collectively> 

Their nunib er and importance, however, had declined sharply by 1 961 as there 

were only 14 minor ports handling less than :four per cent of the gross tonnage~ 

Apart :from the spectacular rise of Tauranga to major status, the variations 

did not produce sharp in rank D..JT,.Ong the minor ports betviTeen 1950-61. 

The main were the promotion o:f Onehunga and Yvanganui to secondaY~J 

status, the closure of V\lhakatane, Opotiki, Patea, Hokianga and· Hokitika, and 

1 
Tarakohe is the port the Golden Bay Cement Co. works. It has 

been shipping cement and receiving coal by sea since 1911, but it was not 
recorded in the statistics UL1til 1960~ 
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the of Jacksons Kaiapoi and Ohiwa for co~~ercial use. Within 

the group, only Picton showed any marked increase in relative i.t~portance. 

However, as the margins 

in status were of less 

the minor were s:rnall, the 

compared ~~th variations in the secondary 

and major classes. the main feature of frle changes in status between 

i 950-6-'i was the rise in the il::1portance of the group of 

Changes in Concentration 

The ard:llysis of in the raPLing of ports on the gross tonnage 

scale does little to reveal the full impact of the changes i;:1 concentration 

betw·een 1950-61 • A measurement of the changes 1 therefore, obtr:.ined by 

of a port in 1 961 and the difference between the actual 

hypothetical figures shovring what the level would l:-.B.ve been if the had 

grovm at the national rate between 1950-6"1. The resulting positive 

variations reveal (Fig.31, Table XXX) th~t there has been a decent

of cargo at the expense of Auckland, Wellington, Otago, 

and Greymouth. Lyttelton 

areas, recorded a gain. 

cargo were at Tauranga, 

of the four serving the metropolitan 

the main from the decentralization of 

and Bluff. The changes were obscured by 

disturbances produced by the opening an:i of certain ports. The 

chaotic pattern, vvi th sharp differences in sign as well as magnitude> 

a problem in 

In attempting to such an incoherent pattern, the method of 

used in the chapter is repeated. The first step is, there-

fore, to break- dovvn the tonnage into itE three components of the over-

seas, coastal and transhrFment trade" Each of the component elements is 

examined separately by the changes in the raTh~ of ports on the over-

seas, coastal and transhipment scales. The results of the analyses are then 

draw:r1 together to explain the changes in the tonr~ge rank of ports. 

IIO 

In 1950 there were 16 ports engaged in the overseas trade. They 

handled collectively 4.7m. tons, which acco~~ted for half of the gross tonnage 

of New Zealand. Apart from temporary setbacks in 1953 and 1958-9, there ·was 

a expansion in the volume of cargo handled by the ports.(Table XL\I). 

As the growth rate of t'le overseas trade had outstripped the coastal and 
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transhipment components, the traffic of 7. 7m. tons in 1961 accounted for 62 per 

cent of the gross tonnage. However~ contrary to world trends of concentrating 

2 
cargo on fewer ports~ the number of ports handling overseas trade had increased 

to 1 9 in 1 961 • It is apparent from an examination of the overseas trade 

handled by individual ports in 1950 and 1961 (Table :XX..X:II) that the rise in 

the number of ports vvas accompanied by a decentralization of cargo. 

Changes in Status 

The impression is corroborated by arranging ports according to their 

percentage of the overseas tonnage (Fig.32). .~~ frDJnework for ex&llining the 

changes is provided by grading ports A, B and C. For strict comparability 

with the study of the overseas trade in 1926-36, the division between grade A 

and B is retained at five per cent and between B and C at one per cent. 

Luckland, 'JIJellington, Lyttel ton, Otago and New Plymouth - handling over 

five per cent of the overseas tonnage - may be classed in order of il-nportance 

as grade A ports on the overseas scale in 1950 (Fig.32). The ports so over-

whelmingly dominated the overseas traffic that their aggregate share was over 

nine tenths of the total overseas tonnage. Although the relative share of 

the total tom1age handled by grade I~ ports remained virtually the same in 1 961 , 

the dominance exercised by the five leading ports in 1 950 had been weakened by 

an increase in the number of grade i1 ports to seven, vvi th the inclusion of 

Tauranga and Napier. In spite of the increased number of grade J:i ports, 

lJ.uckland, Wellington, Lyttel ton and Nevv Plymouth retained their res1Jective 

rankings in 1961 • However, only Lyttel ton improved its relative share of the 

national totalo Otago, in contrast, 1~garded traditionally as one of the 

four 11 main ports 11 , fell sharply from fourth to seventh position on the over-

seas scale. The significance of the change vm.s eclipsed by the phenomenal 

rise of Tauranga from eighteenth to fourth position. As no change in rank 

was involved at Napier, the emergence of Tauranga overshadowed the port's 

movement from grade B to grade A status. 

In 1 950 Napier, together with Bluff and Timaru, handling betv<reen one 

and five per cent, may be classed as grade B ports (Fig.32). Although they 

experienced large absolute increases in tonnage, none of the ports improved 

2 
Mayer, H.M. New Zealand Geographer, 48, p.17. 
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its respective position on the overseas as all three ports had been 

by 'l'auranga. Ho~·<ever, the relative increase at Napier was sufficier"t 

for the port to nove classes and even retain its position, but in spite 

of an gain in absolute tonnage, one place in the rankings to 

ei@lth position in 1 961 • W'"i th a sma.ller absolute increase, Tirnartl fared even 

worse than Bluff as it -bao places to tenth position. Yet, the share 

of the B port.s fell only slightly to seven per cent in 1961 as t.'leir 

nwriber was augmented by The grovrth at Nelson ;vas so :ma.rked that it 

moved ahead of Timaru in the rankings. 

In 1 950, I'Telson had been one of the seven grade C ports which handled 

individua.lly less than one per cent of the overseas tonnage (Fig.32). Th6 

among the grade C ports, handling in less than one per 

cent of the total overseas trade, was so fluid that, although the number of 

ports in the class had increased to nine in 1 , only three of the 

sev6n in 1 950 retained C status. had been transferred to grade 

L',. and ar1d Onehunga ceased to handle overseas 

cargo. However, the losses were offset by the 1~turn of the overseas trade 

to Bay of 

These ports, together with 

seven, handled in 

lunong the grB.de C ports, 

increase in importance. 

Picton, -iiestport, and Jacksons E·ay. 

Greymouth and OamarJ of the 

over tv<o per cent of the overseas in 1961. 

only showed a marked relative 

the collective in irrportance of the grade 

c 

range 

since 1950 highlighted the dispersion of overseas cargo over a vader 

ports. 

Changes in Concentration 

However, the 

did not reveal changes 

in the ranking of nn,y•T•~ on the overseas scale 

~~-···~~6~ be-b~een individual ports. the concentration of 

l scale for deten1nning in concentration is, therefore, obtained by 

the ciiff"erence betvveen the actuo.l of a port in 1961 and 

hypothetical figures what the to~Dage would have been if the ports 

had grown at the national rate between 1 950 and i 961 • 

The application of the method to the overseas trade (Fig. , Table 

XXXII) emphasised the dispersion of Only Lyttelton of 

the ~ ports recorded a corr.parative as Auckland, Otago 
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and New Plymouth all shmved varying losses. Even Lyttelton' s increase, 

however, was outstripped by the gains at Tauranga, Napier and Bluff'. Nelson 

and Yihangarei also recorded significant gains, but they were less substantial 

than Lyttelton's. Surprisingly, Tirnaru had not kept pace ~~th the r~tional 

rate of grovnh and recorded a su~ll comparative loss. The other changes, 

however, were anticipated, for vv.ith the exception of' Greymouth and Oamaru, 

none of' the ports involved received cargo in both of the selected years. 

Raglan and Onehunga, recording a comparative loss, received overseas cargo 

in 1 950 only, whereas the of Islands, Gisborne, Wanganui, Picton, Westport 

and Jacksons shovv.ing con~arative gains, handled overseas cargo only in 

1961. The ~idespread gains ~t most of the smaller ports enphasised that, 

vath the exception of Lyttel ton, the dispersion of cargo had benefitted grade 

B and 0 ports on the overseas tonnage scale in 1 950. 

The Pattern of Analysis 

In interpreting the comparative changes between 1950-61, it is 

possible to distinguish be~veen comprehensive factors, which affected the 

whole of the overseas trade, and sectional factors, which influenced only 

imports and exports. The sole comprehensive factor is the decision to 

decentralize overseas shipping on a ~~der range of ports. Although the 

decision affected imports and exports, it did not accm.mt for the cietailed 

variations as the two component elements of the overseas trade responded to 

different stimuli. Imports were composed chiefly or industrial raw rna terials 

and IT~nuf'actured goods, vn1ereas the exports were composed primarily of pastoral 

produce. Imports and exports remained fundamentally distinct in spite of' 

some blurring of the difference, ~~th the export of manufactured timber 

products and other manufactured goods. They are, therefore, examined 

separately. Incorporating the cornprehensive ~Jld sectional factors, the 

pattern of ru1nlysis is to consider the effect of the decentralization of 

overseo.s shipping, before errbarkin.g on a detailed examination of' imports and 

exports. 

Oomprehens.tve Factors 

(i). The decentralization of..Ehipping on a vd..der range of port§_:

It is clear that the varia.tions in the overseas trade betw·een 1950-61 were 

closely connected with the decentralization of overseas shipping on a wider 
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range of ports. In 1950, over 98 per cent of the overseas trade was concen-

trated on Auckland, Wellington, Lyttelton and Otago and, to a lesser extent,on 

New Plymouth, Napier, Bluff and Tinnru, which collectively served the main 

centres of population (Table XXXII). The intense concentration reflected the 

restrictions imposed by the British Ministry of Yvar Transport during the 

second World War. The emergency regulations virtually confined overseas 

shipping to Auckland, TV ellington, Lyttel ton and Otago so that maximum use 

could be made of existing shipping space and the risk of enemy attack steaming 

around the coast, to pick up and discharge cargo, was reduced to a lninimum. 

After the War, the restrictions were eased and ]\few Plymouth, Napier, Bluff' 

and Timaru were v-mrked more fully. Hm7ever, the main shipping companies3-

apart from the Union Steam Ship of Nevr Zealand, engaged primarily in the 

trans-Tasman trade with Australia and the Pacific Islands4 - still refused to 

return to Opua (Bay of Islands), Tokomaru Bay, Gisborne, -v'Vaikokopu, 5 Yvanganui, 

6 
Nelson, Picton and Oamaru, which had been worked in 1940, or to extend their 

services to Whangarei and Tauranga. 7 The government vras, however, subjected 

to severe pressure from local interests, Vli th optiinistic views of the future 

expansion and benefits to be obtained for their district by re-opening these 

ports. In particular, as it was claimed that none of the existing ports 

3The New Zealand Shipping Co~ Ltd" (including Federal Steam Navigation 
Co.), Shaw Savill and Albion Ltd., Port Line Ltd. and Blue Star Line (N.Z.) Ltd. 

4-smaller ships are involved in the trans-Tasman trade. As they are 
less discriminating in their draught requirements they are able to visit a 
greater number of ports than the larger liners. 

5r:ehe port of Waikokopu was dismantled during the vvar. 1i'li th the 
extension of the railway line from Napier to Yvairoa the port was no longer 
required. 

6overseas tankers had reswned their services to Nelson in 1946, but 
other overseas services had not been reinstated. 

7 The lines forming the New Zealand Shipping Conference laid dovv.n the 
follovving minimLUn requirements for working overseas vessels at New Zealand 
ports in 1950:-

(a) sufficient depth of water to allow a modern vessel to enter and leave 
a port half loaded. 

(b) a sufficient length of quay in good repair for vessels to lie safely 
and to operate five hatches simultaneously. 

(c) a sufficient labour force to operate six gangs and to enable operations 
to be carried out at six hatches. 

(d) sufficient mecharQcal appliances and rail facilities to enable cargo 
to be loaded and unloaded quickly. 

See Marine Department Files serial No. 3/13/220. 
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could serve the area effectively, there was a pressing need to provide port 

facilities for the proposed utilisation of the exotic forests of the Volcanic 

Plateau in the centre of the North Island. The government sought to allay 

the pressure by setting up a series of committees of inquiry to assess the 

situation and make recoillli!endations. 

The problem of port facilities for the Volcanic Plateau was considered 

separately. As Auckland was too distant and too congested to be regarded as 

a suitable port, the Co~nittee of Inquiry v~s directed to investigate the 

relative merits of ports in the Bay of Plenty, sited at Tauranga (]!Io'unt 

lVIaunganui) and 1<\'hakatane. Their subsequent report recommended that Tauranga 

8 be developed. Although the extension of' existing facilities at Tauranga was 

ostensibly designed to cater for the timber trade in prospect, and capable 

of subsequent development to accommodate refrigerated vessels, its development 

resulted in the growth of a strong import trade to serve the new fertiliser 

works, flour mills, and oil installations set up at the port. 

The other ports, except \ifuangarei, came under the purview of an 

inter-departmental government investigation. It recommended the re-opening 

of Nelson, Gisborne and Bay of Islands (Opua) on the basis of the amount of 

cargo available for export and the possible developments in their hinterlands. 9 

The recornmenda tions were adopted, although in 1 958 a subsequent cornrni ttee 
. 10 

permitted the re-opening of Picton. The re-opening of these ports was 

primarily for the export trade as few overseas ships discharged at Bay .of 

Islands_, Picton and Nelson and none called at Gisborne. 

In respect of Bay of Islands (Opua), 1Nhangarei disputed the findings 

of the report. The dispute resulted in the setting up of a cormnittee of 

inquir"J to decide whether VVl1angarei or Bay of Islands was the most sui table 

port to serve Northland. After an exhaustive examination of the relative 

•t fth +,. t -1T\- • h 11 roer:t. s o < e vrvo por s, Vv.+angarel was c osen. Hovrever, the findings were 

8The Report of' the Committee to Inquire in to the Port Facilities fur 
the Bay of Plenty, vVellington, 1950. 

9Economic R92ort on the Advisability of Decentralizing Oversea~ 
Shipping, Wellington, 1950 (mimeographed}. 'rhe Comi11i ttee considered that the 
reversion from telescoped frozen meat (implemented to&ave shipping space during 
the war) to Yvhole carcases would mean that ships drev1 less and would be accom
modated in ports used prior to the second World War. They optimistically 
estimated that the change in the stowage of cargo would save twodays on the 
coast. 

1 0Report on Picton Harbour, '17ellington, 1 958 (1timeographed). 
11 Report and Findings o£ the Port for Northland Committee of Inguiry, 

Wellington, 1953. 



disregarded by Bay of Islands. Consequently, both have developed 

rival facilities, resulting in a grim ;;var of conflicting interests. 1 2 

of Islands has been used for exporting pastoral produce, whereas \Vhangarei 

has captured most of the goods imported direct to Northland. 1 3 
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Of the remaining ports which had handled cargo in 1939, Waikokopu and 

Tokomaru Bay remained closed, bat Oa.maru and 

facilities to tr~~-Tasman shipping. Thus, the effect of re-opening certain 

and extending facilities at others was to encourage the dispersion of 

overseas cargo. 

This marked dispersion of overseas trade on a v~ider range of ports 

did not, hovvever, bring the tangible economic benefits which the proponents 

f th d t l . t. f ' . . . d 14 o .e ecen ra lZa lon o Snlpplng envlsage • There been no compen-

satory quicker turn-round vdth the increased number of ports. Indeed, the 

statistical information available (Fig.34) shows_ that the number of days 

spent by Oonf'erence Line vessels on the New Zealand coast had increased 

alarmingly, from 51.68 in 1 949-50 to 62~ 1 7 days in i 961 , vd th a marked 

deterioration in the annual amount of cargo handled. 15 Apart from the 

advantages conferred on local shipping interests using their nearest 

port, the dispersion of the overseas trade between 1 950-61 vvas accompanied by 

few economic benefits. Indeed, the dispersion was contrary to the movements 

of population, business .and commercial organisations which were becoming 

centralized on Auckland, Wellington and Ohristchurcho Thus, it is within 

this frarr.ework provided by the decentralization of overseas shipping and the 

dispersion of cargo that the detailed variations in irrr_ports and exports have 

to be considered. 

Sectional Factors 

IMPORTS 

In harmony with the growing number of ports dealing with all forms 

i Bay of Islands wharf at Opua was opened to overseas shipping in 
1 957 and 'iVhangarei regularly received overseas shipping from 1 959. 

13 The balk of the relatively value goods for consumption in 
Northland was imported through Auckland in 1 96>1 • 

14-see Gisborne Herald, M.ay 27, 1954. 
15Report of the Waterfront Industry Oomrr~ssion, A.J.H.R. H.49. 1950, 

p.6 and 1962, p.iO. 
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of overseas tonnage, there was an increase in the nW11ber of ports handling 

imports. Sixteen ports dealt with 3.5m. tons in 1950, whereas 18 

handled 5. 7m. tons in '1 961 • The dispersion of on a wider of 

ports was accentuated by marked changes in individual tonnages (Table XXXIII)~ 

Although all ports handling cargo in both years, O&~r~, showed absolute 

increases in imports, the in volume betvv-een ports bore little relation 

to the 

primate 

main 

of ports on the overseas tonnage scale in 1950o 

on the scale, did have the largest in imports, but the other 

were, in order of invortance, at Lyttelton, Tauranga, 

Napier and Bluff. However, the at :New 

Timaru and Otago were on a more modest sco.le. 

Nelson, Greymouth, 

all ports, vvith the 

exception of Oamaru, recorded varying increases in absolute tonnage between 

1950-61. 

Changes in Concentration 

The impact of the absolute changes in imports is examined by 

the difference betvv-een the actual tonnage for each in 1 961 and hypothetical 

figures shovdng what the level of tonnage would have been had the port 

at the same rate as the Dominion betw-een 1950 and 1961. It reveals that the 

intense concentration on the five -'-"''"'-U'-'-"·'"" 

the imports in 1950, had been 

ports, 

(Fig. 35) D 

over 95 per cent of 

Four of the five ports -

Auckland, Wellington, Otago and Plyrrtouth - had 

Only Lyttel ton of the major ports in 1950 recorded a 

However, Lyttelton was outstripped 

increase. Whangarei and Nelson, 

reiT~ining experienced or~y 

the phenomer..al 

Even Bluff almost 

made marked 

gains or losses" 

of imports had been so effective, the share of the five 

comparative losses. 

gain. 

at Tauranga and 

Lyttelton1 s 

gainso The 

As the dispersion 

ports declined 

to less than per cent~ There is, therefore, clear evidence of the decent-

ralization of cargo from four of the five grade A ports. 

Explanatory Variables 

The attempt to interpret the changes in imports between 1950-61 is 

marred by the non-availability data. :Many factors, such as the effect of 

the government import restrictions, which may have been pertirJent in explaining 

the variations in tonnage, have to be ignored. In of the lL~tations, 
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it possible, vri. thin the frrunework provided by the decentralization 

overseas shipping, to some of the complex physical and human factors 

which appear to be associated vrith variations in imports. The 

factors are thought worthy of consideration:-

/. ) \,1. • changes in the population of a 1 s hinter land. 

(ii). the dispersion of bc.;.lky connnodi ties on a Yvi.der of 
ports and the concentration of commodities on 
fevrer ports. 

(iii). the direct intervention of the goverlli~ent in the free flow 
of imports. 

(iv). the impact of new industrial 

(v). the changes in a select group of comrnodities. 

In formulating the variab , considerable reliance is placed on the available 

knowledge relating to the processes of port growth and decline.1 6 
The method 

is to examine each of the variables in turn, to assess its contribution to the 

in the importance of individual ports. 

). Although 

the of cargo, which followed the of ports to overseas 

shipping, bore little relationship to the grovvi.ng concentration of population 

on the metropolitan areas,it appears from research that a close 

expected~ 1 7 Indeed, the scatter diagrams constructed for 1950 and 1961 (Fi.g. 

36) show a close relationship between the variables. It is, therefore, expected 

that the variations in would be related to changes in the population of 

a port's hinterland. a port's hinterland as the area in which it 

_enjoys a freight advantage by 
18 

over other ports (Fig.37), ~~e assump-

A 
I 

Brovm, A.H.J. : fort Economics, London, 1 953. 
Bird, James~ The JYJ:ajor Sea,Ports. of the United Kingdom, London, 1963~ 

1 
Griffin, J.I.: The Port of New York, New York, 1959, p.4. 

1 8The railway freight rates are chosen as the arbiter of a port's hinter-
land as road transport, under special is restricted to a 40 mile 
radius (previously 30 miles) when in coupetition with the railv~y. For the 
purposes of defining the hinterlands, the freight on Class C are 
used. The break-even point beiYreen ports on these rates is a.function of dis-
tance where there 11 port railway" line. The three port links each 
carried a special local rate as follows: Lyttelton to Christchurch 
£1 .2s.10d, Port Chalmers to Dunedin 19s.6d. and New Plymouth Breakwater to New 
Plymouth i . 1 Od. As the port railvro.y charge is not based on the 
break-even point, which involved the ports 'I"Tith links, becomes one of 
cost. The operations of the local rates in 1 961 affected the cornpeti tive 
position of ports with the railvray links as the extra charge reduced the 
area in vrhich they enjoyed a freight rate 
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tion is tested by plotting the varin tions in against the in 

population, both expressed as a percentage of the national total, on a scatter 

diagram (Pigo3B)~ However, the reGulting does not reveal a 

rE:lationship. Indeed, there is little evidence the variations in 

reacted in har:nony vd.th the in the of a portrs hinterland 

betvreen 1950 and i 961. 

the poor bet-,Neen the variables does not rule 

out the influences of in population on the variations in It 

appears that the validity of allocating imports and population according a 

defined on thE: basis of its f:reight :rate advantage over other 

can be questioned as an over-sbnplification of On further investi-

gation it seems that there were other factors distorting the hinter-

land be~veen i950-6io As the concept is of critical significance 

for trendp in m~.~Y'Tc, a detailed examination of its bnplication 

is 19 

(a). Factors distorting the hinterland concept:- The 

basic notion of a hinterland, that a seaport will attract all the import 

traffic destined for consumption vdthin the area in which it enjoys a 

rate 20 over other ports, has to be modified in New Zealand. It 

seems that the flow of traffic between seaports and inland centres v~s 

always affected by one or more of the follovdng considerations between 

1950-61 :--

At a given 

inland location, a manufacturer may have required raw materials from abroad, 

which v~re regularly carried in overseas ships too to be accorr~odated 

21 the nearest port. ?or example, imports ultbnately destined for consumption 

Rodgers, 1~.L. : 1 'i:he Po:rt. of Genova 
Relations 1 , A.l.~-• .Il..G. Vo1.48~ 19?9, pp.34U-b. 

20Implicit in the is that the 
are uniformly available and efficient~ 

r,nd +nterna.-.~ 

for each port 

to the second few ships in the New Zealand trade 
• in length or wore than 30ft" ~lfter the war, 

however, v;hen tc.~.e Conference Lines had a virtual :monopoly of the import trade 
the size of ships increased }!Iany of the ports ·which had previously 
handled overseas shipping, such as Orunaru, did not have the&pth or ~~dth to 
accommodate the new vessels. The infiltration of the Dutch Lines into the 
New Zealand trade from 1959 onwards resulted in a reverGion to small single 
screw which were more manoetM::'able than the new twin screw v-essels 
built after the war. The Dutch vessels were able to work Whangarei and 
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within the hinterlands o:e Tauranga and Whangarei were handled at Auckland as 

neither port could accommodate vessels exceeding 550 feet in length and requir-

ing over 25 feet. Indeed, &!long New Zealand ports, only Auckland, 

~ellington, Lyttelton and Port Chalrners (otago) could handle fully laden 

vessels over 575 ~eet in with draughts exceeding 30 feet22 .39). 

The of , therefore, restricted them to a limited number 

of ports. Further, during certain periods of the year (especially betvreen 

Noveniberarrl 1'Iarch) the nearest port may have been out of favour because it had 

working berths, involving ships in a waste of time ·which the 

companies were not prepared to face. The goods ~~re, therefore, 

discharged at another port and forwarded by internal transport to their 

destination. As the to New Zealand were composed of a vv1.de variety of 

different types of cargo, needed cranes and shed space which vrere not 

available at the nearest port. Specific cargoes often special 

for prompt Heavy indivisable lifts had, therefore, to go 

to ports such as Auckland, Wellington, Lyttelton and Otago ~1.th lifting 

capacity, or to a port where a suitable vessel (floating crane) had 

gear available. On occasions, therefore, the need for special 

often diverted shipping ar~ linports from the nearest port. 

(2). The influence of markets:- The established 

market for particular comnodi ties was not alvvays found where the were 

used. example, almost per cent of the Dominion's tea was handled at 

Auckland where there was the combined attraction of highly skilled samplers and 

Tauranga which the Conference Lines had hitherto refused to work. The Dutch 
Lines were so successful in attracting cargo that the Conference Lines were 
forced to operate srr~ler and speedier ships on some of their services. As 
the Dutch Lines were admitted to the Conference in 1962, there may be a return 
to ships on some services. 

22rn 1 961 only three ports -.Auckland, Yvellington and Lyttel ton -
handle a fully laden G.P. tanker 575 feet in length on a of 30-

'I'here was no tariker terminal at Port Chalmers (Otago). New Plymouth, 
Ti.'II8.ru, Dunedin and Bluff could handle the vessels on a restricted 

However, Tauranga and could not handle a 575 feet 
vessel even on a restricted draught. See Clarke, A.J.: Report to the 
Whan arei Harbour Board on Port Facilities Re uired also a Stu~ of a Terminal 
&_ayout and Navigational Aids, London, 1961. JYiirneographed). 

23 A.l though there are wide variations in the nurrib er and size of berths 
at individual ports there is little evidence that there vm.s any pronounced 
shortage of b erthage space in 1 961, except at the peak period of the year. The 
delays were due to a shortage of labour and insufficient railway wagons rather 
than a physical shortage of berthage space. 



24-blenders and the largest consumer market. As the "competitive imports"
25 

ef relatively high value lovv bulk, such as tea, tend t,, be to ports 

in closest proxi,Dity to the centres of population, the inward-bound 

liners discharge their 1 high value cargo the port areas 

major urban nuclei. The attraction of these areas was that they could offer 

a vvider range of commercial and business facilities, compared with other centres" 

Most of the importing firns had their central offices in one of the main 

areas and re-distributed to the hinterlands of other 

a hierarchical of the distribution of imports can be recog-

nised in New Zealand (Fig. ). The Class I - in order of 

Auckland, \:Yellington, Lyttel ton and Otago - served an extra-regional market 

vd th a wide variety of r.tigh value as well as a one 

vdth commodities. Class II ports, in contrast, served a market 

with goods and a limited range of cargo, whereas Class III ports 

handled only bulky imports for a restricted local market. The hierarchical 

, therefore, often resulted in the nearest port being for 

another port vv-here relative high value goods were concerned. 

(3). 

The nearest port was often over by an if a suitable alternative 

port more frequent services or a direct service w~th a 

country. It can be seen from the number of vessels calling in both 1950 and 

1961 that Auckland, 

services (Table XXXIV). 

Lyttelton and 

Consequently,the four 

destined for places outside the area in which 

Goods required at 'l'imaru, f'or 

monopolised the shipping 

handled cargo which v;as 

enjoyed a freight rate 

, were often through 

Lyttelton or Otago. Although the practice resulted in importers more 

by an al ter:native the increased costs were offset by 

24-A parallel situation exists in London. 
Ports : Some Points for Debate : Present 

Vol.4-3. 1962, p. 

See Bird, Jru11es 
and Future 

in 

'British 

e Griffin,pp.54-5 Griffin considers that certain bulk commodities 
(cement, sugar and gypsum) are non-competitive because their location is 
determined by the existence of a processing at a port. In contrast, 

high value on which the cost of inlaDd transport is small, 
can conceivably be handled several competing ports. 
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capital outlay and interest charges. If superior shipping services were 

available, the freight rate advantage of a port did not always ensure that 

local Dnports would pass through it. 

(4). The~importance of the first port of call:-

97 

Manufacturers in NeYv Zealand, concerned with the frequency and regularity of 

imports, often drew their supplies from the first port of call and had them 

forv7arded either overland or by sea rather than wait for the ship to come to 

the nearest port. This policy again favoured Auckland, -vVellington, Lyttel ton 

and Otago as they collectively received almost the whole of the first calls of 

overseas vessels in 1950 and 1 961 27 (Table x:v:.xv). Yet, within this group of 

ports, Auckland was pre-eminent as it claimed two-thirds of the first arrivals 

in both years. Indeed, the basic itinerary of the shipping companies was to 

discharge at Auckland, '1Vellington, Lyttel ton and Otago in that order, so that 

Auckland claimed a disproportionate share of the new arrivals. As the function 

28 
of "maritime express" was always centred on the port vvi th the greatest number 

of scheduled entries, cargoes of high intrinsic value and low bulk, for vrhich 

the speed of delivery was important, were off-loaded at Auckland and fonvarded 

b th . t l t t t k t th . d t• t" 29 0 h" y e 1n erna ranspor ne wor o e1r es J..na 1on. verseas s 1ps 

often took two or three vreeks to discharge their full cargo at all four ports. 

Dunedin was invariably the last port of discharge. lilly delays at Auckland, 

26
1m improvement in shipping services often has important repercussions 

on the competitive position of individual finns. A Dunedin chocolate manu-
facturer Duports i ,800 tons from Takorad:i. lfuen there was no regular serviceo 
the beans all came in one chartered ship. The manufacturer had to pay for the 
complete fumigation and the cargo all at once and provide additional storage 
space. The capital outlay was reduced when the Dutch Lines instituted a three 
monthly service with West .Africa. 

27vfhat was even more important was that these ports received aLnost all 
of the first arrivals of scheduled liners ·which carried the bulk of the relat
ively high value cargoes. 

28
see Gottman, Jean : lviegal.2.E91-is-The Urbanized North Eastern Seaboard 

of the l.Jni ted States, New York, 196~1, p.528. 
29

Auckland is the first port of discharge for all or most of the cargo 
services operated by the New Zealand Shipping Co. LtC.., Port Line (West Coast 
U.K. Service), :B,ederal Steam Navigation Co. Ul.merica and Australian Line), 
Crusader Shipping Co., Nhnz Line, Colrunbus Line (Pacific Division), N~ritime 
Services (Tasman and Pacific), Bank Line, Ni tto Shosen, British and Sco.ndinavian 
Joint Service from the Continent and the Union Steam Ship Co. (:B'ar Eastern and 
Trans-Pacific Services). Most of the passenger lines have chosen Auckland as 
their first port of call in New Zealand. Sometimes it is their sole port of 
diserribarkation, but on other occasions it alternates with Yrellington. 
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Lyttelton or Wellington forced the local merchants to meet commitments by way 

of overdrafts and interest charges ranging from £'! 0 to £.5, 000 per annwn have 

been incurred.
30 

Merchants served by ports other than those serving the 

metropolitan centres were at an even greater ciisadvantage if they used the 

local port. 

(5). The pa;ying loaj, and cargo nucleus:- The 

shipping companies serving New Zealand endeavoured to limit calls to a few 

discharge ports Yihere sufficient cargo was regularly required. 
31 

Having 

established the prospect of a regular cargo nucleus, the companies were pre-

pared to take cargo for more distant ports up to the limit of the ship's 

capacity. However, in many cases it was not worthv{hile to visit the other 

ports to deliver such additional cargo which may have been fonvarded overland 

or by coastal ship. For example, as the cargo for Otago on the 1Nest Indies -

New Zealand service was marginal, the scheduled call was often omitted. In 

such cases the greater amount of cargo was dealt with in accordance with the 

hinterL.."l.nd principle, but the lesser amounts were not directed through the 

nearest port. 

( 6). Port charges:- Although there is no uniformity 

in port charges for facilities and services provided for the shipping companies 

at individual ports,there is little evidence, as there is 
. 32 

in overseas countrles, 

30In some cases Dunedin merchants lose their markets at their rivals 
impo:-ct their goods through ;mckland, 1Nellington and Lyttel ton and have them on 
display before the ship reaches the local port. Indeed, it is standard pract-
ice for ships held up in North Isl:.mcl ports to tranship to 'vYellington. 
See 'Report of the Royal Commission of Ing_ui1.y into the w-aterfront Industry', 
i;...J.H.R. H.50. 1952, p.191. 

31 The major shipping companies organised their itineraries in 1961 on 
the average quantity of cargo discharged at each port. It resulted in the 
basic pattern of discharging geographically from north to south at Auckland, 
Wellington, Lyttel ton o.nd Otago with occasional calls at Bluf'f, Napier, 
Timaru ancl Nevr Plymouth. In certain circumstances some conpanies, such as 
the Conference Lines on their ·vv·est Coast U.K. service, did not announce their 
full New Zealand itinerary until the ship was at sea. In this case they 
called at the port which was receiving the largest amount of cargo. 

32
see Patton, D.J. : 'General Cargo Hinterlands of New York, Philadelphia 

Baltimore, and New Orleans, l~.L.A.G. Vol. 48. 1958, p.437. 
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of port at one port cargo to another port. 11 .. n exarnination 

of the port charges for a hypothetical 10,000 net registered tons ship, vrhich 

required a pilot and stayed five in port 5 reveals trJEtt there was a differ~ 

ence of almost ~600 between the dearest and the cheapest ports in 1961 .33 

was less than wben the cost of land transport is considered the differ-

ential appears small. The costs of sending goods through a port are, there-

with the cost of land transport. The 

whole the port charges represent but a few miles of 1!1 or example, 

had a ship desired to discharge 200 tons at either New Plymouth or Wellington 

in 1 961 , the differential in port charges would not have been a prirr.e consider-

ation, for it would have represented less than five miles in railway freight 

Apparently port charges do little to distort the hinterland concep~~ 

(7). In general, freight 

rates are based on mileage, but New Zealand Railways did agree vath certain 

manufacturers to early goods at a rate which took no account of the freight 

rate basis. However, it applied only to a limited nl..L1iber of ports. 

universal application of the principle vmuld invalidate the hinterland concept. 

Thus,there were factors which constantly deflected the applic-

ation of the concept of a hinterland based on freight rate The dis-

tortion vras most pronounced where superior handling facilities were required or 

where high quality goods were involved. combined influence worked 

persuasively in favour of the port, at the expense of the smaller one~ 

33The cost of handling cargo at individual ports is not comparable as 
the degree of responsibility accepted by the harbour boards for cargo handling 
varies betvfflen ports. Wellington and Nelson carry out the complete duties of 
stevedores and whar.fingers. handle the cargo .from the s slings into 
the sheds, from the sheds to the vehicles and vice versa. J~ t the 1 railvvay 
ports' of Lyttelton, New Plymouth, Oamaru and Port Chalmers (Otago) the Rail
ways Department acts as wharfinger, collects all whar.fage and remits the same 
to the harbour boards, less a percentage .for collection~ At .ti.uckland a 
diff'erent is employed~ The board provides sheds and appliances, 
in a traffic rnanager and others to control the general wnarf traffic, ~~d other 
of.ficers to control the position of the goods in the sheds~ ·However, the 
labour to transport the cargo further from the sheds to the ships or 
vice versa is provided by the shipping companies, which undertake responsibility 
for the quality and condition of the cargo until it is received by the consignee. 
See Burk, ."· .• L. 'Harbour Boards' in Wellington. 
1949, p,110. 

3l.nrhere is evidence that trade will operate in spite of unfavourable 
elements in the scale of port charges if the commerce is attractive on other 
counts. 
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.il. large port was made even larger than 'IYas warrantc-d on the cargo consumed in 

its hinterland. Port charges and agreed railway rates, however, had very 

little influence on the movement of goods. It is clear, therefore, that 

freight rates v.rere not the sole arbiter of the distribution of imports among 

ports. 

(b). The effect of the distortioE,_ of the _h,interle.nd concept:-

Some indication of the effect of these factors on the hinterland concept can 

be gauged by discovering to what extent each port served the area in which it 

enjoyed a f'reight rate advantage. ~>.ssuming that each individual in New 

Zealand has the same consuming power, a measurement ce.n be derived from sub-

tracting the actual import tonnage of a port from the hypothetical tonnage that 

would be expected in terms of the population of its hinterland. The hypothet-

ical value is obtained from the follovdng fonnula:-

Total N.Z. imports x Hinterland population of a port 
Total N.Z. population 

The technique is applied in 1 950 when the consucllption of imports was 

1.87 tons per capita (Table XXXVII). It reveals the problems of using the 

hinterland population to predict changes in i1uports as there are wide variatjnns 

betvroen actual andexpectedtonnages. Only f~uckland, Wellington, Otago and New 

Plymout~ of the 17 port~ received more imports in 1950 than was expected on the 

basis of their population. Clearly Auckland and Vvellington performed the 

dominant roles in importing goods from overseas. The large excess of ton~~ge 

at Auckland would have accounted for the large deficits at 'ii!hangarei, Bay of 

Islands, Tauranga, Gisb orne ancl possibly Napier, whereas 7vellington 1 s excess 

was probably largely responsible for the deficits at Napier, Lyttelton and the 

other South Island ports, except Otago. 'I'he latter port may have shown some 

independence of Wellington, but it could not fulfill the demands of the 

adjacent hinterlands of Bluff and Oamaru. New Plymouth, the other port to 

show an excess, satisfied the needs of its hinterlan~ bnporting little for 

adjacent areas. 

Similar results vvere obtained in 1 961, ·when the consutllption of iqJorts 

had risen to 2.41m. tons. ;:..gain they revealed that only four of the 1 7 ports 

35
In reality the assUluption is distorted by the disparity in the 

consu:ming povrer of lVIaoris and Europeans. 
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received more imports than Ytas expected, on the basis of their respective 

populations (Table XXXVIII). i1uckland and ·vvellington retained their positions, 

although their excess v.ras not as great as in 1950. Auckland still 

accounted for the deficits at of Islands, Whar€arei, Tauranga and possibly 

at but Napier now had an excess The surplus at the latter 

port was probably due to the f·orvmrding of to Gisborne. 

still supplied a large proportion of the South Island's requirements and met 

the deficit at New Plymouth. However, Lyttel ton ernerged in 1 961 -vvi th a marked 

excess over the expected as it now served effectively the whole of 

the South Island. Otago, on the other hand, was in a ltss favourable position 

with the growth of Bluff and showed a narked 

Ls there were marked changes betvveen 1950-61, an attempt is made to 

discover to what extent the variations in in~orts have been distributed in 

terms of population. A measurement of is derived from the hypothetical 

tonnage which would have been expected if the imports had been distributed in 

terms of the changes in population. The is expressed by the formula:-

(1) 

(2) 

1961 N.Z. imi?orts 
'196i N.Z. population 

Per capita 
1950-61 = 

1950-61 
hypothetical 

1950 N.Z. imyorts 
1950 N.Z. population 

(3) Hypothetical change - actual change. 

=per capita 

population 

Had the imports kept pace with the changes in population between 1950-61, the 

difference between the actual and expected values would have been zero. 

The results, however, reveal marked differences between the ~vo values 

(Table XX:X:IX). Imports had outstripped the in population at Lyttelton, 

Bluff, Timaru, Vvbangarei and Napier. New 

Plymouth, Otago, Gisborne, Orunaru and Picton fell short of the expected 

on the basis of the in population. I1nports at Wellington, Westport, 

Greymouth, Bay of Islands and Nelson more or'less kept pace with the changes 

in population. The marked variations from the expected tonnages the 

presence of factors other than population. 

(ii). The disperst9~nd concentration of individual commodities:-

One of the most cogent factors distorting the relationship between population 

and in 1950-61 was the dispersion of bulk comnodities (oil, hardwoods 

and manures) and general on a vader range of ports and the concentration 
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of perishable goods (fresh fruit) on fewer ports. Some indication of the 

changes in the relative degrees of concentration can be gauged from the ogives 

of each of the five commodities (Fig.41 ) • The changes represented an attempt 

by the distributors of all five co111.'11odi ties to overcome the problem of marketing 

goods in NeYv Zealand. 

In '1950, eight ocean terminals - four :i.,n each island - handled the 

refined petrolemn imports of 1m. tons.3
6 

(Table XL). Each of the ports served 

a well defined area in which the prices charged increased with the distance of 

the point of consm~~tion from the port. The pattern v.ras complicated by t."1.e 

redistribution of imports by coastal ta:r:1-ker from Wellington and Lyttel ton to 

Gisborne, Picton and Timaru, which did not receive overseas tankers. 38 The 

main changes in this pattern in 1 961 resulted in a reassessment of hinterland 

boundaries, which had a differential impact on individual ports, Although no 

terminal suffered an absolute loss in import tonnage, the changes resulted in 

a slower rate of grovrth at l~uckland and Otago and an accelerated increase at 

Lyttelton and Bluff. The fall in tonnage handled by the first. four ports, 

from over 91 per cent in 1 950 to almost 76 per cent in i 961, clearly re:f'lected 

the dispersion of petrolewn imports on a wider range of ports (Fig.41.;,). 

36In 1961 l1uckland, -7ellington, Lyttel ton and Otago were designated 
"main ports" for discr..arging petroleum products on account of their depth o:f 
water, adequate storage, berthage facilities and sufficiently high annual 
throughput to justify handling fully loaded tankers. AS the large tacl<ers did 
not unload a full cargo at any of the four "secondary ports" of Napier, New 
Plymouth, Nelson and Bluff, a price differential of 1 d. per gallon on motor 
spirit was charged because additional costs were incurred in travelling to and 
unloading at more th~~ one porto The differentials on heavy fuel oil per ton 
vvere Dunedin 5/-, New Plyrnouth 20/-, -lvbangarei 40/-, Bluff 40/-, Napier 40/-, 
Nelson 40/-, TimE.ru (ex Christchurch) 81/9 and Oamaru (ex Dunedin) 56/-. 
Differentials on gas oil were 2~. per ton at Nelson, New Plymouth, Tauranga, 
liVhangarei, Napier and Bluff, 3d. Oamaru and Timaru, 3~. Picton, 3£:d. Yv"anganui 

d 41" ,.,. b an =20-· ~.:rls orne? 
37Department of Industries and Commerce, 1Price Differentials', - The 

:tviotor Spirits Prices Regulations (1942 Reprint) 1956/24, and, L.mendments 24-48, 
i 956-60. 

38wellington and Lyttelton also distributed special grades of oil to 
the other ports as the quantities did not warrant a direct call. 

39The difference of 1d. per gallon on motor spirit between the 1 IDRin 1 

and 1 secondary' ports was abolished in i 960. The abolition ·resulted in 
mrginal changes in the areas served. The differenti.als on fuel oil and gas 
oil were unchanged. 
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The variations in artificial manure imports appear to have had a 

greater impact than the changes in petroleum imports between 1950-6'1 as more 

ports v1ere involved in the changes (Table XLI). Of t._~e six ports handling 

artificial manures in i 950, four - l~uclr,J.and, New Plymouth, 40 Otago and 

Lyttel ton - served the superphosphate works vvhich accounted for over 96 per 

cent of the artificial manure imports. By 196'1, the num.ber of ports handling 

manures had doubled. However, the main changes in absolute tonnage were 

confined to 1~apier, Bluff, Taura..."1ga and Lyttel ton, serving new or expanded 

superphosphate works and Auckland, Otago and Kew Plymouth, which vrere most 

affected by the new developments. As the changes resulted in the latter group 

of ports recording a loss in manure imports and theformer group experiencing 

large increases, there was a marked dispersion of manure imports~ So radical 

was the effect of the changes that the four leading ports handled only 77 per 

cent of the manure imports in 1 961 (Fig. 41 B). 

The dispersion of the imports of hardwoods v~as sprecLd over a wider 

range of ports than that of manures between 1950-61. Eight ports handled the 

import of hardwoods in '1 950 (Table XLII). With the decentralization 

of shipping on a wider range of ports, the nru~ilier of centres dealing vdth hard-

woods rose to 17 in 1961" This represented extreme dispersion as ever-y port 

dealing vd th imports must. have handled hardvvoods, However, as the first four 

ports retained over 86 per cent of the tonnage of hardwoods in 1961 (a loss of 

over 7 per cent compared with 1 9 50), it is apparent tho. t the c1 ispersion was 

not as severe as for manures and petroleum in1[)orts (Fig.41 C). 

The dispersion of Lnports 'vas not confined solely to bulky goods be~!een 

1950-61 0 There was even a change in commodities classeC:. as "other goods", 

from a position in 1 where the four ports serving the metropolitan areas 

handled 95 per cent of the ton..'lage to one where they dealt with over 90 per 

cent in 19614'
1 

('rable XLIII). The ports did not react in the same way. 

40im t f t ·c· • d • 191.{1 S • th por s o manure o danganul cease ln '+'-'• lnc-e en manures 
have been imported through New Plymouth. The increased costs of transport 
through being unable to use the local port have been offset by a general lev-y 
on other fertiliser works. 

41 As most of the bulk co~modities ~re classed separately in the list 
of commodities handled by New Zealand ports_,it is presumed that 'other goods' 
would have been composed of general cargo (i.e. nuscellaneous goods 
packed in boxes, bales, bags, barrels and other containers). 
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Auckland retained its relative share of "other goods" as its main competing 

ports, wnangarei and Tauranga, concentrated aL~st exclusively on bulky 

commodities. Similarly, Lyttelton enjoyed a slight increase as it had no 

serious rivals for general goods. In contrast, both Wellington and Otago 

were influenced by the Eomergence of competing ports" Wellington's relative 

share declined shc.rply betvreen 1950-61 , with the growth in trade at Nevv 

Plymouth, Napier and Nelson, whereas the smaller decline at Otago was due to 

improved shipping services at Bluf'f. The dispersion of general cargo or 

"other goods" had, therefore, a more selective impact on the leading ports 

than did the variations in hardwoods, petrolewn products and nmnures (Fig. 

41D). 

The increased centralization of fresh fruit imports was far outweighed 

by the dispersion of "other goodsn o.nd bulky commodities. Yet_, the changes 

in fresh fruit iinports were worthy of consideration as they had a marked 

effect on the changes in imports. ~tl though the nu.mber of ports handling 

fresh fruit imports had declined by only one between 1 950-61 (Table XLrv), 

there had been an important shift in emphasis which concentrated imports on 

Wellington, Imckland and Lyttel ton" The change reflected the improvement 

in internal transport within New Zealand as any area -vvi. tllin the North and 

South Island could be served within 24 hours by normal transport services 

from these ports. Consequently, the tonnage handled by the first few ports 

rose slightly between 1 950-61, in striking contrast to their trade in bulk 

corrm~dities and general goods (Fig.41E), 

The movements in tonnage of the five commodities have had a Qistorting 

effect on the relationship betvveen changes in population and variations in 

imports. ii..s the population of a port 1 s hinterland - in spite of its apparent 

shortcomings - cannot be neglected for any predictive purposes, an examination 

of the relationship between the tonnage of each of the commodities and 

population in 1950 and 1961 seems warranted, For each of the selected years 

the relationship is tested by plotting the percentage of each of the five 

connnodi ties received by individual ports against its. hinte·rland population 

on a scatter diagram. If there is a more harmonious relationship bevNeen 

the variables, due to the changes between 1950 and 1961, it will be expressed 

by a closer approximation of individual ports to a straight line in 1961 than 

in 1950. It appears that the concentration of fresh fruit and the dispersion 

of the bulicy comnodities .and general cargo resulted in a closer relationship 
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(Fig.4-2) and any predictive work can assume a simple relationship between the 

va1~ables. However, there was little improvement in the relationship betvreen 

population and manures42 (Fig.4-2). So poor vvas the relationship that further 

work on imports and population must take the anomaly into account. 

(iii)" Goverrunent interv~ntion:- Goverrw1ent interference in the free 

flow of ili~orts appears to be a further factor which reacted independently of 

population changes. The amount of control over imports exercised by the 

goverriffient has varied vdth changes in the balance of pa~nents. 4-3 It resulted 

in vade fluctuations in imports between 1950-61. However, it has been i:rrvoss-

ible to gauge the impact of licensing on each individual port as there was no 

areal break-dovm of statistics. 

Some indication of the character and influence of government intervention 

is derived from examining the fluctuations in grain linports. 44 The control of 

the importation of grain and flour and of the distribution of imported and 

locally grovvn wheat is vested in the VVheat Comuittee" 45 Their general policy 

appears to embody two basic aims:-

(A) explicity to keep the import of overseas wheat to a minimum 

(B) linplicity to rationalise the distribution of grain milling 
industry in New Zealandc 

The application of this policy between 1950-61 was most effective in 

respect of flour imports, but it h~d little influence on the imports of grain" 

In 1950, imports of grain amounted to 14-5,77'2 tons (Table XLV). They incre!'lEed 

in succeeding years as the local wheat production dropped away" In 1958, 

however, more positive action was taken to reduce the imports of overseas 

42changes in livestock unl~s would probably provide a better yardstick 
than population for predicting variations in the import of manures. 

43Import licensing schedules, originally introduced in 1938, apply at 
present to twelve monthly periods ending 30th July. The penni tted inr_florts 
tend to vary with the New Zealand balance of payments and schedules have, on 
occasions, been alterc.d materially where there have been sudden fluctuations in 
the balance of paywents. They are affected particularly by fluctuations in 
the prices ru1d volw~e of New Zealand produce" 

44-rli~orts of hardwoods provide another example as they are rigidly 
controlled by the Government. 

45The regulations prohibiting the importing of wheat or wheaten flour, 
except under a permit granted by the Nlinistry of Industries and Comnerce, were 
instituted in 1 936o 
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wheat. The government increased the overall of wheat46 and released 

new yielding It resulted in an increase in the area threshed, 

from ,936 acres in the season 1957-8 to :86, acres in 1961-2. (4 B) 

The developments the of wheat -vvere associated 

industry. As the increased 

yields of high quality vrere obtained from Canterbm:y and North 

Otago, the v\nea t Cox:uni ttee allocated the bul.1:: of ·wheat to local r::Jills and 

reduced imports through Lyttelton, Timaru ru1d Oamaru, £'rom 46,678 tons in 1950 

to 5,007 tons in 1961 (Table XLV). As the mills in these areas were 

based on raw materials, the vVheat Ooramittee had reir$tated the 

industry on part of its base. 49 the North Island mills 

were forced to take a quantity of New Zeala..YJ.d gre.in, it was insufficient 

for their needs. The Oorunittee, therefore, permitted the import of 

.Australian wheat to North Island ports to ir.crease, to offset the difference 

betvv-een local production and needs (Table YJ.N). In 1950, Wellington, 

New and Napier :bad handled the grain Hmvever, >ri th the 

increased use of local and the concentration of production on larger 

units, 5° New Plymouth and had ceased to import grain by I 961 • Instead, 

were concentrated on '·lfellington, Auckland and Tauranga, s the 

larger producer units, ·which permitted the bulk handling of vvhea t. The 

location of the two ne~ units at further rationalises the 

milling inuustry by countering the irrbalance of having two-thirds of the 

consumers in the North Thus, the at rationalising the grain 

indus tr<J hn.s repercussions on the imports of ports .in 

46The price of -wheat grovm in the South Island was increased by 2/- a 
bushel and in the North Island by 6d. per bushel for the 1 958-9 season. In 
196'1 the price for wheat was 13/6 a bushel for the South Island and 14/6 in 
the North Island. The .::mstralia.YJ. price vvas See New Zealand Official 

1963, pp.437-8. . 

new, high varieties -vvere 1\:rawa and Aotea. were 
also considered to be quality strains which did not require the a~~xture 
of Australian wheat to a good baking 

48N ew Zealand Officia 1 Yer:,rb ook, 1 96 3, 

49Vfuen most of the mills were established in the late-nineteenth 
century the South Island also had the largest population. 

50The nw'ilier of mills declined from 47 in 1 950 to in 1 961 • 
In the former year there were 34 in the South Island compared with only 26 in 
1961 • Each mill is allocated an annual quota by the Wnea t Comrrd. ttee. A firrn 

expand production by buying another It is claimed that the 
has an inhibiting effect on locational ~YJ.d the changeover to 

units of production. 
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both the North and South Islands. 

). Unfortunately, as 

¥rrth government intervention, the of increaseCi maturity in the character 

of New Zealand industries on the variations in import tonr~ge cannot be 

measured from available statistics. However, it is possible to obtain some 

indication of its effect from specific examples. For instance, the develop-

ment of rubber making in Auckla.."ld, Vvellir1gton and Christchurch after the second 

World vVar resulted in a decline in the imports of rubber goods through 

as the irr!];)orts of raw latex clid not compensate for the 

loss in tonnage. Similarly, there was also a decline in cement, from 

68,055 tons in 1950 to 2, 967 tons in 196'1, due to the increase in the capacity 

of exis 52 works and the opening of a new· plant. From a position of acute 

cement shortage in i 950, vv'.cich demanded overseas imports, the sudden expansion 

of the indus try left New Zealand -vvi. th excess capacity in 1 961 and only special 

varieties of cement were licensed to enter the country. However, the cement 

and rubber industries are not vmolly representative of the current trends in 

manufacturing as industries using imported raw materials or semi-manufactt1.red 

goods had expanded faster than those - t• t .al 53 domes 1c raw ma er1 s. The 

import content of 1\ew Zealand manufacturing industries. has 1 therefore, renained 

Despite t:b..is there is sufficient evidence in the rubber and 

cement industries to suggest that the to the pattern of indust-

rial development, by encouraging an industry to carry production through from 

the earliest to the final stage of production, has had so:me influence on the 

variations in imports. 

it should have an even 

seaports. 54 

If the policy is vigorously applied in the future, 

b~act on the handled by New Zealar1d 

51Rubber goods are classified as 'other goods' in the transport statistics. 
It is, therefore, not possible to obtain an estimate of the tonnage involved. 

52'I'he cement vrorks at Portland (Yfuangarei), Tarakohe (C-olden Bay) and 
Dunedin were all expanded. 

53co~onwealth Economic Committee : Commonwealth Development and its 
~wing, No. 4. Nevv Zealand, H .. Ivi.s.o. London, 1963, p.1" 

54see Sutch, v1J.B. : 'Program:ne for Growth' and Supplement 'New 7:ealand' s 
Manufacturing Development since >I st Januar.f i 1 paper to Industrial 
Development Con£erence, June 1960. 
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(v). Ch~nges in a select group of commodities:- Implicit in the 

selection of comnodities for individual examination is the asswuption that the 

imports are to a select group of commodities. The validity 

of the assumption is tested by plotting the collective variations in the 

absolute tonnage of the co~illodities previously examined against the total 

changes L~ imports. These changes in the select group of comrnodi ties are 

expressed by the formula:-

(Group A 1961 - Group A 1950) - (Group B 1950 - Group B 1961) 

where group A includes petroleum products, fertiliser, hardwoods, fresh fruit 

and manures and 11 other goods 11 in tons 

group B includes cement in tons. 

If the two variables are related, a close approximation to a straight line will 

be expected. v~nere ports differ markedly from the expected values, highly 

localised commodities are sufficiently important to produce a deviation from a 

straight line. 

The resulting (Fig.43) shows a linear relationship. In other 

words, the changes in the select group of commodities accounted for the 

variations in in:port between 1950-61 • There are, however, four 

deviations - Auckland, Wellington, Lyttelton and Otago - from the straight line. 

The deviations did not have a common basis as the causes were localised. 

Auckland 1 s deviation was due to a sharp increase in the import of grade 

Australian coal for purposes and a rise in the import of soft-

woods, wines and sugar55 to satisfy the growing needs of the local and national 

population. In contrast, Wellington's deviation was largely due to the 

cessation of coal imports from Australia, with the s~~tchover to electricity 

by manufacturers and domestic cor...sumer..s. 56 Lyttelton1 s deviation was due to 

a rise in softwood, imports in response to the expansion of building 

activity in Canterbury and the development of a new trade in hemp, linen and 

flax as lcnsJJy grown varieties were insufficient to meet manufacturers 1 needs. 

Similar increases in hemp, linen, flax and softwoods were responsible for 

Otago's deviation. The deviations at these four ports reflected their role 

55Auckland imports the raw materials for the Chelsea refinery which is 
the only producing unit in the Dominion. 

56coal imports at Wellington had amounted to 26,0~0 tons in 1950. 
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as metropolitan centres which require a w-ider variety of goods than other ports. 

It is, therefore, not surprising that the changes in a select but limited gr::mp 

of commodities do not adequately express the changes in their imports. 

This analysis of the variations in imports betv:een 1 950-61 reveals that 

no single factor is sufficient in itself to account for the changes" Imports 

appear to be s ensi ti ve to a v;,-ide range of factors. Even a fiat of an individual 

firm can have important and far reaching effects on the import tonnage. The 

dynamic reaction of imports to such a random factor contrasts very strongly to 

that of population (in normal peace time conditions), which responds only 

slowly to a vade range of factors. This differing response of imports and 

population to change would account for the degree of disharmony between the tvvo 

varic;.bles. Any future observations of the changes in tonnage must take the 

mobile character of imports into account. 

EX-"PORTS 

The diffusion of imports on a vrider range of ports between 1 950-61 was 

closely parallelled by an increase in the n:wnber of ports handling exports. 

Twelve ports exported 1 "2m. tons in 1 950, whereas 1 6 ports dealt with 1 .C{m. 

tons in 1961. The dispersion of exports was emphasised by striking variation 

in the tonnage of' individual ports (TabJ_e XLVI), which differed widely from ths 

pattern of classes and rankings in the overseas tonnage scale for 1950 (Fig,32). 

Indeed, the grea.test absolute increase was at Tauranga, which had ranked 

eighteen-~h on the scale. The g:r·ovrth at Tauranga was so phenomenal that the 

absolute increase in tonnage was over four D.r~s greater than for its nearest 

rivalJNew Plymouth. Auckland, the priillD.te port, had only the third largest 

increase in exports. Nelson, Bluff and Napier also had impressive gains, but 

the increases at Timaru, Bay of Islands, Otago, Gisborne and Picton were more 

modest. Jacksons Bay was the only other port to record an increase. 'l'he 

decrease in absolute tonnage at Onehunga and Oamaru was vers smalJ, but at 

Wellington it was rnost striking. Thus, the changes in export tonnage between 

1 950-61 varied widely between ports. 

However, the variations in absolute tonnage do not reveal the changes 

in concentration between ports. This is obtained by co~paring the difference 

betvreen the actual tonnage of a port in 1961 vv~th hypothetical figures shovdng 
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what the level of ton.."lage would have been if the port had grown at the national 

rate between 1 9 50 and 1 961 • The resulting statistics (Fig.44, Table XLVI) 

reveal that only Tauranga, New Plymouth and Greymouth, of the ports exporting 

cargo in 1950, recorded gains. Bay of Islands, Gisborne, Picton, Nelson and 

Jacksons Bay all showed gains, but they had not handled exports in 1950. So 

concentrated had been the gains on the foregoing ports that the remaining ports 

all showed losses. The greatest losses vrere at Auckland, Wellington and 

Lyttelton. In contrast, the other losses at Napier, Timaru, Otago and Bluff 

were modest. Onehunga was the only other port to record a loss, but no over-

seas cargo was handled at the port in 1961. The export cargo was so widely 

diffused (Fig.44) that the share of the total trade handled by the first four 

ports fell from almost 76 per cent in 1950 to less than 64 per cent in 1961. 

Explanatory Variables 

As with the examination of imports, the attempt to interpret the 

variations in exports is handicapped by the shortcomings of available data. 

For ex~~le, some companies refuse w1der the disclosure rule to provide 

information for establishing patterns of circulation vdthin an industry. 57 

Yet,the problem is not as acute as w~th imports, because exports are controlled 

by central bodies which are, in some cases, willingin supply statistical data. 58 

From the infonnation it is possible to identify certain factors which seem, 

on intuitive grounds, to be associated with the variations ih exports. How-

ever, unlike imports, there is no common factor, such as population, affecting 

all ports. Indeed, there appear to be ivvo sets of factors: first, those which 

affect most ports and secondly others v~ich are highly localised in their 

effect in that they influenced only a limited nw:nber of ports. T:he genero.l 

factors are 

(i). changes in the boundaries and productivity of hinterlands 
defined for pastoral produce. 

and the specific factors 

(ii). the development of exotic forest resources. 

(iii). the accelerated development of apple and pear production. 

(iv). changes in the demands of a port's foreland. 

57companies Act, 1955. 8th Schedule Part III and Statutary Regulatio~ 
1956/185. See Freezing Works Exemption Order, Section 24(i). 

58 . 
The New Zealand Meat Producers Board, the New Zealand Dairy Production 

. and IVIarketing Board, the Wool Commission and the New Zealand Apple and Pear 
Marketing Board. 
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formulating the variables, a high degree of generalisation involved as 

in detaiL, the character of the ecports of individual ports differ markedly from 

one another, reflecting the adjustnent of their hinterland products to the 

natural and acquired advantages of its situation. Each of the factors is 

examined in turn to assess its contribution to the changes in the exports of 

individual ports. 

The General Factors 

(i). Changes in the boundaries and produc"L,~Y of hinterlands 

defined for pastoral prod~ce:-

(A). Boundary changes:- It appears that the decentralization 

of shipping had its greatest impact on the tonnage of pastoral produce, which 

provided the bulk of the exports in 1950 and 1961 59 (Tables XLVII and XLVIII). 

The re-opening of certain ports to overseas shipping disturbed the hinterland 

boundaries, defined for pastoral com1nodities in 195060 (Fig.45). As all ports 

were not equally affected by the disturbance, resulted in marked variations 

in tonnage handled by individual ports. 

The extension of facilities at Tauranga and the re-opening of Bay of 

Islands, Gisborne, Nelson and Picton had its greatest impact on the North 

Island ports of Auckland, Napier and Wellington. Auckland 1vas partic~arly 

affected the re-opening of the of Islonds as meat and dairy produce 

from Northland had previously been brought by rail and coastal ship for export 

(Table XLIX). The port had also been affected, but less severely, by the 

attempt to develop Tauranga as a port for the export of v~ol.and dairy produce. 

The threat from Tauranga, however, had not fully materialised as only a sw.all 

proportion of the pastoral produce from the of Plenty had been diverted 

away from Auckland and through the port (I'able XLIX). Similarly, the re-open-

of Gisborne had very little effect on Auckland, except to capture butter 

which had hitherto been sent by coastal ship from Opotiki. But the return of 

59New Zealand's reliance on grassland farming for her exports is under
estimated by the cargo tonnage figures as the pastoral products comprised 95.7 
per cent of the total value of exports in 1950 and 92.6 per cent in 1961. See 
New Zealand Official Yearbook, 1963, p.658. 

60
The boundaries were defined on the movement of primary produce which 

was derived from infonnation provided by the New Zealand Meat Producers Board, 
the M.eat and. Wool Boards 1 Economic Service, the New Zealand Dairy Board and the 
Vvool Commission. 
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overseas shipping had a far greater impact on Napier as it deprived the 

of frozen meat, dairy produce and wool, which had hitherto been brought by 

rail and coastal ship (Table XLIX). The impact of Napier's loss, was, 

however, far greater than the corrbined effect of the re-opening of Picton and 

Nelson on Wellington as their aggregate tonnage vl"as very small (Table XLIX). 

Thus, the changes in tonnage due to the alteration of hinterland boundaries, 

to accommodate the re~opening of ports, had varied vddely behveen ports. 

The alterations produced by the re-opening of ports were not the 

only factors involved in the disturbance of the hinterland boundaries as 

further adjustments resulted from reversals in the flow of pastoral produce 

behveen ports already established in 1950. Eowever, ~~th the exception of 

fiellL~gton, the reversals in flow affected a set of ports different from 

those affected by the re-opening of certain ports (Table XLIX). 

factor in the reversals in flow was the change in the 

shipping agreement betvreen ·the Conference Lines and the producer boards. 

The arrangement for the ports which were closed under the centralization 

of shipping c.uring the War was that the shipper paid the charges he would 

have incurred had the overseas vessels contL~ued to load at the port con-

cerned. l~y extra costs, through reading, or shipping to another 

loading port, became of the shipping freight rates and were paid by the 

British Government when the meat -v;ras sold f. o. b. under a bulk purchase agree-

ment. After the cessation of the bulk purchase agreements in 1954, the 

extra costs of centralization continued to be part of the general shipping 

freight rates affecting every meat producer. In 1957, an agreement between 

the Producer Boards and the Conference Lines provided for the extra costs to 

be borne by the freezing compa..~es and not, as J:->.itherto, by the shipping 

companies. If the freezing companies affected were not already shipping 

their produce through the nearest port, there was a reversal of flow to the 

nearest port, which offered savings in railway freight rates. 
61 

In the North Island, New Plymouth and Wellington were most affected 

by the reversals in the established flow of pastoral produce (Table x-LIX). 

With the change in the shipping policy, a marginal freight advantage was 

61 Inforrc~tion supplied by the Producers Board, Wellington. 
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sufficient for the Im t·reezing vmrks at Yvangrumi to svd tch frorr, Wellington 

to New Plymouth for the exportation of its meat, Fortunately for W'ellington, 

the advantage was not suf'ficient to direct much vrool from the Wanganui sales 

through New Plymouth. However, l\ew Plymouth gained further at Wellington1 s 

expense vvi th the cessation of the coastal shipments of dairy produce from 

Patea to 'i{ellington as the subsidy by the Conference to ensure 

that their obtained sufficient nbottom cargon, was tenninated. 
62 

This 

resulted in dairy produce from Patea exported through New Pl~nouth vVhich 

enjoyed a considerable rail freight rate advantage over -,\~ellington. The 

reversals inc argo flovv proved far more serious to 'ivellington than the losses 

the re-opening of Picton and ~elson (Table XLIX)o 

contrast~ the in flow between South Island ports were not 

as clear-cut. Indeed, the variation in flow between Lyttelton and Timaru 

on a particular freezir~ works vvhich was located almost astride the 

break-even point between the tvvo ports. 1950, almost all of the from 

the works, which had been exported through Lyttelton the war, had 

reverted to Ti~naruc The:re was} therefore, no positive control over the flow 

of produce from the works to any specif·ied port. Timaru had, however, handled 

the bulk of the produce" But in 1 there had been a partial reversal in 

6"1 
flow in favour of Lyttel ton - (Table XLIX). 

Timaru had recouped any losses to Lyttelton at the expense of Otagoo · 

During the -vvar, Otago had handled. the produce which had previously been shipped 

through Oamart1., With the tennir;..(,q, tion of the shipping companies 1 subsidy, the 

produce was svvitched to Tima~~ as it enjoyed a rail freight rate advantage over 

Otago Pul;:euri freezing works, near Oamaru. 

Otago 1 s loss to Timaru wc:..s further accentuated by the re-opening of a 

new freezing works in 8om:;hland. ir1 1 960,. Prior to the opening, stock, which 

could not be handled by existing works in Southland, had through the 

South Otago and been exported through Otagoo The new works cut off 

62
'rhe 'i\Tairarapa aalry companies were able to supply sufficient cheese 

and butter to provide heavy bottom cargo. The bottom cargo was necessary to 
maintain the stability of the ship as meat and vvool were cargoes. 

63
Information supplied by the Canterbury Frozen Meat Co. Ltd., Christ-

church. An official 'of the Cor,1pany es tirna ted that per cent of the meat 
from their Fairfield Works in Ashburton passed through TiL~cr~ 1961. The 
remaining 1 2 per was through Lyttel tono 
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this supply to the South Otago works. Indeed, it boosted Bluff's exports 

further by drawing South Otago stock to Southland works. The gain to Bluff 

vvas emphasised by the completion of new b erthage and facilities at the port. 

These facilities successfully curtailed the movement of export produce to 

Otago when unloading was hindered either at the peo.k of the season or during 

periods of inclement weather. 

The currulative effect of the reversals in flow v~s to favour one 

established port at the expense of another. In contrast., the re-operri_ng of 

ports did not favour any of the established ports as it deprived them of 

traffic they had pr<'O.viously hondled. 

(B). Changes inJ?£?ductivity:- If tl'le number of ports had 

remained constant, and their hinterland boundaries intact, the variations in 

64 the exports of pastoral produce between 1950 and 1961 would have been expected 

to reflect the changes in t~e productivity of each individual hinterlill1d, 

expressed intermsof livestock units. Indeed, scatter diagrains reveal a 

close relationship between the tvm variables in 1950 and 1961 (Fig.46AB) ._The 

high correlation was probably due to the practice of exporting the relatively 

bulky produce through the nearest port. 

Yet, complete association between the tvro variables cannot be expected 

as there is evidence tho.t the pastoral produce is not always ex_ported through 

the nearest port. .1\.s the relationship betvveen livestock units and the tow...age 

of pastoral produce offers a valuable tool for predicting tonnages, a 1nore 

detailed examination of the movement of pastoral produce away from the nearest 

port appears warranted. 

(a~ Factors diverting the flow of exports 

from the neare:st port:- The flow of eY..port goods to the nearest port between 

1950-61 was disturbed by one or more of the following conditions:-

( 1 ) • The movement of stock:- The - -

logical pattern of stock moving to the nearest processing plant, to be exported 

through the nearest port, vvas distorted by buying competition between individ

ual firrns, the payment of transport cost differentials, 65 the personal 

. 
6

4:Frozen meat, butter, cheese, preserved meat, hides, skins, tallow, 
milk products and wool make up the pastoral produce exports. 

65Farmers paid the cost of transporting their stock to the nearest port 
workso .Any use of alternative processing plants was paid by the individual 
company concerned. 
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preferences and contacts of individual farmers, the availability of killing 

66 
space and the interchange of stock between different works of the same 

company. 67 
It is estimated, from sample studies undertaken by the Meat and 

Yvool Boards' Economic Service, that 25 per cent of the fanners do not send 

68 
their stock to the nearest works. In terms of port hinterlands, it is con-

sidered that there was a five per cent movement of stock away from the nearest 

port. 
69 

(2). The nature of the~commodity:-

Wool, tallow and skins do not require insulated vvagons and refrigerated space, 

as do frozen meat and dairy produce. The need for non-perishable produce to 

pass through the nearest port was not as great as for perishable cargo. This 

characteristic permitted a greater flexibility in· the rr0rketing ru~d shipping 

of non-perishable comuodities. For instance, mast of the wool was sent to 

eight selling centres before being despatched overseas. 70 The concentration 

71 
of wool reacted to the advantage of the seven ports serving the sales. 

Although the remaining ports exported small quantities of slipe wool direct 

to the London sales, the greater part of their wool vms forwarded by the 

internal transport network to the wool selling centre in another port's 

hinterland.
72 

Even within the hinterlands served by the ports serving the 

sales there was considerable movement between port regions 1 in response to 

sale dates, shifting transport advantages, the policies of particular stock 

firms and different qualities of vmol. 73 The result of the movements of wool 

was that the nearest port was often by-passed. 

66
The shortage of killing space at a particular time in the season has 

been the cause of movement of stock from the nearest vmrks and port. See 
New Zealand Meat and Wool Boards' Econorr.ic Service, Shee.E_Farming in Central 
Otagp 1959-60, Bulletin No.10. 196/t, 'I'able xiv, p.17. 

67During seasonal lulls or peaks, freezing companies which ovm two or 
more plants in various areas w~ll move stock vvhen there are marked regional 
variations. The Nevv Zealand Refrigerating Co. Ltd with plants at Picton, 
Islington (Christchurch), Smithfield (Timaru) and Burnside (Otago) organises 
the interchange of stock at peak periods to keep all works as near full capacity 
as possible. 

68
see Burridge, G.J. : The New Zealand :LVIeat Freezing Industry - Its 

Location and Factor Flow Patterns, \!Vellington, 1962, pp.32-3 •. 
69

Estimate surplied by the Meat and !i!ool Boards 1 Economic Service. 
70

The selling centres were Auckland, Wellington, Napier, Yvanganui, 
Christchurch, Timaru, Dunedin and Invercargill. 

71 Most of the wool from the Ylanganui sale was exported fron1 Wellington 
as the local port was too shallow for overseas ships to call and load. 

72
In protest at not being allowed a sale a considerable proportion of 

wool from Gisborne is exported direct for sale in London. It is claimed, 
however, that neither Gisborne mr any of the remaining ports has sufficient 
wool to jus tif'y a sale. 
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(3). Port facilities:- As exports 

of pastoral produce can be handled adequately by ship's gear, there has been no 

necessity to load at a port vrith shed space or fixed installations. There is 

little evidence of the facilities of one port attracting exports from another 

port, with the exception of bulk tallmv vv-hich has to go to ports -..rith sui table 

loading equipment. 

(4). The shipping companies:-

Shipping companies interfered in the flow of commodities to the nearest port 

if the em-;::) was insufficient to warrant a direct call. It was often cheaper 

to transfer cargo to an alternative port than to make a direct visit. 74 

Again, during times of severe competition shipping companies interfere in the 

flow of exports to safeguard their interestso During the recent''freight war" 

betvveen the British a.r1d the Dutch ::Jines, wool was transferred from Napier to 

New Plymouth to meet a particular sailingo Any vridespread adoption of this 

procedure would destroy the concept of hinterlands. 

( 5) • The final port of d eparture:-

If cargo was shut out at the last port of call, it vvas often forwarded by land 

transport at the shipovmers' expense, rather than held for the next available 

ship. The list of departures for 1950 and 1961 (Table L) does not form a 

valid criterion of the importance of the last port of call as no distinction 

d b t .L d l. .1. 75 was rna e e ween ~ramp an lner sal lngs" Tauranga 1 s importance as a last 

port of call was rather illusorJ as a large proportion of the ships leaving 

the port were small Japanese tramp ships carrying logs. A better guide was 

73Invercargill is not a fine wool selling centreo Any fine wool in 
Bluff's hinterland is handled at the Dunedin sales and exported through Otago. 

7~he accountants of the Conference Lines have estirrated that a day in 
port for a cargo ship of the type employed in the New Zealand trade costs about 
£1,000 a day, including provisions for depreciation and replacement and after 
rr~king allov~nces for a return of capital invested. 
See Producers Boards' Shipping Utilisation Committee, Nevv Zealand and New Zealand 

Trade Streamlining CoiiUni ttee London, New Zeal8.f1d Overseas Trade Report on 
§hipping Ports Transport and Other Services, London, 1964, pp.40-41. 

75The principal distinction between the liner traffic and the trat-np 
vessel traffic lies in the regularity of the service : the liner sails at a 
previously advertised schedule of ports and times whilst the tramp has no 
fixed schedule and always seeks those ports where profitable cargo is available. 
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the Conference Lines 1 of Auckland, Yfellington, Lyttcl ton, Otago 

(Port Cha~ners) and, to a lesser extent, Bluff as thb last ports of call for 

76 being 

able to draw cargo from other port hinterlands. The pattern of of the 

Conference Lines vvas also hrrluenced by trlo other i'actors: first, the need to 

load ships at providing bottom cargoes of butter and cheese 

and the need to a direct service for the wool sales as wool 

was loaded on the. first ship sailing to the required 

The effect of the programming of liner sailings had a direct impact on New 

Plymouth as the need for bottom cargo gave it a proportion of the last 

of ger::.ercl cargo in New Zeal;:md and the first loadings of e 

produce. It vras, therefore, very difficult to a vvool trade at New 

PJ.Y:mouth as the port h..::J.d insufficient final If a better service 

was desired the exporter than the one provided at the nearest port, he would 

have to choose a port with more direct services and pay the extra costs of 

the cargo. 

( 6 ) • E!;:.il way wagons :- The New 

Zealand railways interfered with the free flow of traffic to the nearest 

when wagons were in short at the height of the erport season. 

For when wagons were at Lyttelton for they w·ere 

diverted from Ti:naru, full of cargo. Tr.is stresses the 

advantage of ports with a traO.e, in attracting export cargo from 

other 

The aggregate efTect of the O.iversion of cargo from the nearest port 

resulted in certain ports 
not 

However, the 

i:;npact far reac1-ling as the Ciiversion of imports from the nearest port 

because there was less oppo1·tuni ty for the long distance transfer of export 

conunodities on a comparable Indeed, it is est~nated that the deflection 

of cargo from the nearest port accounted for only about ten per cent of the 

total exports. 77 In view of the relatively sn~ll diversion of cargo 

of Islands, Napier, vVhangarei, Taurar1ga, 
Plymouth were not used for final loadings. Inforrration 
seas Shipowners 1 Committee, 

and New 
the Over-

provided the ~vieat and Wool Boards 1 Econorrdc Service, 
Wellington. 
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from the nearest port, it appears that the correlation between livestock 

units and pastoral produce would provide a useful basis for interpreting 

variations in pastoral 

However, the use of the teclmique in interpreting the 

in the to1mage of pastoral produce betvfeen 1950 and 1961 was severely restrict-

ed by radical alterations in the hinterland boundaries. atteaipt to 

the variations in pastoral produce between '1 950 and i 961, solely in 

terms of the changes in livestock units, was unsatisfactory. 

Yet, if one accepted the assUI-:rption that the tonnage of pastoral 

exports was related to the nw1ilier of livestock urits in a port's hinterland, 

it would be possible to obtain a crude estimate of the contribution made by 

78 changes in productivity to the variations in the tonnage of paEtoral produce. 

As there is no other alternative, the livestock ur.its are calculated for the 

port hinterlands in 1 950 and 1 961 according to the boundaries defined in 1 

(Table LI). 

The results reveal that the i.."lcreased productivity realised vd th 

i;~roved farm techrQques, the application of aerial topdressing and bringir~ 

It ., 

into production areas previously branded as problem areas, was ~~despread. 

The changes in productivity did_,however, differ widely betvreen individual 

hinterlands. It was clear that New Plymouth, "ilJellington and Gisborne had not 

increased as fast as the other ports (Table LI). The ve~J ~nall increase at 

Gisborne reflects the reversion that has occurred on the East Coast. as land 

previously fanned by Europeans has returned to the Maori farmers. In contrast; 

Wellington and New Plynouth behind the other ports because their 

hinterlands were relatively well developed and not offer the same 

7SOP~y a crude estinate could be obtained from the procedure as no 
account v~s taken of the following factors:-

(i) the differential k-illing rate be"b;;een store and fatstock areas (in 
1961 the average rate of cattle killed was 1 2/14- per cent for store 
areas and 35 per cent for stock areas). 

(ii) the changes in weight of the sheep population froru an of 60lb. 
in 1 to 50lb. in 1 96-'J • 

(ill) the regional differences in slaughtering for home consurrrption. 
(iv) the amoun:t of prorl.uce held in storage. 
(v) the movement of stock from the nearest port. 
(vi) the amour.t of dai~J produce consUiued locally. 

There were, however, compensatory factors offsetting t.'le effect of the 
individual factors. For instance~ the quickerdng of the slaughtering cycle 

sheep from 7 to years compensated for the loss in 
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opportunities for a parallel expansion in livestock units. The increases at 

Picton, Bn.y of Islands and Lyttel ton were more marked, but even they were out·-

stripped by theiaster growth rates at Bluff, Otago, Auckland, Napier and Timaru, 

Thus, on the basis of the differential movements in productivity, it is assumed 

that the greater increases in tonnage would be vvhere sharp rises in livestor::lc 

units are recorded. 

(c). The effects of boundary and hinterland changes:- As 

the changes do not take into account alterations in hinterland boundaries, the 

next step is to determine the relative contributions of the ~Jo variables to 

the total variation in the pastoral exports of individual ports between 1950-61. 

As there is an estimated tonnage for the adjustments in hinterh~nd boundaries 

available, the respective contribution of the ~vo variables can be derived 

from excluding the estimated tonnage from consideration by using the formula:-

a - b ·= c 

vrhere a = actual tonnage change in pastoral products 1 950-61 • 
b = estimated tonnn.ge change for adjustments in hinterland boundaries 

1950-61 & 

c =tonnage change (excluding influence of boundalJ changes). 

After excluding the effect of boundary changes, one would expect a close 

relationship between the tonnage change (c) and the variations of productivity, 

expressed in livestock units, when the two variables are plotted on a scatter 

diagram. 

'rhe resultiiJ.g diagram (Fig.46C)shows, viii th certain ex:ceptions, a high 

correlation between the tonnage not accounted for by boundary adjustments and 

the changes in livestock units. Indeed, it suggests that if the hinterland 

boundaries remained constant the livestock units of a port's hinterland vvould 

provide a useful means of estimating changes in the tonnage of pastoral exports. 

There are, however, marked vn.riations from the anticipated relationship, 

involving Otago, Bluff, Lyttelton and Timaru. The variations could be 

attributed pn.rtly to the difficulty of obtaining a reliable estimate of the 

tonnage changes{ o~~ng to hinterland adjustments)Jpartly to the overestimation 

of the potential export tonnage of the four ports by the livestock units as a 

significant proportion of their n.reas vrere devoted to store stock, and partly 
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to the movement of stock away from t.he ne-arest port. 79 No satisfactory 

adjustment can be made as it is not possible, from the available data, to 

measure the extent of the three factors. 

It appears, allovring for the inherent crudeness of the techniq_ues, 

that the changes in productivity and hinterland boundaries had not affected 

all ports equally (Table LII) .. Auckland, Napier, 'Nellington and, to a lesser 

extent, Otago had suffered losses from the adjustment of hinterland boundaries, 

but only at ':Vellington v,rere they suff'icient to offset the gain from increased 

productivity. In contrast, Ne•iv Plyrnouth, Blui'f, Tima.ru and Lyttelton 

benefitted not only from substantial increases L~ production but also from 

favourable adjustments of hinterland boundaries. Indeed, New Plymouth's gain 

from boundary changes outstripped the increase from changes in productivity • 

.LUl of the newly opened ports benefitted from increases in production, but the 

bulk of the torJ..P.a.ge was derived from the ports operating in i 950. 

From the foregoing analysis, it appears that the variations in pastoral 

exports at individual ports between 1950-61 were primarily the result of bound-

ary changes, variations in the pastoral proCluctivi ty of the port hinterlands 

and the movement of produce away from the nearest port. But the techniques 

available provided only a crude estimate of their contribution to the total 

variations in pastoral exports between 1950 and 1961. 

Specific Factors 

The effect of the changes in pastoral produce appears to be so vade-

spread that, allowing for comper~ato~J changes, they accounted for a high 

proportion the variations in the total exports at individual ports between 

61(Fig. 4{) However, it does not account fully for all changes. In particular, 

other factors are clearly involved at Tauranga, Nelson, Napier and Auckland, 

which are highly localised in character. ..:~s they are :::pecific to certain 

ports they are examined separately. 

(ii). The development of the exotic forest resources:- The impact 

of the development of the exotic forest resources on the variation in exports 

stands out in sharp contrast to the changes in pastoral produce. It is 

79The movement of stock from the nearest port could have been greater 
on the east coast of the South Island as there were no confining physical 
barriers preventing the interchange of stock bet'vme:c-1 ports. 
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characterised by phenomenal growth over a comparatively short period of time 

and by its highly localised effect on seaports. 1~s the e xploi ta tion of the 

maturing exotic forest resources (chiefly pinus radiata) was confined almost 

entirely to the central North Island, its spectacular grcw•th has benefitted 

Tauranga. The port has been exte:r-"ded specifically to cater for the exports 

of logs, sawn tLLber, wood pulp, paper and newsprint, derived from the newly 

established industries. 
80 

As the export tor ...... 'lage produced by the new develop-

ments was so great, Tauranga emerged rapidly from comparative obscurity in 

1950 to become the second largest export port by 1961. (Table XLVI, .··). 

As Auckland was too distant to compete successfully for bulky commod-

i ties, Tauranga enjoyed a virtual monopoly of the export of wood pulp (Table 

LIII(2)), paper and newsprint (Table LIII(3)). However, the position of 

Tauranga in the export of softwoods (Table LIII ( 1 ) ) is more COI!!Plica ted, for 

no distinction is made in the statistics between the exports of indigenous. 

and exotic timber. In 1950, however, it could safely be assumed that most of 

the tirriber exported was derived from the diminishing indigenous resources. 
81 

But in 1961 was clear that the indigenous timber had been superseded by the 

exotic timbers in the export softwoods. Situated favourably in relation 

to the exotic resources, Tauranga handled the largest proportion of the trade. 

Nelson was the only other port that vvas important in the trade in 1961 , but 

the port's hinterland did not have sufficient resources for exports on a 

scale comparable with Tauranga. The effect of the development on the exotic 

timber resources therefore, very selective in its impact on the variations 

in export tonnage 7 as it affects only Nelson and Tauranga. 

(iii). The accelerated development of aEEle and_.E_ear production:-

The marked development of the apple and pear industry, resulting primarily 

from the increased productivity of existing orchards, had similar effects on 

the variations in exports and the expansion in timber production, for its main 

80
Three of the five pulp and paper plants were established after the 

second World War. They were New Zealand Forest Products, K:inleith 1954, 
Tasman Pulp and Paper Co., Kav.rerau 1955 and Caxton Pulp and Paper Co., Kawerau 
1 956. ~he other two plants ·were at 1Ia taura established in 1 905 and Whaka tane 
in 1939. The lVlataura and Whakatane plants vv-ere originally established to 
serve the domestic market. 

81 
Tovvn and Country Planning Branch, IVIinistry of Works, National 

Resources Survey, Part II, The Be,y of Plenty, Wellington, 1962, pp.151-194. 
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impact was concentrated on a narrow range of ports (Table LIV). 

differed from the grmvth of timber exports in that no port was of comparable 

importance to Tauranga. Even the dominance exerted by Napier and Wellington -

the transhipment port for Nelson- in 1950, had been dissipated by 1961 vvith 

the emergence of new outlets for fresh frJit at Nelson, Picton, Otago and 

New Plymouth (Table LN). In particular} the position of Wellington and 

Napier had been usurped by Nelson, which had been re-opened to overseas shipping 

in 1950. Wellington suffered most as two-thirds of the fruit from the Nelson 

district wac exported direct in 1961 • Yet; Wellington did not :lose all of 

the transhipment trade as there was a limit on direct shipping from Nelson, 

partly because of lower quanti ties off r..1i t, early and late in the aeason, 

as small consignments for specific countries outside ordinary shipping routes 

were more economically shipped from Wellington and particularly because the 

provision of only one overseas wharf was inadequate at the height of the 

82 
season. 11.1 though less directly affected by the re-opening of Nelson, Napier 

recorded a relative decrease as the rising productivity of the Hawke's Bay 

apple and pear orchards had not pace 'iv"i th the expansion of the Nelson 

district. Yet 1 the fr.J.it from the Hawke's Bay district, shipped out via 

Auckland for the Pacific Islands, showed a slight relative increase. It was, 

however, small in comparison with the :rnain changes in tonnage at Nelson, 

Wellington and Napier (Table LN). 

The variationsin the export tonnage, not covered by the changes in 

fresh f:ruit, timber and pastoral exports, are too small and insignificant 

to v~rrant special treatment. i1 sharp decline in oil exports at Wellington 

is the only exception. It followed from the improved fuel consumption and 

greater storage capacity of ships between 1950-61, which reduced the necessity 

for ships to use the bunkerir~ facilities at the port.
83 Apart from this 

exception, the variations in export tonnage are confined to a narrow range 

of commodities. 

82It is hoped that when the lYicGlashe:u Wharf is completed at Nelson 
almost the vihole of the ftui t from the Nelson aistrict will be exported direct 

S3Normally vessels on the United Kingdom and Continental services to 
New Zealand via Panali'.a or Suez take sufficient oil bunkers at either Curacao, 
Aruba or Aden to cover their entire consumption until their return to these 
ports on the homeward journey. 
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(iv). Changes_.=!-n the demands of a port 1 s foreland:- The development 

of a new range of exports, such as fresh fruit and tiniber products, which are 

concentrated on a limited range of' ports, makes the export tonnage of' individua~ 

t . t· t h f' . t· . h . f' 84 I 9c0 por s more sens~ ~ ve o c anges rom var~a ~ons ~n t e~r ore lands. n 1 ::> , 

the bulk of' the export trade was composed of pastoral produce. Under the bulk 

purchase agreement in operation almost all of' the pastoral produce was sent to 

the United K:ingeiom (Table LV ). Thus, every port handling pastoral produc-

tion served virtually the same foreland. As the products were diffused 

throughout the range of ports, with the exception of' dairy produce (Table LVI), 

any variations in the forelands of ports were reflected by all ports. There 

is little evidence for 1950 that any port was specifically influenced by a 

change in its foreland. Even the expansion in the number of forelands for 

pastoral produce between 1950-6i had little effect on individual ports. Except 

for dairy produce, the individual commodities were not concentrated on any one 

port (Table LVI). 

In sharp contrast, the new products developed between 1950-61 were 

concentrated on a narrow range of ports serving specific 1narkets. Any 

variations in the overseas forelands of' the new commodities were reflected only 

by the ports concernede For exar~le, the sudden fall off in the log trade 

between New Zealand and Japan, resulting !
1 rom the increased freight rates and 

handling charges, affected only Nelson and Tauranga. The development~ of' the 

new comnodities has, therefore, made the toru1ages handled by individual ports 

more susceptible to variations in their specialised forelands than has the 

widening of' the markets for pastoral produceo 

The aggregate effect of the specific factors was virtually confined 

to Nelson, Tauranga, Wellington and Napier. In contrast, the general factors 

affected all ports as each was influenced, in varying degrees, by the dispersion 

of' overseas shipping and the changes in pastoral production. It appears, 

therefore, that the changes in exports betvveen 1950-61 were primarily the 

cumulative result of· the variations in a narrow but expanding range of 

commodities. The broadening of the relatively sLuple economic base of the 

841 Forelands are the land areas which lie on the seaward side of a 
port, beyond maritime spac(;, and with which the port is connected by ocean 
carriers.' See Weigend, G.C. : Geogr. Rev. 48, pp.195-8. 
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country, which resulted from the new activities, makes individual ports more 

susceptible to random variations in highly localised commodities. 

The Effect of the Comprehensive and_Sectional Factors 

In detail, the imports and exports of individual ports shdwed marked 

variations between 1950-61 as they responded to different stimuli which 

affected only one or other of the two components. Yet the effect produced 

by the sectional factors was broadly similar as they were all set within the 

framework provided by the decentralization of shipping on a wider range of 

ports. Thus, the dissipa ticn of the exports of pastoral produce reinforced 

the diffusion of bulky imports. The Clli~ulative effect of the sectional and 

comprehensive factors between 1950-61 was to produce a marked dispersion of 

overseas cargo away from the ports serving the metropolitan centres to the 

provincial ports. 

However, the dispersion of overseas cargo did little to weaken the 

extreme imbalance characteristic of the overseas trade of New Zealand ports. 

Indeed, the number of ports vv.ith over 80 per cent of their trade in one dir

ection increased from six in 1950 to ten in 1961 (Table LVII). The traditional 

dependence on imports was intensified at three of the ports serving the 

metropolitan areas. With the change in emphasis to handling bulky goods, 

Napier and Bluff experienced reversals in flow from having a surplus of 

exports in 1 950 to an excess of imports in 1 961 • By way of contrast, 

Tauranga and Nelson vath less than Go per cent of their trade in one direction 

in 1961 were the only ports to have a relatively balanced flow in either 1 950 

or 1961 • 

In view of the characteristic i11ibalance of the overseas traffic 

flows of New Zealand ports it is not possible to make full economic use of the 

transportation facilities, both of land and sea, which serve the port. Any 

attempt to concentrate overseas cargo on a limited number of ports will have 

to take this critical factor into account. 

IIC 

In 1 950 there were 33 ports engaged in the coastal trade. They 

handled collectively 3.8m. tons, which accounted for almost 45 per cent of 

the gross tonr~ge. There was a steady expansion in the coastal trade 

between 1 950-61 (Table LVIII), but its growth rate -was less than that of the 

overseas trade. By 1961 , the tonnage handled had increased t.o 4.6m. tons, 
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but the trade accounted for only 36 per cent of the gross tonnage. Contrary 

to the overseas trade, the number of ports involved in the coastal trade had 

declined to 30 in i 961 • 

Changes in 3tatus 

Yrhen the changes in status are revealed by ranking ports according to 

their percentage shares of the total coastal trade in 1950, it is evident that 

there were marked changes in the status of ports between 1950-61 (Fig.48, 

Table LIX). Five ports changed classes on the coastal tonnage scale (Fig. 48). 

There were also variations in rank which did not produce a change in status~ 

In 1950 Auckland, Wellington, Lyttelton, Westport and Greymouth may 

be classified, in order of irrportance, as grade A ports as each port contrib-

uted over five per cent of the total coastal to~~age (Fig.48). This pattern 

proved temporary as there were several changes in rank by 1961. Although the 

three leading ports retained their grade A status, Wellington moved ahead of 

Auckland in the ranking. Lyttelton recorded the st relative 

increase. 'Nestport and Greymouth, hovrever, failed to meet the qualifying 

level of five per cent in 1961 and are re-classified as grade B ports. As 

only VUha.ngarei moved from grade B to grade A stat·-.LS in 1961, the number of ports 

in the group declined to four and their share was reduced to less than three-

fifths of the total coastal trade. 

In contrast, the number ~~d share of the grade B ports, which handled, 

individually, between one and five per cent of the total coastal trade, 

increased between 1950-61 (Fig.48). There vrere ten grade B ports in 1 950, 

handling collectively one quarter of the coastal trade. In of the 

promotion of vThangarei to grade A status, the number of grade B ports increaseO.. 

to 14 in 1961, with the inclusion of Tarakohe, 85 Greymouth, '!Vestport and the 

promoted grade C ports, Tauranga and New Plyrnouth. The share of this en-

larged group of ports rose to alroost two-fifths of the total coastal trade in 

1961. Within the group neither Otago nor Nelson, at the upper end of the 

range, improved its position. Indeed, Nelson fell from sixth to eighth 

place. At the lower end of the grade B range several ports showed a marked 

increase in their share of the coastal trade. But of these ports only 

85
Tarakohe serving the Golden Bay Co. Ltd. cement works is not 

included in the statistics for I 950, 
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Wanganui, Onehunga and Napier improved their rankings on the scale. Gisborne~ 

falling from thirteenth to seventeenth position)was the only port to record a 

relative decline. The net result of the changes, however, was the bridging 

of the gap between the upper and lower range of the grade B ports in the 

coastal trade. 

Although the promotion of Tauranga and New Plymouth to grade B status 

was offset by the addition of the newly opened ports of Ohiwa and Kaiapoi, the 

nurrber of grade C ports - handling individually less than one per cent of the 

coastal trade - declined from 18 in 1950 to 12 in 1 961, with the closure of 

Hokianga, Vfuakatane, Opotiki, Patea, Wai tapu and Hoki tika (Fig.48). The 

reduction in the number of ports was accm~anied by a decline in their aggreg

ate share from over six per cent in 1950 to under four per cent in 1961. 

Among the grade C ports only Raglan showed strong growth. 

changes resulted from the birth and death of ports. 

Changes in Concentration 

The reffi9.ining 

The birth and death of ports in the official statistics complicates 

the pattern of negative and positive variations, which is revealed vmen the 

changes in concentration are translated into absolute terms (Fig.49, Table LIX). 

Tarakohe made the greatest gain, which was rather illusory, as the statistics 

for the port were not revealed in the official returns in 1950. Apart from 

Tarakohe> the most bnpressive gains were at the vvidely scattered locations of 

Whangarei, Onehunga, New Ply,nouth, Wanganui, Napier and Lyttelton. 

modest gains were recorded at Tauranga, Raglan, Picton and Timaru. 

:More 

In striking contrast, the comparative losses at Auckland, Yvestport 

and Greymouth were so great that they even outstripped the gain at Tarakohe. 

Nelson also suffered a sharp loss, ~1ereas more modest losses were recorded at 

Otago and Gisborne and the defunct ports of ~bakatane, Patea and Opotiki. 

From the analysis it is clear that the changes in concentration did not 

reflect the stature of ports on the coastal scale. There must be other 

reasons for the negative and positive variations. 

The Pattern of l~lysis 

In the analysis of the changes in the status of ports, the coastal<trade 

is divided into the component elements of receipts and shipments. As the 

shipments of one port are the receipts of another, the changes in the status 
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of ports reflect certain general factors which influence the main generators 

of commodi t;y movement within New Zealand. Hovrever, the expression of the 

factors varies between regions. As there are specific localised influences 

affecting ports, the in receipts and shipments are also examined 

according to the six regions defined on 50. To facilitate the 

exarrQnation a distinction is made between 

(i). the intra regional trade, involving commodities originating 
and terminating at ports solely vd thin the same region. 

(ii). the intra island trade, involving commodities originating in 
one region and terminating in another region 1vithin the same 
island. 

(ni). the inter island trade, involving commodities originating in 
one island and terminating in the other island. 

An examination of Shipments and Receipts 

It is clear that the changes in shipments arB receipts, the two com-

ponent elements of the coastal trade, varied markedly between and 

ports between 1 950-61 (Figs. 51 and 52 Tables LX, LXII). Shipments and 

receipts are, therefore, examined separately by identifying the largest 

comparative and losses. 

SEIPIVIEI\lTS 

The initial impression from the changes in shipments is an absence 

of pattern, w2th frequent differences in sign and magnitude from the changes 

in the total coastal trade (:E'ig.. ) • Close examination of the map inset and 

regional tabulations (Fig.51, Table LXI) vdll reveal the heavy losses of the 

West Coast (s.I.) region and the marked gains in the Nelson , West Coast 

(N.I.) and East Coast (S.I.) regions. From the main portion of the map it 

is clear that ~~e regional and losses in shipments were concentrated 

on a limited number of ports (Fig.51). Thus, in the North Island, the 

Auckland s main loss was recorded at Auckland and the main gains at 

vVhangarei, Onehunga and Tauranga. Wellington recorded a substantial 

in the West Coast (N.I.) Trends were 

more mixed in the East Coast (N.I.) region and had little impact on the 

national pattern. In the South Island, Tarakohe had the most impressive 

gain in the Nelson region, whose ports exhibited almost uniforn~y positive 

behaviour. The heavy losses of the West Coast (S.I.) region were concen-

trated on Westport and GreyiT~uth. The sharp gains at Lyttelton and Kaiapoi 
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and the loss at Otago emphasised that the changes in sr~pments were concen-

trated on a limited number of ports. 

RECEIPTS 

The changes in receipts differed markedly from the variations in 

shipments. ExruDination of the map inset and regional tabulations (Fig.52, 

Table LXIII) shovm that there was a substantial incre~se in the East Coast 

(S.I.) and a srraller one in the region. From the main 

portion of the map it is clear that, although the gains and losses were still 

concentrated on particular ports, there were marked differences, in and 

magnitude, between receipts and shipments of individual ports (Fig.52). 

Apart from the gain at BP.glan, trends were broadly similar to receipts in the 

Auckland region, with a heavy loss at Auckland and impressive gains at 

Wnangarei, Onehunga and Tauranga. However, in the West Coast (N.I.) region 

they were the reverse, vrith substantial increases in receipts at New Plymouth 

and Wanganui and a heavy loss at Wellington. Trends in the Coast (N.I.) 

region were again mixed, but Napier did record a marked positive gain. In 

the South Island, trends were mixed in the Nelson region, vdth Tarakohe show-

a modest gain and Nelson a sharp loss. The changes in the West Coast 

(s.r.) were uniforrr~y negative, but the losses at all three ports were 

srna.ll. Although there were vd.despread gains in the Coast region, they 

were concentrated on Lyttelton and, to a lesser extent, on Picton, Kaiapoi 

and Ti:r:naru. ContrarJ to the regional changes, however, Otago again recorded 

a loss. Thus, although there were marked differences in magnitude and sign 

between the receipts and shipments of individual ports, the changes were 

concentrated on a linri ted nuniber of centres. 

The General Factors 

As the sr~pments of one port are the receipts of another1 it appears 

that the changes at individual centres between 1950-61 were associated, in 

varying degrees, with certain general factors influencing the main generato1~ 

of commodity movements in New Zealand. The main generators were 

(A). the location of the main coalfields in the West 'Coast of the 
South Island. 

(B). the location of the main manufacturing areas in Auckland, 
Wellington/Butt, Christchurch and Dtmedin. 

(c). the uneven distribution of population, highly concentrated on 
the Auckland, Wellington, Christchurch and Dunedin metropolitan 
areas. 



(D). the location of the principc,l grain growing areas in the 
East Coast, South Island. 

(E). the location of the ;jJ.ain fruit gro~7ing area in Nelson. 

(F). the practice of shipping companies in concentrating 
exports and cert::1in ty-pes of imports (high value goods in 
relation to their oulk) on the main ports. 

Five general factors &.ppear to affect the pattern of CO!Illilodi ty 

movement between 1950-61. They al~e changes in: 

(i). consumption. 

(ii). the standard of living. 

(iii). indus trial pl~ocuction. 

(iv). fuel technology. 

( v). the significance of different methods oi~ tn:msport. 

Each of the five factors is ex~ined in turn. 

(i). Qh~"1ges in consumption:- The scale of commodity movements 
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in New Zeala."YJ.d expanded rapidly between 1950-61, with a sharp increase in the 

number of consumers. In 1961 the population had reached 2.4m, having grown 

by a half million, or 2.2 per cent per annum, since ·1950. The increase in 

population was reflected in a 20.22 per cent increase in the total co2,stal 

tonnage handled by New Zealrcnd seaports between 1950-6·1. As the North 

Island population gained at a proportionately hic::her ratGy an increa.sed 

movement of goocs betrreen the two isLc.nds vas generated. The differential 

change was reflected particularly in the increased receipts and shipments 

handled by ·\?ellington, Picton and Lyttel ton, the termini of the regulG.r inter-

island services. Yet, the ch2,nge die. not affect c.ll cominodi tics ec1ually. 

For instance, there were incre2,sed shipments of sugar and butter from the 

North Island to meet the growing demand of the South Island. But the faster 

growth rate in the North Island dio not always have a reciprocal effect in 

the South Island. Indeed, there wo.s a decline in th& shipment of potatoes 

from the South Island as there was increased production in the North Island 

a trend inclicati ve of the growing self-sufficiency of the North Islc.ncl in 

certain commodities. 

As there were differentio.l rates of' popula.tion growth vv-i thin both of 

the main islands, the inter island clr:m(';GS in demo.nd di 0. not affGct all 

regions (and sub-regions) equally (1'a1Jle LXIV). In the North Island 

South Auckland/Bc,y of Plenty's faster growth l'D.te inci'eaSE:!cl receipts at 
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Tauranga o.nd Ragle.n vvhereo.s Poverty Bay's slovver grmvth rate resul tad in 

a small decreo.se at Gisborne. Within the South Island the West Coast's 

loss was reflected in a fall in receipts at -Jostport and Greymouth. 

In contrast, the greatr3st incregse in receipts \vas recorded at Lyttelton, 

which reflected the South I.'3lcmd 1 s most rapid sub-regional population 

growth. 

The necessity for the long rlistance h2"vlage of goods has been 

intensified by the varying changes in population. It would not hc:,.ve been 

necessary if the changos in population ho.d been more even, or if tho 

population had tended to c:onoontrt>.tc·in the c.:::iltro of the country. 

(ii). £he~ges in the standard of living:- The volume ~~d character 

of commodity movement within New Zer:.land between 1950-61 was also influenced 

by a general rise in the s tand,,rd of living, with full employment and the 

absonco of real poverty. As there 1j,-ere no wide variations in individual 

incomes, the rise in the standard of living was expressed in a demand for a 

wider range and a larger number of high guo.lity, up to date and novelty 
86 

consumer goods. The demand was reflected in a genor2.l increc,se in the per 

capita consumption of food anu durable consumer goods such as refrigerators, 

floor polishers, drying cabinets and Yv ashing machines. In particular, the 

increased standard of living w2.s recorded in a marked expansion in the ship-

ment of motor vehicles, assembled in Wellington, C?1ristchurch and Auckland, to 

all port~ in New Zealand. The incres.sed mobility brought about by the n:otor 

car boosted the receipts and shipments of Wellington and Lyttelton, as cars 

(accompanied by their drivers and passengers) moving betv-veen the hvo islands 

provided the bulk of the freight cnrried by the Inter-Island Stec,mer Express. 

Thus, although the rise in the; standard of living vms widespre2,d throughout 

the population, it resulted in clifferentic~l chcmges in the movement of 

commocli ties. 

(iii). Changes in indu<Jtrial production:- A change in the pattern of 

commodity movement betwc;en 1950-61 >•Tas also brought about by. a steady expansion 

in the scope and dep-th of manufacturing industry, ~;hich vv-as sustained by the 

86 
As the population of New Zeal::..no increas0d by 24 per cent between 

1950-61, 2, rise of 97 per cent in the volu_"lo of goods svoilable resulted in an 
increase of 36 per cent in the volU.lTie of ;::;upply on a p\_;r capita br,.sis. In 
both 1950 and '1961 t-cw-fifths of tho totc.1l supply of goods v-mre imported. 
See New Zealmd Officid Yoarbook, 1963, pp. 740-6. 
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high level of internal by a 1tidening range of products to some 

extent, by the restrictions of imports for a short period of controL 

The 

aimed at subs ti tu ting goods with produced coiT~odities to 

save overseas exchange and to diversify an economy heavily dependent upon a 

srilall range of semi-processed primary products. 

Between 1 950-61 the food group increased its volume re slowly, 

the leather industry's production fell, due to competition from imports and 

synthetics, while footwe.ar, other wearing and made up goods 

. d l l l . k . . th th . . l t. 87 1ncrease s ow y, more or ess 1n eeplllg Y>'l e 1ncrease 1n popu a 1on. 

Spectacular increases in production caroo from new developments in the cement, 

rubber and the pulp and paper industries. But it >vas the engineering 

industries which contributed 1nost to the grovnh of manufacturing. Improved 

means of distribution, the economies of large scale manufacture ;• and technol-

developments as sis ted the expansion of single units within particular 

industries. There is, for exain_ple, the merchant bar mill at Otahuhu (Auck-

land), the aluminiw-n fabricating works at vYiri (i~uckland), wire making at 

Auckland and the telephone cable works at Hornby (Christchurch). Other new 

industries were confined to a few plants, such as the pulp and paper industries 

of the Volcanic Plateau, or were concentrated on a nruTiber of smaller units, 

such as the plastics of Auckland-Hamilton. New demands have been 

created for local raw n~terials, such as timber and~rap metal. Imported 

finished goods, which would have been handled pr~1mrily by the main ports 

have, therefore, been to some extent by imports of raw materials, 

.1...:: h d lt . t' b th t t t th . l t 88 
Wl~C were ea va n y e por neares o e process1ng p an • 

produced goods were then distributed to New Zealand markets by internal 

transport services in which coastal shipping plays an important part.89 

Commodity movements were also affected by the uneven distribution 

of the new developments in manufacturing bet.-vveen 1 950-61 • Unfortunately, a 

87New Zealand Official Yearbook, 1963, pp.501-2. 
88The Lqport of New Zealand manufactured goods has rer£ained 

high as industries imported raw or semi-manufactured goods 
have expanded faster than those processing derived from indigenous raw 
ma.terials. 

89see McQueen, • : 'Differential Rating in a Developing 
Economy~ New Zealand Division Newsletter= The ~~titute of Trans~q~t, 
Wellington, 1964. 

New Zealand Official Yearbook, 1963, PPo501-4. 
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detailed comparison of the changes in manufacturing between different sub-regions 

cannot be made because no figures for individual employment districts are 

published for 1 950-51 • The statistics available do not permit an examination 

of the effect of the changes of agglomeration and deglomeration within the New 

Zealand manufacturing industries. Although there were specific ir~tances of 

deglomeratior" reflected in the increased inter island shipments from New 

Plymouth and JJapier, these individual cases were outweighed by a further 

agglomeration of industry on the netropolitan areas. 

Available regio~~l and sub-regional statistics of the added value of 

industrial production - recognised by statisticians as the foremost guide to 

th t l h f d t · · "T · z 1 d90 h th t th · · e ac ua c anges o pro uc 1on 1n heW ea an - s ow a e maln ga1n 

l'la.S recorded by the North Island regions. In particular, the Auckland region 

obtained the greatest share of the increased production, which emphasised its 

dominance in the manufacturing field, the region's production being more than 

the total for the South Island. The increased industrial activity in the 

Auckland region was reflected in a rise in the shipments of manufactured goods 

and receipts of raw materials handled by the tv1in ports of Auckland-Onehunga. 

In contrast, the slower rate of growth in the South Island, and in the Otago 

sub-region in particular, resulted in a decline in shipments from Otago and 

Oamaru. The sub-region made only a small contribution to the n growth 

industries1191 such as motor vehicle asserribly, rubber goods, plastics and radio 

assembly, which were partly responsible for the increased shipments at 

Auckland-Onehunga, Wellington and Lyttelton. 

Although indus trial progress had been rapid betw·een 1 950-61 , all 

the de-velopments did not result in the long distance transfer of goods either 

by shipping or other forms of transport. lVIanufac turing in New Zealand was 

still organized on a S~4ll scale. In both 1 950-51 and 1 961 -2 61 per cent 

of the firms e1nployed ten persons or less, a reflection of the fact that, 

partly as a result of geographical configuration, many firms still supply 

90i'<ew Z.ealand Official Yearbook, 1963, p.507 
91 Industries which have been increasing in employment and/or value 

added by manufacture at a rate greater than the national average, 
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small localised markets.92 The persistence o£ the localised pattern o£ 

manuf'acturing inhibited long distance comrnodi ty flows £or vvhich coastal shipping 

has a comparative advantage over other forms of transport. 

In certain instances, the inhibiting effect was accentuated by the 

duplication of factory production. Firms producing consumer products in the 

South Island, which were poorly located in respect to the areas of new 

population growth, endeavoured to retain their share of the market by establish

ing branch plants in other parts of the country. 93 It was reflected in the 

reduced shipments from Otago as many of the firms with their head offices in 

Dunedin opened branch plants. 94 But few outside firms located their branch 

plants in Dunedin. 

However, the inhibiting effects on the long distance transfer of goods 

were slight, compared vvi th the traffic generated by the establishment of the 

new single unit enterprises~ Although there was a large nwnber of small 

firms employing fewer than ten persons, their contribution to the total prod-

uction was only 1 2 per cent in 196'1 9 

95 Similarly, the substitution of 

factories did not always result in the cessation of long distance trade as 

there is evidence that branch £actories specialised in speci£ic lines. 96 The 

net effect of the changes in the pattern of industry, vvas to stimulate rather 

than retard co1nmodity movement vv.ithin New Zealand. 

(iv). Changes in fuel technology:- Changes in fuel technology between 

1950-61 involved a relative decline in the importance of coal as a source of 

energy; the contribution of hydro electric power, on the other hand, has 

doUbled since 1950 (Table LXV). The substitution of coal for electricity, 

particularly in the North Island- together vdth increased consumption of 

North Island coal - resulted in a nnrked decline in the shipments of coal from 

9~ew Zealand Official Yearbook, 1963, p.520. 
93There was little evidence of the re-location of £irms or plants 

between 1950-61. 
94rhey include Ross and Glendenning (clothing), Donaghys Rope and Tvdne, 

Sargood Son and Ewen Ltd, Petrous Tiles Ltd, Austral Super Paints Ltd, Williarn 
son Jeffrey Ltd, (stationery), St. George Co. Ltd, (canning) and Re.ckitt and 
Colman Ltd, (starch and mustard). The practice of building branch factories 
avoids such cost producing factors as multiple handling, long hauls of small 
quantities and shortage of back loading. 

95New Zealand Official Yearbook, 1963, p.502. 
96Aulsebrooks Co. Ltd •. ~ a biscuit and confectionery firm, were originally 

established in Christchurch and bought a branch factory in Auckland. The 
parent and the branch firm specialise on different forms of biscuits which are 
interchanged be~veen both islands. 
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the West Coast South Island region and in the receipts of Nelson and the 

three North Island regions. With the change to other forn1s of power, there 

was an increase in the of imported oil products from vdth 

ocean tenninals to ports vdth coastal installations. In particular, 

s shipments were boosted as the port served as the main distribut-

ion centre for special of imported wntor and fuel oil. Thus, 

the in fuel technology have resulted in variations in the volume and 

character of goods shipped betv.reen 1 950-61 • 

(v). Changes in the significance of different ~&thods of transEort:-

Variations in the coastal handled by New Zealand ports between 1 and 

1961 reflected changes in the significance of road and air transport and 

the of overseas companies. 

(a). Changes in rail, road and air transpart:- From the 

sparse evidence available, it appears that the increase in coastal 

has not 

This 

pace vri. th other forms of transport between 1950-61 (Table LXVI). 

changes in the competitive position of coastal shipping vis-~-vis 

other fonms of transport in the three spheres of traffic operations which can 

be in New Zealand. T·he three spheres are:-

(i). intra regional 

(ii). intra island 

(:i:ii). inter island 

Unfortunately there is no evidence available of the volume of goods 

moving within the three different spheres, but it can be assumed that 

the volume of cargo diminishes Clistance. 97 In other words, the volume 

of the regional trade outstripped the other of corrn:nodi ty movement 

This indicates the very real of distance on 

the movement of rrBny products, such as ubiquitou~ low value or bulky items 

like common sand, gravel, bricks or other primary 

such as It also reflects the interchange of 

losing11 raw materials 

value components 

used in the complex manufacturing and assembly operations. In comparison, 

the vol~~e of the inter-islfu~d movement, involving handling betvreen 

Ullman, pp,23-7. 
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different methods or transport, was least important. 

Despite the variations in volume, however, it was the change in the 

significance or the different methods of transport, operating in the three 

spheres or commodity movement, that influenced the changes in receipts and 

shipments handled by Nerr Zealand ports. Each or the patterns of circulation 

is, therefore, examined separately. 

(1 ). Intra re~onal crnnmodit4 movements:- For 

short intra regional hauls, it appears from a survey of the methods or transport 

used by 85 manufacturing firms that road transport especially ~~thin a 40 rr~le 

radius98 and rail transport, particularly outside this could offer 

speedier, more regular and, for certain goods, cheaper services than coastal 

shipping (Fig.53). As the combined road99 and rail networks extended their 

areas effectively to cover the whole country between 1950-61, ports ~"ich had 

hitherto functioned solely to provide intraregional services to areas where 

land routes were either poor, unavailable or longer, were deprived of all or a 

large proportion of' their trade. Indeed, of the ports solely engaged the 

intra regional trade in 1950 Hokianga, '.'i'b.l::tkatane, Opotiki and Patea had all 

ceased to operate by 1 961 • Other ports survived only by extending their 

functions to the intra island and inter island trade. 

Yet,some forms of intra regional trade persisted as coastal shipping 

could compete, even for short distances, with other forms of transport for 

bulk freight such as cement, glass sand, lime a..Dd artificial manures, which 

involve no pacnng, no damage risk and light loading and unloading charges. 

98The Transport Licensing Regulations 1922 states:- 'If there is an 
available route for the carriage of goods, which includes at least 40 miles of 
Government rail·way, goods shall be carried by road only in so far as it is 
necessary to perrni t of their carriage by railway. 1 See Dixon, R.E.: The Roa4 
Traffic Laws of New Zealand, 4th ed., Wellington, 1964, pp.450-453. 

99There is a serious lack of information on road transport in New ZealancL 
The reason seems to be that it is a branch of activity where there is a large 
n:ooibe.r of small opera tors - many of them one vehicle owners - who usually do 
only the minimum ai1lount of bookkeeping. It is UIL"lecessary for a small operc:~to·_ 
to keep a daily record, year by year, of the weight and relative dista.."lce of 
goods carried. The big contractors (e.g. Transport Nelson Holdings Ltd) use 
bills of lading for each transport job, and have administration offices where 
all necessary calculations can be made. But even the big contractors do not 
always know the exact w·eight of goods carried because the nature of goods is 
such that they char.ge on the number of packages, or on the basis of a full 
truck load, which does not always mean that the truck's loading capacity is 
fully taken up& Tnus, to obtain detailed tonnages and ton-mile figures much 
guesswork has still to be performed. 
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Indeed, there was a marked expansion in the shipments of bulk cement from 

vVhangarei to the Auckland metropolitan area, for there was virtually direct 

water access to the points of the ultimate origin and consumption of the cargo. 

Outside the Auckland metropolitan area, hov{ever, the Portland Cement Co. Ltd. 

had switched to using bulk cement carriers on the railways. Thus, the role 

of coastal shipping was even more narrow-ly circumscribed in the movement of 

goods originating and terminating within each of the six defined regions. 

(2). Intra island commodity movements:- For the 

intra island movements of cnmrnodities originating and terminating within the 

same island, it appears from the survey of the methods of transport used by 

New Zealand manufacturing concerns (Fig.53) that there is little competition 

100 
from road transport for the longer distance hauls. J3u t the survey shovm 

that the railways retained their advantage over shipping as they could offer 

speedier and rnore regular services to places nearer the ultimate point of 

101 
consun~tion, at comparable costs. The railways were, therefore, in the 

intra island trade able to handle not only the high value goods in relation to 

100 There are provlslons in the Transport Licensing Regulations 1963 for 
the following exemptions to the operation of the 40 mile limit. They are 
(i). where the route that includes the railvmy is longer by more than one

third that of the shortest route available for the carriage of goods. 
(ii). ~mere goods carried on routes or routes be~veen terminal points author

ized by licence. Some firms retained their licences when the Government 
brought out long distance hauliers in 1931. For example, Hooker Eros. 

(iii). 
(iv). 

(v) • 

retained the licence for transporting goods between Auckland and Tauranf;a. 
the carriage of livestock. 
the carriage of f'urniture and household effects vvhen a change of resid
ence of owner is taking place. 
vvhere the axle load of the vehicles does not exceed 2~ tons gross weight. 
A firm in Hamilton is, therefore, able to move plastics to Auckland in a 
specially constructed van which does not exceed the stipulated weight. 

(vi). where the following comnodities are involved: 
(a). perishable goods (allowed up to 75 nules) 
(b). logs (allowed up to 50 miles) 
(c). biscuits and confectionery (allowed up to 50 miles), except where 

they are 2pecifically exempt by case law. Griffins Ltd., a 
biscuit firm, has successfully applied for an exemption against 
the rail-ways as it vvas difficult for them to get their empty tins 
returned. As it gave them an advantage over their competitors, 
Aulsebrooks Ltd, Bycrofts Ltd and Cadbury, Fry and Hudson Ltd., 
the same facility was extended to these fircDS. . (See Butterworth 1 s 
Case Law, Case No. '109'1 and 1400). 

(d). the carriage of cordials and carbonated water for distribution to . 
retailers and the carriage of empty returns (allowed up to 50 miles; 

101 coastal shipping rates for intra island commodities are equalled by 
the railways, but not undercut. Thus, it was cheaper to send goods by rail 
between the ports of Wellington and Auckland, a distance of 426 miles, than 
between the port of Wellington and the inland centre of Frankton, a distance 
of 341 miles. 
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weight, but also low value buJ..b:::-.1 goods. Indeed, the movement of bulky goode 

such as tinib coal and man'.J.res contributed • 27 per cent of the railway 

freight in 1 961 •
1 02 

Coastal in the intra island commodity move-

ments was, -~erefore, confined to a limited range of bulky iterrs, including 

cement, petroleum products, alurninium sheeting and vvhich could be 

handled more cheaply than by rail. For exaw~le, a~nost the whole of the 

intra island movement of sugar within the North Island vvas by sea from the 

Dominion 1 s s producing plant at Chelsea, Auckland. In specific instances, 

however, there was an overlapping of the roles of the railways and coastal 

shipping. Cars from Wellington, for delivery in Auckland, were sent either 

by sea or by rail, to suit the convenience of the individual producer. 

Further, when the railway routes were circuitous, coastal shipping retained 

a large proportion of the high value intra island trade. For instance, as 

coastal shipping could offer a more direct route than the railways, the 

general cargo trade was well maintained betv.reen Gisborne and Ac1.ckland througl~-

out the period 1950-61 • 1 03 But from the lir.~ted evidence available it did 

seem that the railways gained tonnage at the expense of coastal shipping, 

between 1950-61, by introducing specialist vvagons carrying bulk bitumen 

d bulk t) nd b ff · t t 11bul"~ f · ht t 11 1 04 an cemen a y o er1.ng o carry cargo a x- reJ.g ra es • 

This com;peti tion was aggravated by loading and unloading delays. Only where 

the shipping companies introduced containers105 and pallets were they able to 

vdthstand the intensified competition offered by the railways. Coastal 

shipping, therefore, suffered a setback in the intra island trade betvreen 

1950-61. 

(3). Inter island comodity_ movements:- In con-

trast to the intra regional and intra island trade, the survey of the transport 

102
New Zealand Official Yearbook, 1963, p.342. 

103 
A.J. Frankham fuJ.d Co. Ltd. ceased to handle intra regional commod

ities within the Auckland region betvveen 1950-61 , but maintained their 
Gisborne-Aucklan~ service. Indeed, their ves was the only one equipped 
to handle in bulk the increased production of maize from the ·area. 

1 0
4una.er this system firms unload and load rail-vvay trucks, carry own 

damages and guarantee at least 60 tons of cargo. Information supplied by 
Lever Bros., Petone. 

1 05containers were first introduced by coastal shipping companies in 
1957. In 1 , 3, 700 were in use. See New Zealand Transport Department, 
Freight Handling, -~{ellington, 1964, p.40. 
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methods used manuf'acturing f'irrns shows that the road and railway services 

are complementary ·i:;o coastal shipping in ·bhe inter island trade. They 

provide the essential door to door ser-vices betweer: the ports and the producer 

and consumer. Goods of' high value in relation their weight, which are 

carried by road and rail transport other spheres of traffic operations, 

are handled by coastal shipping in the inter island trade, in addition to the 

traditional bulky co~uodities. It is in this sphere that coastal shipping 

has a clear comparative cost advantage over alternative forms of transport, 

particularly as the bulk of the population is located close to the sea. 

(Table LXVII columns i and iii). Indeed, the cost advantages increase vvi.th 

a longer haul sea as the freight rates for coastal shipping rise slowly 

with distance (Table LXVII). 

Yet,it was in the inter island sphere that coastal shipping met 

severe competition f'rom the airways between 1 950-61 • The airways, which 

expanded rapidly over the period, could of:f'er speedier and more regular 

services than coastal shipping, particularly in conjunction vri th the railways 

in the Cook Strait P~il/Air Freight Service.106 But as the ton/mile cost 

was much higher than for other forms of tr:...YJ.sport, it was only competitive for 

goods vd. th a high stowage factor floor polishers, furniture 

and drying cabinets. However, the inefficiency and shortcomings of coastal 

shipping, such as damage in transit, pilfering and slow turn round of vessels, 

permitted the airv.~ys to expand their irSluence beyond what was considered 

t ' . . 1' •t 107 ne1.r e COnOffil.C l.lill. • In particular, it seem~ that the prolonged water-

front strike of 1951 accelerated the development of the airways freight 

service. Despite the competition of the airvvays, vvhich deprived it of its 

1 06
The Cook Strait Rail/ Air Service was introduced in 1947 by the 

Railways Department.. In 1950 the Railways Department decided to allovr 
private enterprise the opportunity for tendering for t:1.e contract :f'or the 
service. The successf'ul tenderer vvas the Straits Freight Express Ltd. 
which took ov~r on 1st April 195~. The service is at present maintained by 
five Bristol Freighter aircraft on a daily basis, the number of trips varying 
according to the trade offering. The freight increased fro~49,671,000 lb in 
1952 by 7.3 per cent to 112,771,000 lb in 1961. 

107At one time shipping services from Bluff were so unpredictable that 
Mataura Paper M.i.lls railed paper to Picton for shipment to the North Island. 
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high value trade,108 coastal particularly with the introduction of 

i 09 containers and pallets, retained the bulk of inter island trade between 

1 950-6~1 • ~11 0 It was the method vath sufficient capacity to facilitate the 

necessary interchange of goods betvreen the North and South Islands. 

(b). 

As well as being affected by variations in the of internal methods 

of transport, the coastal trade handled by New 

was also influenced by changes in overseas shipping policy. The of 

the government to re-open Bay of Islands, Gisborne, and Picton, and that 

of the overseas shipowners to the subsidy on shipping cargo from Patea 

and Wanganui to Wellington to suit their convenience, had important repercussions 

in the f·~ction of ports in the intra regional trade. It resulted in a decline 

in the and shipments of butter, cheese, hides, tallow and vvool at a 

wide range of ports. The impact of the change in shipping policy 

emphasised the importance of indiviQual decisions on commodity movements in 

It is clear that the in the competitive position of shipping 

in the three different spheres of traffic operation affected the volume 

carried by sea. An analysis of the individual comnodities 

carried in the coastal trade shows the increased importance of bulk cornrnodi tie"'. 

such as cement, petroleum and artificial manures (Table LXVIII). Unfortunately, 

the full impact of the changes cannot be gauged properly between 1 950-61 as an 

analysis of individual co:rr;modities is made difficult by the restricted nurriber 

of and the decision in i to change the method of collecting 

statistics. It is apparent, that the strong competition of other 

methods of transport narrcw>ed the of goods handled the ports engaged 

in the coastal trade and reduced their share of the traffic generated. 

1 
harbour authorities and shipping companies claim that the compet

ition is unfair as ships pay harbour dues, light dues, and charges for the use 
of port whereas aircraft competing with _ships have the 
use of beams, aerodromes and other facilities, if not free, at a neglig-
able cost. See Harbours Association of New Zealand, Notes of Conference P{Q:: 
ceedings, 21st Conference, Wellington, 1953, p.5. 

1 09The Union Steam Ship Co. Ltd. estimatES that up to 20 per cent of tl-J.e 
cargo 'm the Inter-Island itea,.TJ.er 6x:press is carried in containers. 

11 

ways 
Harbours Association estimates that the competition with the air
coastal shipping of 100,000 ton. 
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Thus, the impact of the changes in the significance of different methods of 

transport and the other four general factors had an important influence of the 

receipts and shipments handled by New Zealand seaports. 

The Regional Conditions 

The analysis of the general factors shows that their effect on recei:9ts 

and shipments varied be~~een regions. Their impact on individual ports is, 

therefore, exa.Jrined in each of the six regions, together with specific localised 

influences on receipts and shipments, such as the decision of the Vfuangarei 

dairy company to continue shipping butter to Auckland,.rather than use the rival 

port of the Bay of Islands, even after the change in shipping policy. 

Such localised influences, together vdth the regional expression of the 

general factors, parallelled variations in the significance of the coastal 

trade between differing regions, expressed in terms of per capita tonnage 

(Table LXIX). The changes in receipts, shipments and total coastal trade 

varied sharply be~#een regions. Auckland, East Coast (N.I.) and Ylfest Coast 

(S.I.) recorded per capita losses in the total coastal trade, whereas West 

Coast (N.I.) Nelson and East Coast (s.I.) experienced varying increases.. In 

view of the differing response,it see1ns pertinent to examine each region 

separately to account for the variations in the importance of coastal sPipping 

in the regional traffic flows. 

In interpreting the effect of the changes due to localised and general 

factors, the critical distinction between intra regional, intra island and inter 

island traffic is retained. Unfortunately, the statistics are not sufficientl~ 

refined to permi. t the necessary b reakdmm into the three spheres of traffic 

operations. In the absence of any other method, the change of tonnage in the 

three types of movement is deduced from the tonnage of receipts and shipments 

of individual conunodi ties at each port and the known pattern of cormnodi ty move-

ments supplemented by incomplete data supplied by coastal shipping companies, 

harbour boards 111 and individual manufacturing firms (Table LXX). With the 

aid of this data (Table L.X.t"X:) ,B':L~es 51 and 52, and Tables LX, LXI, LXII, LXIII, 

LXXI, LXXII, LXXIII, the changes in the receipts and shipments at individual 

ports are examined within the framework of the six regions. 

111 Most harbour boards do not keep records of the origin and destination 
of their coastal trade. 
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THE NORTH ISLAND 

The ports in the North Island regions of Auckland, East Coast and 

iYest Coast handled in aggregate 22.,000 tons :more in 1961 than they would have 

done had they grown at the New Zealand rate between 1950-61 (Table LXXI). 

This gain reflected variations in the functions the ports performed in the 

three spheres of traffic operations (Table ~X). There was a general decline 

in the intra regional trade, but it was compensated by a rise in the tonnage 

handled in the intra island and inter island spheres. 

1 • TEE .AD CI<::Ll\.ND REGION 

The Auckland region , in 1961, handled nearly 50,000 tons fewer than 

it would have handled if the ports had grovvn at the national rate between 

1950-61 (Table LXXI). ALnost the whole of the loss was sustained by Auckland. 

as Yfuangarei, Onehunga, :ctaglan, Tauranga and Ohhva recorded impressive gains. 

Shipments 

The negative and positive variations in shipments parallelled the 

changes in the total coastal trade, as Auckland suffered a heavy loss in ship-

ments and '\!Vhangarei, Onehunga, Raglan, •rauranga and Ohiwa made comparative 

between 1950-61 .51). These differential changes reflect the de-

cline in the intra regional movements and the increased en.q_Jhasis on the intra 

island and inter island trade. from the increased shipments of bulk 

cement from VVhangarei to the Auckland metropolitan area, inter regional 

ments were curtailed betw·een 1 and 1 • • ' • < t 112 , due to a r1se 1n Snlpplng cos s, 

improvements in road communications throughout the region and the decision to 

exten1 Tauranga and re-open ~~angarei, Bay of Islands and Gisborne to overseas 

shipping. Aucklandts shipments suffered most from the changes as 

road and rail transport captured a wide range of the port's shipments and the 

decision to decentralize the imports of oil and fertilisers on Tauranga and 

Whangarei deprived the port of petroleum and fertiliser shipments. The rever-

sal of shipping policy also resulted in dairy produce, previously sent from 

Mangonui, Bay of Islands, ~'iJhakatane and Opotiki to Auckland, being fonvarded 

11 ~uch of the intra regional traffic in the Auckland region was carried 
in scows. Increased costs, however, resulted in the decline of sea traffic" 
They became uneconomic with the obligatory increase in crew nurrbers from four 
to nine under New Zealand articles. There has, however, been a changeover from 
scows to in the intra regional trade to try and offset costs. 
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113 by road and rail transport to the newly opened ports for c xport. The 

changes in the intra regional trade resulted in a decline in the number of 

ports engaged in , , intra regional shipments from 11 in 1950 to five in 1961 

(Table LXX). 

The full impact of the contraction vvo.s not felt as there was an increase 

in the intra island and inter island trade (particularly with the East Coast 

0f.IJ region), generated by the rapid industrial development in the Auckland 

metropolitan area to meet the remand for a wide range of consumer goods. Yet 

the increase was not sufficient to compensate for Auckland's loss of intra 

regional shipments as a larger proportion of the commodities (paper, motor 

vehicles, sugar and other manufactured goods) generated by the metropolitan 

area were handled by Onehunga. This increased flow of goods to districts 

outside the region, hoYvever, was not confined to Auckland and Onehunga as 

there had been industrial development at other centres. vVhangarei benefitted 

f th . f l k 114 P. l f . . , . rom e operung o a new g ass wor -s, _cag an rom new englneerlng wor-KS ln 

Hamilton, Tauranga from the new timber, paper and newsprint industries in the 

Volcanic Plateau and Ohiwa from increased quantities of wood pulp from 

Whakatane. The new developments overcame the losses from the decline in the 

intra regional trade. Indeed, the ports owe their continued existence in the 

region's com~dity movements to the expansion of their interest into spheres 

in which sea transport has a stronger competitive position against other forms 

115 of transport. 

Receipts 

The net effect of the increased interaction with areas outside the 

~uckland region and the decline in the intra regional trade was reflected in 

the gains in receipts at vVhangarei, Onehunga, Raglan and Tauranga and the loss 

at Auckland (Fig. 52). Yet the decline in inter regional receipts was not as 

pronounced as the decline in shipments (Tables LXI and LXIII). Apart from 

113The decision did not affect Whangarei - which experienced a rise in 
the shipments of dairy produce - as local companies refused to use the facilitiee 
of the newly opened port of the Bay of Islands. 

11 4production was temporarily suspended in 1 963. 
115The Northern Steam Ship Company, which had previously provided intra 

regional services, was reconstituted and n~w ships bought for the intra 
island and inter island services. 
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the three ports that were closed, the intra regional trade at the remaining 

ports was well maintained as they handled greater quantities of cement from 

Whangarei. However, Auckland again suffered a lose· as the dairy produce 

received in 1950 was sent by rail to the nearest port in 1961. 

The loss at Auckland was to some extent compensated by a marked 

increase in the intra island and inter island receipts. .11..1 though there was 

a decline in coal, flour and potato receipts - indicative of the growing self 

sufficiency of the region in these commodities - the ports received larger 

quantities of raw materials (especially grain for flour milling) and manu-

factured gooc1s to meet the growing deiD2.nds of t..~e region's expanding popu-

lation. However, the accelerated increase, together with the expansion of 

overseas trade, overtaxed Auckland's capacity to handle the goods at certain 

tines of the year. 
116 

Increased use was, therefore, made of Onehunga, Yfnangarei, 

Raglan and Tauranga to satisfy the region's increasing demand for raw materials 

and goods manufactured in New Zealand. Thus, the improved inter island 

services permitted the decentralization of the increased volume of inter island. 

commodity movement. 

The impact of the decentralization of receipts and shipments on a 

large number of ports at the expense of ..:":l..uckland reduced the port's total 

share of the region's coastal trade from almost three quarters in 1950 to 

nearlythree-fifths in 1961 (Table LXXII). Yet, in spite of the changes, there 

were few marked clllinges in the relative balance between inbound and outbound 

movements (Table LXXIII). Whangarei developed a more balanced trade and 

Tauranga' s flow reversed from a marked excess of receipts in 1950 to a slight 

surplus of shipments in 1 961 • However, the regional balance remained stable 

in favour of receipts. 

2. THE EAST co;~T (N.I.) REGION 

The East Coast region experienced a rate of grovvth slightly better 

than the national average between 1950-61 (Table LXXI). It was not, however, 

common to all ports, as Napier and TolDga Bay recorded gains and Gisborne and 

Tokomaru Bay losses. 

1161iiJhangarei record.e_d the only increase in coal receipts in the Auckland 
region~ The expansion resulted from the cessation of coalmining in North 
Auckland and an increased tonnage of West Coast (s.I.) coal to meet the expand
ing demand of the cement works. 
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Shipments 

This increase was not derived from shipments as the comparative losses 

at Gisborne and Tokom.aru outvveighed the at Kapier and 

(Fig. 51). The differing response represented the selective decline in intra 

regional shipments and an increased movement of commodities outside the 

(Table LXX). Intra regional shipments declined vrith the re-opening of Gis-

borne to overseas shipping and the improvements in land transport. 

there was a decline in the volume of commodities with the closure of the 

Tokomaru freezing 7orks (1952), a large proportion of frozen meat, hides, 

tallow, wool and butter, shipped to Napier from Gisborne and Tokomaru in 

1950, r.as either exported direct or sent by rail and road in 196~1. The 

total of intra regional shipments was by only ~vo factors: 

first, the redistribution of oil from Napier to the other regional ports and 

secondly, the continuation of wool shipments from Tokomaru 

in quantities, from Taloga Bay to Napier's sales as Gisborne ex-

ported wool only direct to the London sales. with the decline of 

shipment of wool and hides from Napier to Wellington, the region's shipments 

would have been insignificant, but for the expansion of Napier's intra 

and inter island trade ln vvines, canned beer and vegetables, fresh fruit and 

light industrial goods and Gisborne's trade in grain ) and canned goods 

vmich, to some extent, compensated for the decline of the intra regional trade. 

Even so, this region generated the smallest volume of 

six regions Crable L.XI). 

s of any of the 

Receipts 

In contrast to the loss of shipments, there was an 

increase in the region's receipts (Table LXIII). The increase was concen-

trated on Napier, as Gisborne, Tokomaru Bay and Talaga Bay recorded 

losses ). These differentials, as with shipments, reflected the de-

cline of the intra regional trade and the increased linportance of trade with 

areas outside the region. Intra regional receipts declined at all four 

ports with the improvements in road transport, but Napier suffered most as 

its were affected also by the re-opening of Gisborne to overseas 

shipping (Table LXX). Ho•ivever, vvi th the exception of the two Bay ports, 

deprived of the intra island service with Auckland, Gisborne and Napier 
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benefitted in varying not only from an increase in inter island 

receipts, but also in intra island trade, as the rail link >vith the Auckland 

region to either Napier or Gisborne was circuitous. 

the in fuel technology on coal, and the 

1~part from the effect of 

s growing self suffic-

iency in potatoes, both and Gisborne received increased of 

sugar, motor spirit, ~~nes, and beer (intra island), cement (inter 

island and intra island) and flour(inter island) o il.lthough Napier's cement 

receipts were boosted by cessation of overseas imports, the only difference in 

commodities handled from Gisborne was serpentine from Nelson. The at 

Napier, however, outstripped the increase at Gisborne. It reflected the 

greater population growth of Napier's hihterland compared 1rith that of Gisborne 

This difference in conswner demand ~as accentuated by a higher proportion of 

Maoris in Gisb orne' s As lV.Ia.ori incomes were generally much lower 

than Gisborne probably did not benefit from the general increase in 

the standard of living as much as Napier. Improved land communications also 

enabled Napier to strengthen its position at the expense of Gisborne as some 

goods (general cargo anci motor spirit) for the northern area of the Oos.st 

were received by the port railed north. Thus, Napier recorded a marked 

gain in receipts, whereo.s Gisborne could only maintain its position (Fig.52). 

The effect of the in receipts and shipments between 1 950-61 

Vv'B.s to concentrate cargo on Napier, at the expense of Gisborne (Table LXXII) ft 

It also produced extreme irribalances of flow. Napier had over 80 per cent of 

its trade in the inbound direction in 1961 and Tokomaru Bay and Tologa. Bay 

over 90 per cent in the outbound direction (Table LXXIII). As Napier's gain 

in outstripped the other changes, the net result of the variation 

was the region's balance to more in favour of inbound movements. 

3. T'rlE WEST COAST (N.I.) :REGION 

The West Coast a comparative of 57,000 tons between 

1950-61 (Table LXXI). ~llthough Patea was closed (1960), Wellington, 

Wanganui and New Plymouth all recorded substantial gains. 

Shipments 

Shipments, however, varied from the pattern, as there were 

losses at \Yanganui and Patea, a small gain at New Plymouth and an 

gain at Wellington (Fig.51 ). ~he differential cha~~es were associated with 
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variations in the role of' ports in the three spheres of' traf'f':Lc operations 

(Table LXX). Intra regional shipments of' pastoral cornmod:L ties ceased at Patea 

and declined at New Plymouth and Wanganui, following the decision of the shipping 

companies (1960) to abolish the subsidy on dairy produce sent to Wellington as 

"bottom cargo11 for overseas ships. Only at NewPlymouth was the loss offset 

by an increase in intra regional shipments of petroleum. Variations in intra 

regional shipments accounted for the total changes in shipments at Wanganui and 

New Plymouth as their intra island and inter island trade was slight. J.Uthough 

the slight importance of the ports in these spheres revealed the lack of spec

ific complementarity vdth other regions of New Zealand, it also reflected the 

commar~ing position of Wellington for distributL~g goods by sea. With a 

comprehensive range of shipping services, Wellington clearly increased its 

domination over the region's coastal shipments. The redistribution of 

imported petrolewn products boosted commodity movements in all three spheres. 

But the inter island trade was the main contributor as there was increased 

movement of vehicular traffic and manufactured goods (imported and manufactured 

locally in the Butt Valley industrial area) to the South Island. Yet, in 

spite of increased shipments, the Cook Strait Rail/idr service captured many 

of the high value goods considered to be the cream of' the inter island traffic. 

Receipts 

ldr transport also captured high value goods fram the South Island, but 

its impact on receipts was not apparent as there was a substantial increase in 

the region's tonnage (Table LXIII). The changes at individual ports were, 

hoW-ever, the reverse of the variations in shipments, as New Plymouth and 

Wanganui recorcied impressive gains, whereas ~Wellington experienced a comparative 

loss (Fig.52). The differential changes were the net result of variations 

within the three spheres of traffic operations (Table LXX). Wellington's 

loss was due to the change in shipping policy which deprived the port of cargoes 

sent from smaller ports for export overseas. With the decentralization of 

overseas shipping on a larger number of ports, intra regional (butter and 

cheese), intra island (wool) and inter island cargoes (beans and peas, frozen 

meat, butter, cheese, fresh fruit and seeds) were exported direct. The loss 

at Wellington was aggravated by the regional decline in coal and potato 

receipts. However, the decline was arrested by a rise in intra island receipts 
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of sugar and inter island receipts of cement, exotic softwoods (from Nelson), 

manures (serpentine) and motor vehicles. The gains at Wanganui and New 

Plymouth not only reflected increased inter island receipt of c ement and 

manures, but increased tonnages of fresh fruit and a rise in the intra 

regional shipments of fuel oil and motor spirit. Wanganui and New Plymouth 

appear to have benefitted at the expense of 'ivellington from the decentraliz

ation of bulky commodities. 

The varying changes in receipts eased slightly the concentration of 

the region's coastal trade on Wellington, but the port still retained over 

three-fifths of the tonnage (Table LXXII). They also produced extreme 

imbalance in the flows of Vvanganui and New Plymouth as over 90 per cent 

of the trade was in an inbound direction in 1961 (Table LXXIII). Yet, the 

balance of inbound and outbound cargoes remained unchanged in favour of 

receipts. 

Thus, the analysis of the three North Island regions does not reveal 

a coherent pattern of concentration in the coastal trade. Indeed, almost 

the vmole range of possrbili ties WD.S represented, from increased centraliz'

ation in the East Coast region, slight decentralization in the West Coast 

region, to a large degree of decentralization in the imckland region (Table 

LXXII). However, the cumulative result of the changes was to make the 

North Island ports more dependent on receipts in 1 961 than they were in 1 950 

(Table LXXIII). 

THE SOUTH ISLiJ.ND 

The ports in the Nelson, West Coast (S.L) and East Coast (S.I.) 

handled collectively 22,000 tons less than they would have done if they had 

grovm at the national rate between 1950-61 (Table IJXXI). The loss reflected 

changes in the functions performed by ports in the three spheres of traffic 

operations (Table LXX). As the intra regional trade, in contrast to the 

North Island, was small, it had little impact on variations at individual 

ports. The changes vrere, therefore, confined to the intra ~sland trade, 

which declined sharply between 1 950-61, and the inter island trade,. vvhich 

varied be~Neen regions and even between different ports. 
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4. THE :NELSON REGION 

The Nelson region handled over 107,000 more tons than it would have 

done had the region grovm at the national rate between 1950-61 (Table LXXI). 

However, the gain clearly overstated the region's position as the cement port 

of Tarakohe was included in the statistics in 1 but not in 1950. 'I'he gain 

from trta source overshadowed Motueka' s small Nelson's marked loss and 

the closure of Waitapu (1958). 

If the distorting factor of Tarakohe's cement shipments to the North 

Island is disregarded, the loss at Waitapu and the gains at Motueka and 

Nelson represent the cumulative effect of the modifications in the dual role 

performed by the Nelson in generating comnodities either for domestic 

consumption or export through Wellington (Fig.51 ). The extension of a full 

range of shipping services to Nelson resulted in a decline in the inter-island 

trade of fresh fruit and pastoral commodities (except wool) from the region for 

transhipment overseas at Wellington. A.s butter was the mainstay Waitapu' s 

trade, shipment from the cea.sed. Improved connections -with the area, 

hitherto served by ·Nai tapu, resulted in butter moved by road export 

at A fu~her iEPetus to the use of transport was the declaration 

It t • 1 •1 It (1 957) •11 7 as a · no lona ral way It 

resulted in the loss of much of the intra island trade betvreen the region and 

the East Coast (S.I.) as railv~y freight rates apply for transport between 

Nelson and most other South Island centres.118 The losses due to the 11 railway 11 

and the change in shipping policy were, however, compensated at Nelson and 

Motueka by the expansion specialised agricultural products (tobacco and 

hops) and the development of the exotic tiw~er and IThnure (serpentine) trade 

for consumption in the North Island. But the full potential of s 

inter island shipments was not fully realised as certain commodities (per-

ishable fruit and tobacco) were sent to the North Island by air. 

117 
'The "railway" runs on rubber 1.vheels as the trucking carry 

the between Nelson and the BlenheD~ See Kissling, C.C. : 
1 Nelson ..ilXea Transp.orta tion; Conte:w.porary con1uodi ty flow patterns t , ( un
published M.A. thesis, University of Canterbury, 1962). 

118outvmrd traffic from Nelson was 35,028 tons in 1961. Town and 
Country Planning Branch, J:fdnis try of IJYorks, 11ar lborough - A Regional Survey, 
Weliington, 1962, p.74. 
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Receipts 

Conpeti tion fror.1 other of transport is also reflected in the 

:cmrked decline in receipts at Nelson - the ;:nain regional port - and the s:Jall 

loss at 'iv.iotueka (Fig .. 52). Intra regional r.~venents of ce~ent from Tarakohe 

to Nelson ceased with the ii~-rproven:J.ent of road transport, intra island move

ment of goods (flour) from the East Coast virtually ceased with the notional 

railvffiy link119 and inter island movements were affected by competition from 

air transport for high value goods originating in wellington and inland North 

Island centres. As air competition for the inter island trade was selectiYe, 

certD.in co:Dlnodi ties sui ted to sea transport (petroleuEl and ·wines and spirits) 

increased. Indeed, as intra island coal receipts from the West Coast de-

clined shar~ly vT.Lth the changeover to oil the inter island trade became 

the main inbound trade handled by Motueka and Nelson, for the region vva.s still 

dependent on the North Island for locally manufactured goods and imported 

coiTh!"lOdi ties transhipped at Wellington. 

The net effect of the receipts and shipments on the region's coastal 

trade is distorted by the inclusion of Tarakohe. From a position of extreme 

dor;Jinance in 1950 - Vlith over four-fifths of the region's trade - Nelson's 

share was reduced to below one half in 1961 (Table LXXII). Nelson 1 s flow 

was also reversed from an excess of receipts in i 950 to a surplus of ship:rn.ents 

in i 961 (Table LXXIII). The addition of Taralwhe, together vd th the reversal · 

of flow at Nelson, gave the region a 1narked preponderance of shipments over 

receipts. 

5. THE Ym:sT COL.ST (S.I.) REGION 

The West Coast region had a conrparative loss of almost 290,000 tons 

betvreen 1950-61 (Table LXXI). Alrr~st all of the loss VffiS sustained by 

Gre~nouth and Wes~port. 

Shipments 

The balance was due to the closure of Hokitika (1952). 

.b. decline in shipments, resulting in a heavy loss at Greyc10uth and 

Westport, was largely respon..sible for the region's negative re.sul t (Fig.51). 

The loss was associated ~~th the regionrs specialist role of providing coal 

and softwoods for Nelson and the North Island. A dilJinishing supply of 

indigenous softwoods for consQ~ption outside the South Island resulted in the 

119
The inward traffic was 27,870 toP..s in 1961. p.74. 
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cessation of shipping at and reduced ship:rrents from Greymouth and 

Vvestport. But the main reason for the tonnage losses at the latter Yvas 

a decline in the derJand for coal, vvi th the in fuel technology. 

However, the i;:;IJ?act affected -ivestport more than Gre)TIOuth, for the 

coal mined in Yvestportt s hinterland was less suitable for gas rraki.ng. Fort-

unately, the full effect of the fall in coal at Westport was not 

experienc as the decline -was cushioned by th.e establishment of a new ceuent 

works (1957). The shipments of cement to the North Island broadened the base 

of 's trade and the s econor.::ty. in spite of the new 

source of shipments, the cw~ulative effect of the changes was a 

loss in tonnage. at Westport and 

Gre~~outh resulted in their the problem ports of an econouti.cally 

retarded region, -which fell from being the generator of cargo in 1950 

to only the fourth ranking in 1961 (Table LXI). 

Receiuts 

The retardation of the -~-Jest Coast region, inherent in the decline in 

shipments, was parallelled 

Westport and Hokitika (Fig. 

a concurrent loss in receipts at GreyLmuth, 

) . Although the decline was less than that 

of , the tow.age of receipts was always very s:nall in comparison with 

outbound cargoes (Table LXIII). Apart from the cessation of cement 

fror.1 Tarakohe, I'd. th the of the Westport works, the overall loss in 

receipts reflected a fall in consumer demand vdth the region's loss popu-

lation. It was not offset by the increased demand for a wider range of goods 

vdth the general rise in the standard of living) which occurred in spite of 

1 s econonlic V'ras not the 

handled coastal shipping but by the rail link with the East Coast and road 

connections with Nelson as the general cargo 

and Onehunga were only on a monthly schedule. 

services with Wellington 

The only corJrDodi ties, therefore.·. 

to show an increase •~re non-perishable cargoes such as beer, wines and spirits 

and petrolew:n , which were well suited to sea transport. 

Indeed, the loss in receipts would have been much greater but for the chronic 

of shipping space for the inter island ;aovement of new cars. Finns 

were so desparate that they used deck space on colliers returning to 

Greymouth and had their cars railed or driven to the East Coast. "'Uthough 
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the receipts of cars bolstered up inbound cargoes, the tonnage received at the 

west Coast ports declined to less than one per cent of the national total -

the lowest of any (Table LXIII). 

The changes in receipts and shipments did not react in favour of 

one port at the er_f)ense of another. Westport and Greymouth continued to share 

the region 1 s co as tal trade almost equally (Table LXXII)~ l.l.s the had 

done little to alter the fundar,ental character of the region as a shipper of 

raw materials, the balance betvveen inbound and outbound movements at Westport 

and Greyraouth remained heavily in favour of shipments (Table LX.i'CIII). 

6. THE Ei~T COii.ST (S.I.) REGION 

The East Coast region, in str:ildng contrast to the West Coast region, 

had the greatest comparative gain in the 1950-61 period>a gain of 162,000 tons 

(Table LXXI). All ports contributed to the region's positive result, ·with 

the exception of Wairau, Otago and Half l\fJoon Bay. 

Shipmen~ 

The rise in shipments parallelled t.he regional pattern with a large 

gain at Lyttelton and a comparative loss at Otago (Fjig.51 ) • As the intra 

regional shipments were small, apart from the moveL1ent of petrolewn products 

from Lyttelton, which increased slightly between 1950-61, the changes in 

shipments reflected variations in the region's specialist role of generating 

raw and processed agricultural products and other manufactured goods for con-

sumption in the I\orth Island and other parts of the South Island. Shipments 

of flour anc1 potatoes declined with improved "rail" connections with Nelson 

and the increased self sufficiency of these coYDElodi ties in the North Island. 

The loss, however, was :nore than offset by a rise in shipments to the North 

Island of grain, cereal products and a wide variety of manufactured goods 

ranging from conG.ensed milk to insulators, to meet gro~Qng deraand created 

by the ·rapid population grovrth. As the changes in demand did not affect all 

ports equally, there were differential variations in shipments between individ-

ual ports (Fig.51). The large at Lyttelton reflected, to some extent, 

the increased production of Christchurch's industries (biscuits, tyres, motor 

vehicles), but the main gain cruLe from the increased movement of motor vehicles 

on the daily Inter Island Stea~er Express. However, frequent congestion in 

the railway sheds prevented the port from obtaining full benefit from the 
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daily service. Indeed, Kaiapoi, offering direct rail access to the wharf and 

a frequent shuttle service to Wellington, captured a significant proportion 

of Lyttelton's traffic. Picton's "nore ir,od_est gain could also be attributed 

to the ports frequent shi})ping services with Wellington. In contrast, 

Timaru' s modest gain ·was due to an expansion of flour as, unlike 

Lyttelton and Orunaru, firum in its hinterland had not lost any quotas to the 

120 North Island. Otago's loss was due to tvro factors; first, the 

of branch factories of firms dorrdciled in Dunedin enabled the North Island to 

be served from establishments closer to the :market than the parent firm and 

secondly, the irrrprove:cJent in Bluff's coastal shipping seYvices. Cereal 

products fror.1 Gore, previously handled Otago, were shipped through Bluff, 

with the provision of more regular services. Thus, local influences were a 

pertinent factor in the variations in shipments at individual ports. 

Receipts 

.Although the differential grovd;h of the two islands had produced 

varying reactions in shipments from the East Coast ports, it was clear that 

there was an increased dependence on the North Island for receipts between 

1950-61, apart from petroleQ~ products received intra regionally from Lyttelton 

All ports, with the exception of Wairau (losing some of its trade to Picton), 

Otago and Half lVIoon Bay, recorded con~arative gains in receipts (Fig.52). 

The gains reflected a general increase in linported goods redistributed from 

Wellington and li.uckland and locally manufactured goods from North Island ports 

(sugar, paper and nevvsprint, beer, vvines and spirits and butter). The changes, 

except for Lyttelton's gain, were rrDre or less in accord with the variations 

in population within port hinterlands. Lyttelton's greater growth was due 

to two factors: first, the reciprocal :novement of vehicular traffic from the 

North Island and secondly, the daily connection with Yvellington, which allows 

the port to serve as a distribution centre for areas beyond which it has a 

freight rate advantage over other ports. Paradoxically, on account of the 

delays between the port and Christchurch, Kaiapoi (although ships using the 

port are restricted by bar conditions) captured a share of the receipts destined 

for the metropolitan area. 

120As the '!meat Comrrd.ttee controls the production of flour, new firms 
can only be established by buying the qtota of an existing finn.. The i:>vo new 
flour mills in Tauranga bought quotas of firms in Christchurch and Oamaru and 
transferred them. 



Those variations in shipments and receipts resulted in a 

increase in concentration at Lyttelton (Table LXXII). However, the rnost 
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change was in the relative balance between inbound and outbound 

movements (Table LXXIII). The balance at all ports, except Half li'Ioon Bay, 

moved in favour of receipts, but only at Picton and Wairau was there a change 

in flow from an excess of in 1950 to a s u:rplus of in 

1961. Yet,the changes were sufficient to reverse the region's balance as 

inbound cargoes exceeded outbound in 1961. 

The analysis of the South Island regions, therefore, provides little 

evidence of increased concentration in the trade (Table • A 

slight decentralization took place in the West Coast and Nelson (if 

Tarakohe is disregarded), whereas there was a increase in centralization 

:i.Yl the Coast region. 

balance of trade as the 

in 1950-61 (Table LXXIII). 

Changes in the 

The changes did, however, produce a more favourable 

Island's dependence on shipments was reduced 

of ports in the coastal trade resulted, therefore, 

from their varying response to a vvide variety of regional and localised factors" 

It is possible, however, to recognise the predominant characteristic involved 

in the changes at each port. The losses at Auckland and Gisborne, for exarn·[llP.. 

resulted from a &;cline in intra regional trade, -vrhereas Lyttelton' s was 

derived from a rise in the inter island trade. At NewPlyn1outh and Wanganui 

the ·key factor -vvas the decentralization of bulk cargoes, but at other ports the 

ch~Ylge hinged on a single comnodity. The losses at Westport and Greymouth, for 

. instance, were due to a decline in coal cargoes ·while the gain at Viihangarei 

was due to the expansion of cement production. In view of the vdde variety o~ 

predominant characteristics, few generalisations can be made at the national 

level. Indeed, the only basis for interpreting and predicting in the 

status of ports in the coastal trade is to ports individually, vvi thin 

their framewo:rks. 

TRANSHIPMENT TONN!J..GE 

Variations in the transhipment trade parallelled the in the 

overseas rather than the coastal trade in that the nurrber of ports handling 

cargo increased from nine to eleTen. In contrast, the transhipment trade 

declined sharply from 444, tons in i 950 to 315, tons in 1 961 - a fall of 
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29 per cent (Table LXXIV). 

Changes in Status 

Yet, in spite of the divergent changes in tonnage and the number of 

ports, the transhipment trade remained highly concentrated on Wellington. 

ltlt~ough Wellington did an absolute loss between i 950-61, the port 

retained a substantial share of the transhipment trade (Fig.54, Table LXXV). 

Auckland, in second position, improved slightly, but Napier, the third ranking 

grade A transhipment port in 1950, suf'fered a marked decline and vvas reclass-

ified as a grade C port. In 1 961 both Lyttel ton and Otago had moved ahead 

of in the transhipment rankings. In comparison, the changes among the 

other ports VJ"ere small and did not warrant detailed examination. 

Changes in Concentration 

Yet, when the changes in concentration are examined (Fig.55) a 

large dispersion of cargo is revealed. In particular, it shovffi 

that there had been a large comparative gain at Auckland and more modest gains 

at Lyttelton, Otago, Nelson and New Plymouth. The gains stood out in sharp 

contrast to the marked comparative losses at ~,o.w~.~~ and Wellington. 

Explanatopy Variables 

As most of the transhipmer.ts in 1 950 and 1 961 were goods transferred 

1 21 :from coastal to overseas vessels and :from overseas to coastal vessels (Tab1.e 

LXXVI), the most cogent :factor associated vdth the variations in tonnage 

appears to be 

(i). the decentralization of overseas shipping on a \vider range of 
ports. 

The decentralization o:f overseas shippir% ports to develop and 

improve their facilities :for handling overseas • As more ships were 

attracted, it reduced the for or shipping goods coas~vise 

:for transhipment overseas. The practice resulted in a marked but selective 

decline in the volurr~ o:f transhipments. 

Wellington was most affected by the as the dispersion of 

A 21 1 
The virtual of the road network to&l parts o:f the country 

had aLuost eliminated transhipments between coastal vessels. It survived onl~ 
for forvrarded by sea to isolated areas like the ::Vlarlborough Sounds and 
islands off the New Zealand coast. The transhipment of goods between overseas 
vessels has never been o:f significance. It involved or~ the transfer 
o:f miscellaneous stores :for the Pacific Islands. 
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overseas cargo over a ~~de of' ports had its transhipment fUnction, 

Frozen meat and beans and peas from Picton, cheese from Patea, frozen meat 

and a proportion of the fresh fruit from which were transhipped 

overseas from -"'ellington in 1950, were either handled direct at the ports 

concerned or were sent land transport for through another in 

1 961. 

at 

Similarly, the tr~~shipment of wool and frozen meat declined shalyly 

with the re-opening of Gisborne and the increased use of road and 

rail transport to bring from the East Coast for export overseas. 

But, in contrast to Napier, Wellington's loss was to some extent 

compensated by increased transhipments of petroleilln products, which resulted 

:from the selection of the port as the main distributing centre for the tran

shipment of special grades of oil to all ports motor spirit to ports ·which 

did not receive their direct. The increased transhipment of petrol

eum products at Wellington masked the decline in the delivery of imported 

goods to the South Island, which followed 

as the main importing centre for the South 

of Auckland as the main distributing port for 

the greater emphasis on Lyttelton 

and the increasing dominance 

value imports. But the 

gain ·wellington made in the coastal to overseas transhipments was 

insufficient to offset the loss in the overseas to coastal transhipment trade. 

In contrast to Auckland w~s less affected the 

of cargo on D. ¥rider range of ports. The port did lose a small 

amount of export co.rgo, 1vhich h:.i.d hitherto been transhipp8d o.t the port, 

but the trar~hipment of imported goods persisted. Indeed, they even 

slightly as was st~ll feasible and economic to 

distribute bulky imported by sea to areas in Northland, Ooro-

and the East Coast, which had poor or restricted land connections with 

the port. The increase in overseas to coastal transhipments at Auckland was 

sufficient to compensate for the snnll loss in the coastal to overseas tran-

. shipment. Sirr,ilarly, as Lyttel ton and Nelson specialised in the 

of bulky (iron and steel and tirriber) to other ports, 

they recorded an increase in transhipment tonnage between 1 950-61 • 

Thus, the selective impact of the decline in the transhipment trade at 

individual ports appeared to be closely associated vvi th the t,ype of transhipments 

handled. Ports engaged in transhipping e were more affected than port~ 

handling imports. 
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Iii. INTR."RPBETATION OF THE GROSS TONNAGE RAl\C:r\: 

After analysing, in detail, the overseas, coastal and transhipment 

scales, vve are now in a position to account for changes in the rank of ports 

on the gross ton...'1age scales between 1950-61. However, there was not a 

common basis to the variations between 1950-61 as the individual components 

exhibited differing patterns. The decentralization of overseas cargo from 

Auckland, Wellington and Otago was only partially reinforced in the coastal 

trade as vVellington recorded a small gain. In the transhipment trade the 

reverse was true as there was dispersion from Yvellington and increased con-

centration at Auckland. Thus, the three components of the gross tonnage 

responded dif!,erently to a wide range of varying influences between 1 950-61 o 

Indeed, it is apparent from the swlKnary of changes between 1950-61 that 

variations in the rank and grade of ports on all three component scales 

accounted for changes in the status of ports on the gross tonnage scale 

(Table LXXVII) • In view of the varying linportance of the three components 9 

some weigHing needs to be employed. The variations in the overseas trade are 

generally more significant than those in the coastal trade, whereas the changes 

in the tranShipment trade are of least ~~portance. With this consideration in 

mind, it is now possible to indicate vmich components have contributed to the 

changes in the rank of ports on the gross scale between 1950-61. 

Variations in all three components contributed to the changes among 

the major port~which handled over five per cent of the gross tonnage (Table 

LXXVII). Although wellington displaced Auckland as the leading coastal port 

and Lyttelton improved on its transhipment position, the changes were not 

sufficient to disturb the rankings of the first three ports on the grossseale. 

A decline in Otago's overseas ranking, however, resulted in the port 1 s losing 

its n~jor status and fourth position on the gross tonnage scale to Tauranga. 

There was an improvement in Tauranga 1 s coastal ranking, but its spectacular 

rise in the gross tonr..age rankings was derived almost entirely from the upsure,"-

in its overseas trade. Thus, with ~~e addition of Tauranga, the number of 

major ports was maintained at four. 

The marked changes in the rankings of the secondary ports, handling 

over one per cent and under five per cent of the gross tonnage, stemmed also 

from variations in the ranking of ports on the. three component scales (Table 
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LXXVII). Hovvever, the greater importance of the overseas is apparent 

as New Plymouth failed to retain its fifth position on the gross scale, in 

spite of maintaining its overseas position and improving its coastal and 

transhipment rar~ing. Although 1ffhangarei 1 s rise in the rankings can be 

attributed to an improvement in the coastal trade, the rise of Bluff and T:ir:laru 

on the gro~s was due to the decline in status of West1;Jort and Greymouth 

rather than to positional on the gross male. No secondary port moved 

to major status between 1950-6"'1, but their number was augmented in 1961 by 

Tarakohe, unranked in 1950, and the former minor ports of Wanganui and 

Onehunga, which improved their overseas and coastal ranking respectively. 

With the addition of the former major port of Otago, the number of secondary 

ports was boosted from seven in 1950 to i 1 in 1 961. 

The changes among the minor ports, handling less than one per cent 

of the gross tonnage, resulted primarily from variations in the coastal trade 

as overseas and transhipment tonnage were handled by a limited number of 

ports (Table LX..:\.vii). Indeed, the overseas and transhipment tonr..ages were so 

small that they were of marginal liuportance. Neither Gisborne nor Picton 

improved its rankings on the gross scale, in spite of improvements in overseas 

ranking. Bay of Islands, in contrast, vath an improvement in both its over-

seas and coastal moved from the lower extreme to the upper range of 

minor ports. Such a rise is not altogether unexpected as the margins separat-

ing individual ports were The other changes among the minor ports 

were rather illusor"1J as they w·ere due to the high casualty rate. Six ports 

operating in 1 950 ceased to function by 1961. Indeed, the outstanding feature 

of the changes among the minor ports between i 950-61 is the decline in the 

number of ports solely dependent on the coastal trade (Table LXXVII). 

Thus, the differing response of ports to the post-war expansion of the 

New Zealand economy sterruned from. changes in their positions on the overseas, 

coastal and transhipment scales. It is surprising that these changes had a 

far greater effect on the ra~~ing of ports on the gross scale than did the 

economic upheaval of the thirties. 
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CONCLUSION 

The development of New Zealand seaports is a complex problem. This 

study has sought to identify and assess the factors involved in the development 

of these ports by accounting for changes in their status between the initial 

and terrninal years, for two selected periods of time. The study bas shmm 

that these changes, expressed in terms of gross tonnage, will not to a 

factor ar~lysis, and that it is necessar-J to break-do~TI the gross 

tonnage into its overseas, coastal and transhipment components. Each of the 

components is examined separately by ranking ports on tr~ee different scales, 

according to their overseas, coastal and transhipment tonnage in the initial 

and terminal years. The interpretation of the variations in the rank of ports 

on the component scales provides the 

status of ports on the gross scale. 

to accounting for changes in the 

As a means of describing and measuri~~ the variations in the status of 

ports on the gross tonY-age and component scales, the changes in the concentra

tion of tonnage are revealed by comparing the actual tonnage of a port in Th~e 

terminal year ~~th the hypothetical tonnage of the port had it grovm at the 

national rate during the selected period. This method of demonstrating 

comparative change indicates patterns of cantraliza'tion and decentralization by 

showing which ports 11 gained11 (increased at a rate greater than the national 

rate) and which "lost11 (increased at a rate lower than the national average). 

It is apparent, in employing the comparative approach, that concepts 

vmich are adequate for explaining the static situation of ports need to be 

revised or restated in accounting for changes in the individual components of 

the gross tonnage over a period of several years. Indeed, it is possible for 

a concept to be valid :for one component but not in the same form for another. 

The classic concept of a hinterland has reality, when refined, for examining 

changes in imports and exports. Ho~~ver, the notion of a port serving a 

single area in vvrdch it has a freight rate advantage over other ports needs 

restating terms of three hinterlands, encompassing the intra regional, intra 

island and inter island patterns of circulation, if it is to provide an adequat0 

basis for interpreting the changes in the coastal trade. In the transhipment 

trade the hinterland concept has little application as the nodal situation 

of a port in respect of sea routes is the critical factor, and not the hinterlc::.nd 
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vmich the port is purported to serve. The importance of such notions is that 

those vrhich are accepted can become part of a conceptual framework for analysing 

the changes in the status of ports. 

In interpreting these changes, a large number of f~ctors have been 

identified. This has been necessary as the individual components have reacted 

independently and sensitively to a vd.G.e range of stimuli. Unlike population 

changes, which respond only slowly to economic influences, the chance occurrence 

of a random factor, such as the govern:nent decision to control grain imports, 

is immediately reflected in the tonnage handled hy individual ports. Indeed, 

only after the break-dmm of a component into its individual commodities is it 

possible to discover the reasons for the changes. 

The reasons advanced for these changes can be grouped conveniently 

into general and specific factors. General factors, which affect either all 

or nearly all ports, can be recognised in each component. ·where changes 

defy generalised explanation, particularly in the coastal trade, it is necessa:cy 

to invoke specific factors, each of which affects either a single or a limited 

nurnb er of ports. It is the occurrence of these specific factors vmich 

aggravates the problem of assessing the contribution of individual variables to 

the changes in the status of seaports. 

In spite of these difficulties, the general and specific factors 

identified in this study can still be employed, given certain assumptions, in 

:forecasting changes in the gross tonr~ge. By reversing the procedure of 

analysis and beginning with the individual colTh!lOdities, it is possible to 

predict, from available data, the volume of the individual components. In 

this way a realistic est~~te of the gross tolli~ge for a :future date has been 

produced in Part III of the study. 



PART III 

SOklE OBSERV ATION6 ON THE .. F'UTURffi JEVEIDPMENT OF 

NEVV .. ZEALAJ.\J1) SE.APOETS 
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CI-I.APJ:ER VI 

CHANGES IN THE STATUS OF SEAPORTS 1 972 

This study has to identify and assess the factors underlying 

the complex development of New Zealand ports. It is hoped that it may be of 

value to the effective planning of seaports, , road transport and 

coastal shipping, such as is envisaged in the proposed Royal Commission on 

1 transport. 

The Royal Commission would undoubtedly start from the 

recommendation of the recent in~uiry into New Zealand's overseas - the 

concentration of development on the ports that can provide the most efficient 

service for the overseas trade - arB pursue the implications of this objective 

for t:rt'lnsport. 3 In view of such a proposal, it seems to 

follow this study to its conclusion by suggesting what the in 

rar~ would be if present trends continue and scheduled plans w~terialise. 

on the basis of the of past patterns of development and an appraisal 

of infor-mation on predicted changes in economic development, an is mde 

to construct a tentative hierarchy of ports for the period 1963-72.4 

lviethod of constructing hierarchy 

It has been demonstrated in the two of the past patterns of 

port development that on the gross tonnage scale 

can be explained only by do~n the volume of cargo into its overseas, 

coastal and transhipment components. In to evolve a tentative 

hierarchy for 1972, the reverse procedure appears to hold true in so far as a 

scale can be constructed from an assessment of changes vdthin the three 

component elements. However, it was stressed in the detailed that 

1 Proposed by the Export and Shipping Council, September 1 964. 
2Producer Boards' Shipping Utilisation Committee (N.Z.) and New Zeal2: .. 

Trade Streru~lining Co~nittee (London), New Zealand Overseas Trade, Renort on 
§hiJrping, Ports, Transport and other Services, London, 1964. 

3see Editorial, (Chl~stchurch), September 21, 1964. 

~he year 1963 was selected as it vvas the last one for which statistics 
were available and the choice of i 972 stemmed from the availability of material 
collected by various harbour boards to support their submissions to the World 
Bank for loans for construction purposes. 
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the variations stermned from changes in individual c~nodities. Projection of 

the trends of the individual con~dities the three component elements 

over the period 1959-63 seems, therefore, to be the best m"ethod le for 

the tonnages of individual ports. Estimates based on trends 

alone would be lL'TI'ealistic in a country such as New Zealand, where growth 

and are taking in all spheres of econorrdc activity. Accordingly, 

in producing each individual estimate, account has been taken of the major 

factors, such as population, manufacturing and corr~unications, which are likely 

to affect the trade of a port. Although there are extreme difficulties 

inherent in esti1nating future tonnages on a port basis, it is considered 

essential that some be made on a national scale, in order to 

a measure of guidance, however inadequate, for directing the development of 

ports. Thus, the pattern of analysis is to consider possible in the 

overseas, coastal and trade, in the light of the ~vo detailed 

studies and detailed information on predicted changes. In the analysis it 

is to recognise universal factors which affect all components and 

influences which are largely confined to a particular element of the gross 

tonnage. Each of the two sets of factors is exs.rilined in turn. 

Universal factors 

Seaports, as the detailed studies are extremely sensitive 

to prevailing economic conditions. Thus, it is important to that 

the broad setting for the 1963-72 is one of econo1nic expansion. No 

allowance is made for repercussions from unfavourable 

conditions, vmich w~y eventuate if Britain's into the European Econow~c 

Community deprives New Zealand of a large share of its most important outlet 

for pastoral produce. the period is conceived to be one of prosperity, 

with perhaps only temporary setbacks from recu:rrent balance of crises. 

Assuming that the present annual rate of population increase is 

maintained at 2.1 per cent, New Zealand 1 s will be over three 

million in 1972.5 Imports are expected to pace with the demand 

5Town and Country Planning Branch," of Works, A Revision of 
Part III of 'A Survey of New Zealand Population~ Wellington, 1961. 



and exports to rise in order to provide the necessary overseas ~unds ~or 

increasing the living standards o~ the enlarged population. The inter island 

component of the coastal trade is also likely to expand as the population 

increase, which vall not be evenly distributed, will accentuate internal 

differences. 0~ the areas defined by the Ministry o~ "Works, .li.uckland, South 

Auckland, The Bay o~ Plenty, Christchurch and Southland will probably expCUld 

at a greater rate than the national average, whereas Canterbury, Coastal and 

Central Otago and the West Coast w~ll fall well below the national average 

(Table I.iXXITIII). The ef~ect o~ the differential increase is, therefore, 

likely to result in a marked expansion in the volwne of coastal and overseas 

tonnage handled by New Zealand ports. 

The rise in population will undoubtedly be accompanied by an expansion 

o~ secondary industry as the expanded conswner market w~ll permit and encourage 

the development of new products. Signs o~ New Zealand's growing industrial 

maturity are already apparent in the expanding pulp and paper industry and the 

opening o~ an oil ref'inery at -vvbangarei (1964). Further evidence vvill be 

mani~est ·with the establishment o~ the proposed alurxinium smelter at Bluff 

and the iron and steel works planned ~or South Auckland. 6 .As the new develop-

ments are likely to be con~ined to a sir~le unit, an increased volume of 

inter island commodity movements sea is anticipated. However, the increases 

in the overseas and coastal trade are expected to be channelled through a 

limited nwnber of ports. Indeed, wj_ thout the introduction of plarL."1ing to 

disperse inoustry throughout the country, it is expected that the new industries 

71rill be concentrated on 1;.uckland and, to a lesser extent, Christchurch and 

Wellington. Thus, the developments in industry are likely to parallel the 

movements in population in favouring certain areas at the expe"nse of others. 

Dnprovements in road and rail transport, to cope with the expected 

increase in the volume o~ tra~~ic, are not expected to disturb the hinterland 

boundaries established in 1961 (Figs. 37, 47 and 50). and favour one port 

compared with another. There is, however, one important exception. The 

completion of the tunnel through the Kaimai Range ir~and from Tauranga. vvi.ll 

6ReZort of the New Zealand Steel Investipatin 
Well:LngtonN.Z. Go;ernment Printer, 1962. 
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move the port1 s freight advantage over Auckland to north of Hamilton.7 

It is estimated that 320,000 tons, which otherwise would have been handled by 

lwckland, vrill be diverted through Tauranga in 1972. 8 
Apart from Tauranga, 

there is little evidence that any other port w~ll benefit specifically from 

the . t . . t• 9 J.mprovemen J.n commuruca lons. 

Thus, the broad tolli'1ages for 1 972, is 

a country with a prosperous economy, based on an increased voluine of pastorl'l.l 

produce, an expanded population, a diversified industrial base and improved 

internal communications. The impact of these universal factors on individual 

ports must be considered vd. th influences confined primarily to one of 

the component elements of the gross tonrcage. Each conponent is, therefore, 

exa~ned in turn. 

The Overseas Component 

It is anticipated the overseas vrill provide 60 per cent 

of the gross tollil..age in 1 • In calculating the overseas tonnage, allov~1ce 

has been made for changes in its constituent elements of imports and exports. 

The two elements are novv considered separately. 

Ig'ports 

Imports are expected to provide 69 per cent of the overseas tonnage in 

1972. Yet, the prediction of the imports for individual seaports is particul-

arly hazardous as the value in any one year is subject to controls exercised 

by the government. The volume imported depends largely on overseas earrdngs, 

which are related to in rnarkets and for pastoral produce. To 

maintain full employment and industrial expansion, however, the of raw 

materials must expand concurrently v7ith the population of a port's hinterland, 

except for commodities diverted through another port. Indeed, of 

certain commodities handled in bulk is anticipated in the estimates. For 

ex&~le, new fertiliser works at Wbangarei, Vvellington and Tirnaru will result 

in a dispersion of cargo from other ports. 

----------------------------~----~~·~ ~·~------------------------------------

Report of the Commission of Ingui~r into Improved Access by Laqd 
to the Port of Tauranga and the Bay of Plenty, Wellington (N.Z. Government 
Printer) 1963. 

8Tauranga Harbour Board : Submissions to the World Bank, Tauranga, 
1 962 the files of the Board). 

9The Lyttelton Road Tunnel (opened 1964) is not expected to have a 
marked impact on the volume of traffic handled by the port. 



However, the most outstandi~~ change which has to oe taken into account 

in assessing iirg?ort :for 1972 is the opening o:f the Whangarei oil 

refinery,. Ports which received their supplies o:f petrolewn products :from 

overseas in 1963 vrill receive them coastvdse :from vYhangarei as :from 1964. 

The only port excepted w~ll oe ~Tiangarei, which vdll oene:fit enormously :from 

large imports o:f crude oilc Some allowance is made :for ',f\Tellington, 1.vhich 

w~ll remain as the distribution port :for special o:f imported oil and 

motor spirit. No allowance is made in the estimates for the proposed alwninium 

smelter at Bluff or :for the repercussions o:f the exploitation of r~tural gas 

which may be channelled through New Plymouth. taking into account the 

establishment of the iron and steel v\'Orks scheduled for South imcklal'...d., 

together vvi th other relevant factors, it is considered that an annual .increase 

of two per cent represents a realistic estimate of the grow~h of imports over 

the next ten years. Adjustrnents for slower rates of population grow~h in 

areas such as have to be made. Different estimates have to be employed 

for various corrmodi ties. .il..rtificial manure, for example, is expected to 

increase by two per cent at Auckland, four per cent at Whangarei and five per 

cent at New Plymouth.
1 0 

The estimates of imports need constant revision as 

new information comes available, for the detailed analyses stressed that 

imports fluctuate vddely, in response to a large number of factors. 

Exports 

Exports are expected to contribute 31 per cent of the overseas tonnage 

in i 972. The estimate of~orts is obtained more easily than that of imports 

as the likely quanti ties of the three main groups of cor.:rrr.odi ties - pastoral 

produce, frc.ut and timber products - have already been calculated. Changes 

in pastoral produce apply to the majority of ports, but the variations in the 

export of fruit apply particularly to Napier, Wellington and Nelson and timber 

products to Tauranga and Nelson. 

Estimates of the export of pastoral produce have been made from 

assessments provided by agricultural field officers of the likely increase oy 

1 0Estima.tes were supplied by the .fmckland Harbour Board, Whangarei 
Harbour Board and the Taranaki Harbour Board respectively. 
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11 
counties, based on the trends of the preceding five years. The counties 

are into port hinterlands on the -basis of boundaries defined for 

). l'..llowances are inade, however, for 60,000 tons of butter fron1 

Auckland and Bay of IsL'i.nds to pass through 
2 

and for 80,000 tons of 

frozen butter and meat products to be charmelled through 13 It 

is also assumed that Otago -,till gair. 1 0, 000 tons from the new works in 

Central Otago. ?aking the adjustments into account, the frozen wool, 

milk products, butter and cheese tonnage are estimated on the that 

the annual increase for each hinterland vall not between 1963-72. 

Before arriving at the for exports, domestic consumption is estimated for 

each hinterland. Despite the likelihood of s tock movements from one hinterland 

follo·w a predictable pattern. In spite of the omission, however, the changes 

in the of pastoral corrmodities are expected to reflect variations in 

production within port hinterlands. 

The anticipated increase in fruit exports, which ~vill be handled 

largely by Napier, Wellington and Nelson, is based on the New Zealand 

and Pear 3oard1 s projections, whereas the expected expansion of pulp and paper 

shipments is derived from inforiTation provided individual firms. Allovvance 

is made for the suggested paper mill at Nelson14 and the decline in sawn log 

15 exports from Tauranga to 70,000 tons a year after 1 967. ill though the 

projections for exports may appear more soundly based than those for imports, 

they are still subject to considerable fluctuation, in response to changes in 

production, markets and govern~ent policies. 

------ ------------=~==~~---~--~----~ 

supplied Whangarei Harbour Board. 

i3Estimate supplied by Tauranga &rbour Board. 
1 

Department of Industries and Corrmerce, ~L~n;_:;:E::.:c::.:o;:;:n;.;:o:;::I!O..:;;;::;.. c:::,_:::l:;;::.,U;;:;;:;.rv..::..:::e""v....;;;o;;;:;f__;th=e 
~N-e~1s_o~n~R-e~g~i~o~n, Wellington, 1962, pp.53-62. 

15Estimate supplied by Tauranga Harbour Board. 



The Coastal Component 

The coastal component is expected to record an annual increase of tivo 

per cent, which is comparable to the projected increases in the overseas trade. 

Although in~rove;:nents in transport are to diminish intra island move-

ments of general cargo, the decline will be more than compensated for by an 

enormous increase in the volume of intra island and inter island movements of 

bulk com~odities, particularly vath the coasv~~se distribution of refL~ed 

t l - t .p th 'l f' t 'i11-~ •
1 6 d . pe ro eum prod.uc s J. rom e new Ol re lnery a 'lvrld.ngarel an an expanslon 

in cement shipments from Yfuangarei, Westport and Tarakohe, to meet the growing 

demand. 

The coastal trade of Picton and Wellington, also, is expected to 

expand greatly vath the addition of a sister to the G.:NI. V. Ara.moana., 

which has been operating a rail/road ferry between the VJVO ports since August 

1962. The effect of this service has had such a radical impact on the coastal 

trade that a brief study is made of its influence by mapping the origin and 

destination of the ferry's northbound and southbound cargo (Fig.56). 

The main area served northbound traffic (Fig.56))colLSisting largely 

of potatoes, flour, paper and fruit (Table LXXIX), is 150 miles from Wellington. 

On a cost basis the rail/road ferry is not very favourably placed, compared 

with the norr1~l coastal shipping services outside this area (Table LXXX). 

However, the service area clearly extends beyond the economic limit as the 

G.M. V • .liramoana. 1 s twice daily service can offer regularity and less damage 

and pilferage than the traditional coastal shipping services. 

The area served by the southbound traffic, in contrast, is :more 

restricted in its scope (Fig.56). Consisting largely of general cargo from 

Wellington and, to a lesser extent, from .Auckland (Table LXXIX), the traffic 

is highly concentrated on the Christchurch area. There are, however, smaller 

shipments to Blenheim, Nelson, Dunedin and Invercargill. It is clear from 

both maps that the tvr.Ln foci of the are the Wellington and Christchurch 

metropolitan areas. 

16Provision has been rr~de for products from the refinery to be conveyed 
in tankers of up to i 8,000 tons to the main Nevr Zealar.d ports. These tankers 
are too large for ports such as Gisborne, Wa.nganui, Picton and Oamaru, which ~r~ 
previously served by M.V. r;:;anea. Gisborne vall, in future, receive its petrol 
supplies by rail from Napier, Picton by road from Nelson, Wanga.nui by rail from 
New Plymouth and Oamaru by road from Tima.ru and Dunedin. 
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In view of the inrpact of the rail/road ferry, there is a need to 

revise drastically the regional approach used in the detailed analyses of the 

coastal trade as there are movements of cargo av~y from the nearest port and 

even from the main regional port. It is dif'ficult 7 however, to assess the 

effect of the rail/road ferry, for there has not been time to study its long 

term effects. Indeed, in the absence of any other data 7 the estimate for Picton 

in 1972 is based on only a three rc.onthly period. It assumes that Picton will 

capture trade previously handled by 'Nanganui, Nelson and Motueka 7 but it is not 

anticipated that Lyttelton vvill be. greatly affected. By 1 972 there will be 

~wo inter island roll on/roll off ferries, operating between Lyttelton and 

Wellington. Wellington, as the termini of' the roll on/roll off and the rail/ 

road ferries, is expected to benefit greatly from the expansion of the inter 

island trade from Lyttel ton and Picton. The coastal trade, therefore, is likely 

to be rejuvenated as the introduction of nev-v types of ships and quicker turn-

rounds vvill enable shipping· to compete on more favourable terms vvith the rail-

f •t .lad ' 17 . fth tlt d ways or ln ra lS n cargoes. Hovvever, the expanslon o e coas a ra e 

is likely to be confined to a limited nmnber of ports. 

The Transhipment Component 

The practice of transrdpping goods is expected to decline. It is 

anticipated tr~t the decline will have a marked effect on wellington only and 

provision in the estiBates is made accordingly. 

If the predictions w~de for the three components of the gross to~~age 

materialise, it is expected that the volurne of cargo handled by 30 ports will 

increase from 13.5m. tons in 1963 to an estimated 18.1m. tons in 1972, an 

increase of 76 per cent. 

Changes in Status 

It is anticipated that the marked increase in tonnage vvill disturb the 

ranking of ports on the gross to~Bage scale (Fig.57, Table LXXXI); Using 

the framework already established for classifying ports - vvi th above five per 

cent of the gross trade as major, be'hveen above one per cent and under five per 

cent as secondary, and under one per cent as minor - it is expected that there 

wi.ll be several changes within and be~.,.een classes. 

17Intra island shipments of ce"nent from Westport to Tinm.ru liVill be sent 
coastvdse in a bulk carrier. 



It is likely that the nu.-nb er of major handling ind.i vi dually 

over five per cent of the gross tonnage, will be augmented by in 

1 972 (Fig. 57). Indeed, 

of the Dominion. Only of the other Elfl.jor ports, vv:ill improve i·ts 

position as the share of Auckland, '~!ellington Lyttel ton will 

The share of the major ports vall, increase from over 63 

per cent in 1963 to over 76 per cent in 1972. 

·with the exception of ii'!'nangarei, the individual shares of all ports 

vath status in 1 - handling betvreen one and five per cent of the 

gross tonnage - will decline (Fig.57). It vall result in Westport, Tarakohe 

and Greymouth losing their secondary status as their share is to fall 

below one per cent. 'Ni thin the secondary , Otago, Picton and Nelson are 

likely to decline. The cu:rr1.:ula tive effect of the changes will result in a 

decline in the proportionate share of the ports, fran almost 31 per 

cent in 1963 to 19 per cent in 1972. 

It is anticipated that Ohiwa >rill be the only minor port to increase 

its percentage of the gross to~Dage (Fig.57). llll the other ports are expected 

to Yet, with the addition of the former seconda.ry ports of Westport, 

Tarakohe and Greymouth, the share of the minor is expected to increase 

slightly, from three per cent in 1 963 to over four per cent in 1 972. Thus, 

the increased percentage of the major and minor ports and the decreased share of 

the secondary ports appears to be related to the 1~vements of betvveen 

Changes in Concentration 

the changes in the percentages on the gross tonnage scale between 

1963-72 are translated into absolute terms (Fig.58, Table LXXXI), it is clear 

that the decentralization of trade from the metropolitan areas, which was 

revealed betvreen i 950-61, will be accentuated. The outstanding feature of the 

in concentration is the phenomenal at viJJlangarei. the 

increase is expected to be so great that and Ohiwa, serving the tirrlber 

areas of the Volcanic are the only ports likely to record • 

Clearly the gains will be mde at the expense of AucklanajOnehunga, 
18 

Wellington 

18separate figures are not available for Onehur~a. 
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Lyttelton and Otago. The losses at the s ports of Napier, New Plymout~1 

and will be compar:::, modest. This decentralization of trade 

is to run cohtrary to the forces centralizing business, commerce and 

industry in the Auckland to a lesser extent, in the Wellington and Christ-

church metropolitan areas. 

Towards a t;ational Plan for Port Develop:uient 

The ranking of on the gross scale for 1972, therefore, 

what will happen if present trends and scheduled 

19 No attempt has been made to incorporate proposals for the 

national development of There is also no suggestion that the ranking 

in 1972 "vill be the most desirable. there is abundant 

evidence that certain 

most unsatisfactory.
20 

of the development of New Zealand 

1~ national pla11 for development, to improve 

conditions, would seem most propitious if it could hasten 

are 

the turn-round of shipping, avoid the needless duplication of port facilities 

and make rnaximurr. use of exis and proposed 

Several schemes for the national of ports have been mooted. 

Nbst of the proposals are concerned ~~th the overseas trade and scant 

attention to the coastal of the gross tonr~ge. ii.S are 

already effectively rationalised by the the majority of proposals 

are concerned with exports, although the external trade forw$ only a 

proportion of the traffic Already there is a scheme in operation for 

concentrating not less than 60 per cent of the engaged in the New Zealand 

trade on 1 
-. 21 

oaci.J..ng. There is also a 1r..ore 

scheme for loading all South Island meat at 

with mechanical meat loaders.
22 

and Tirnaru - the two ports 

19Details of the scheduled development of individual ports are in 
III. 

20 See Royal Cor:nnission of Inquiry into the ·;;ia terfront Industry, 
1952. 

N.Z. Government Working Party, Port and Rail Facilities Report, 
1956. 

New Zealand Overseas Trade, Report on Ship,E-_gg • •. London, 1964~ 
21

The main benefit of the system introduced in June 1964 is in 
loading time. It is not to result in the cessation of 
primary produce at any port or to deprive one of cargo at the expem:.e of 
another. 

22
Timru harbour Cost of Concentrating Ivieat in the South Island 

on Timaru and Bluff, Timaru, i 964, (Mim.eographed). 
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With the proliferation of schemes aimed at benefitting individual 

ports, there is a pressing need to establish clearly objectives for the develop· 

ment of New Zealand seaports and to against established objectives, any 

new proposals. The concluding chapter has shown what vri.ll happen if certain 

assm~tions are fulfilled. It has r:ot atte:upted to pronounce judgement on 

any scheme. However, it is hoped that this contribution towards an under-

standing of the development of ports vri.ll be of value both in establishing 

objectives for port development and in indicating possible lines of development 

which would be the best interests of Nevr Zealand. 
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Appe.£9P:: I 

RECURRENT FEATURES lli THE LAYOUT OF 
NEW ZE.ALA.l'ID SEAPORTS 

The study of the development of seaports since the beginnings of 

organized settlement in 1840 (Part I) emphasised the close harmony between the 

gro>vth of ports and the development of the transportation network. A persistent 

feature of the analysis was the marked variations in emphasis on particular ports, 

in response to changes in their comparative locational advantages. The effect 

wrought by the variations on the layout of ports was ex~~ned as an integral 

part of the broad changes in the development of these ports. However, as the 

detailed alterations in layout had a tangential, but important, effect on the 

changes in the status of Nevr Zealand ports (Part II), a study of the recurrent 

features appears warranted. 

By the beginning. of the first detailed study in 1926, New Zealand ports 

exhibited a whole gamut of different layouts, in various stages of development, 

ranging from primitive lightering on exposed coasts to highly developed ports 

providing quays and wharves where ships could berth, together with a great deal 

of ancillary equipment - transit sheds, warehouses, passenger and custo~s 

accommodation, offices and road and rail approaches (Plate XII)o As the basic 

layout of New Zealand ports had been realised by this date, it is possible to set 

up an idealized, three phase cycle to serve as a standard for comparing the 

evolution and present characteristics of New Zealand ports (Fig.59). Each 

phase is characterized by a change in the existing structure of the port, or by 

new additions to port facilities, :c::tade necessary by increases in traffic and 

alterations in design and size. 

( 1 ) LIGHTERING. 

The first phase of port development in New Zealand involved the tran~ 

shipment by lighter to and from a vessel anchored in the raiddle of a 11 v..atural 

harbour111 (Ii) river (IIi) or roadstead (m i). The handling of cargo must 

be carried out tvuce in either direction. Primitive wharves were often built 

to accommodate the lighters and facilitate the transaction (Plate XIII). Such 

1The term 1 natural harbour' in this survey does not include rivers. 
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operations were uneconomQc, particularly for handling bulk eargoes. The 

weather was liable to interrupt loading or discharge of cargo if the shelter 

provided by the harbour was imperfect. Yet, these conditions have persisted 

at some ports in New Zealand from 1840 to the present day. 

(2) HARBOUR 'i1DRKS AND PROVISION OF v11HA.RV];S 

Lightering did not fulfil the basic requirement of a port with regard 

to shelter or the convenient handling of goods and passengers. The second 

phase in the evolution of seaports was, therefore, to develop shelter and· 

wharves deep enough for the direct loading of ships. In the natural harbours 

(Iii) shelter was not a pressing problem, although artificial works were 

added locally as protection against winds, or to deflect the tidal stream 

from the berthage area. To facilitate the discharge of cargo, deep-water 

wharves and quays were constructed to allow ships to come alongside - the 

number depending on the amount of cargo to be handled. In the rivers (IIii) 

the main problem was that of the shifting bar at the entrance. If a ship was 

crossing the bar in a heavy sea it might touch the bottom and lose its bear-

ings. This often resulted in the ship's grounding. The standard solution 

to the problem of the bar vv-as to make maximum use of the tidal compartment of 

the river by confining the flow between training walls and break>Naters, and 

concentrating its scouring action on the bar. W~rginal quays were added for 

vessels to berth alongside, once they had entered the river. \Vhere the trade 

warranted a port, but where there was no suitable natural harbour or tidal 

river, an artificial harbour (II1ii) was often formed by attaching a break

water to a promontary. Berthage vvas provided by building finger piers within 

the b reakvva ter harbour (Plate Xrv) •. 

(3) DREIX;.ING 

As ships grew larger - particularly after 1 881 - it became increasingly 

difficult to berth alongside without dredging. The problem was of least 

importance in the natural harbours (Iiii), although dredging was necessary 

to overcome shallowing and to keep the fairway clear. In the rivers (IIiii), 

once the improvements due to the breakwater had been offset by a re-establish-

ment of the bar, further extensions 'Nere necessary. As it was difficult to 

maintain continuous dredging on the exposed bars, operations vrere normally 

confined to keeping the berths clear of river debris. Since breakwater 
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extensions were costly and difficult to maintain, the river ports faced a 

continual problem providing na·v:igable depths over the bar. The conditions 

were exacerbated by bad weather and a low river in Slli~Tier. As overseas ships 

became too large to enter the confines of the river port, many them had to 

revert to roadstead lightering. The only alternative was to abandon the river 

site and construct an artificial port on the coast. In many cases artificial 

harbours took the place of a river port. But dredging was necessary to 

even the artificial harbours (IIIiii) clear, as the encircling breakwater 

interrupted the free flow of drift rnaterial along the coast, causing shoaling 

at the mouth of the harbour (Plate X:v). Indeed, since the first decade of 

the twentieth century, dredging has been the sta.YJ.dard practice for dealing 

with increases in the size of ships visiting New Zealand waters. Wet docks 

have not been necessary, as the tidal range is less than 1 2 feet at all ports. 

Since 1926, the developments in the layout of New Zealand seaports 

have been either movements within the cycle or an elaboration of the phase 

they have reached (Table LXXXII). . It was clear by 1 926, how-ever, that the 

prospects of the less well-equipped ports lUtimately depended not only on the 

opportunities provided by the transport ne~vork, but also on the physical 

possibilities offered by the individual sites. 
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Appendix II 

QUESTI01'NAIRE 

The following questionnaire was used in intervievdng the various 

port authorities in :New Zealand to elicit coiTg?arable information. 

J\TE"\7 ZEil.L'~.J.\fD PORTS 

General Background Inform~ 

1. Details concerning Harbour Board : date established, electoral area, 
land rates, copies of annual financial report. 

2. A plan or plans showing the existing facilities at each of the ports 
concerned. 

3. A copy of port handbook or brochure. 

Engineering and General 

1. Obtain the follov'!ing information in connection with each of the ports 
where not given in the port handbook or brochure. 

(a) 1'!. brief description of the principal port facilities. 

Accommodation 

Name of berth, date built, length, depth alongside, transport on 
wharves, function of berth, any change in frn1ction of berth .. 

Size of the following areas: 
transit sheds 
cool stores 
open platform space 
special warehouse accommodation. 

(b) Tidal range (spring tides a.nd neaps) .. 

(c) Nature and depth of entrance channels. 

(d) Depth below low water at berths. 

(e) lunount of annual maintenance dredging: 

(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 

in approaches. 
in harbour. 
at berths. 

A brief note as to the principal sources of siltation. 

(f) A brief description of the method of carrying out the maintenance 
dredging, including the method of disposal of spoil. 

(g) Oondi tions as to winds and wave action in the port~ 

(h) Location of anchorage, and ~he number of vessels which can 
anchor. 

(i) Location and nurriber of buoy berths. 

(j) Number ar1d capacity of dry docks. 

(k) Availability and capacity of quay cranes at various berths. 



(1) Availability and capacity of floating cranes. 

(m) Brief technical particulars of any other mobile or fixed 
mechar~cal handling appliances. 

(n) A general description of the methods ~sed in handling cargo, 
including details of the nwnbers and types of portable and 
fixed mechanical appliances available. 
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(o) Estimates of the maximum annual capacity of the existing port 
facilities to deal with principal categories of traffic, with an 
explanation of the manner in which the estimates have been arrived 
at. 

Port Dues and Charges 

1. An up-to-date copy of the schedule of dues and charges of each of the 
Boards concerned, together vrith information as to who is responsible 
for payment in respect of each principal category. 

2. Estimates of total normal costs incurred by representative ships during 
a norr:r.al call at port and by representative cargoes brought in or taken 
out. 

(i) Charges levied on ships for pilotage, towage, berthing, unberthing, 
channel conservancy, use of cranes, overtime working etc. 

(ii) Charges levied on the cargo for light~.rage, stevedoring, loading 
from and discharging to quay, handling ashore, storage in transit 
sheds, etc. 

3. Comparison of charges levied on representative ships vrith the freight 
revenue they earn from the ca1~o loaded and discharged at port. Com
parison of charges levied on cargo moving through port vdth F_4S value 
outbound and CIF value inbound. 

Traffic Statistics 

(a) Changes in the volume, nature, origin and destination of tonnage 
between 1926-36 and 1 9 50-61 • 

(b) A forecast of the tonnage of cargo which will pass through the port 
annually during the years 1962-67 broken dovm as in 11 Transport Statistics11 

Table 19 and with a brief explanation of how the amount been arrived 
at in the case of the principal comrnodities. 

(c) A forecast of the approxL~te tonnages vvhich will pass through the port 
in 1972, broken down into principal types of cargo imports/exports and 
foreign/coastal, only, with a brief explanation of how the forecast 
has been arrived at. 

(d) Frequency of overseas and coastal shipping services. 
services. 

(e) A list of ships which used the port during 196'1 giving 

N.R.T. 
Tonnage discharged. 
Tonr.age loaded. 
NmTiber of hours in port. 
l\u11iber of hours at berth. 

Note extinct 

(") 
(~i) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) Number of hours between reaching port and berthing. 
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Economic Infonn&tion 

(a) Delimitation of port's inland service area. Brief review of main 
determining factors such as location of country's resources and 
industriesJ availability of inland transport, natui~ of export 

(b) 

and import needs. Oorrrpeti tive of other 
to serve the same area. 

map of the inland service area 

(i) Location of 

(ii) Access routes to 
shipping. 

, resources and towns. 

by rail, road, pipeline and coastal 

(iii) :Nlain flows of inbound and outbound traffic. 

(c) Brief description, supplementing (i) and (ii) above, of productive 
resources and facilities of ir~and service area, growth of its 
production of trade in 10 years, outlook for its production 
and trade in next 5- 10 years. 

(d) Identification of in New Zealand or vrhere port's 
inbound cargo originates, where outbound cargo ter~inates. 
of port's locational advantages and disadvantages for export/import 
traffic, as dete1~ned by such factors as country's normal sources of 

abroad and norrral w~rkets, proximity to raain routes of 
world shipping, possibility of obtaining return cargo, nature of 
country-' s export and import needs, modalities of trade 

and currency controls. 

(e) Description of extent at port serve refineries, 

(f) 

flour mills, sugar works, plants etc. 
in a port or near it; to which they serve industries, commerce 
and consumers of built-up area surrounding the port or in close proximity 
to it;. extent to which is shipping outlet for bulk raw materials 

down from interior and or/gathering and distribution centre for 
cargo moving to/from interior. 

of the adequacy and of existing means of transport 
between one port and its inand service area. if any, of 

andimproving these means. 

Prouosed Developments 

1. Character of proposed 

2. Statement of main economic benefits to be derived the plarilled 
works and equipment as appropriate, any or all such benefits 
as:-

(a) relief of present port shipping and/or cargo congestion. 

(b) additional traffic to absorb future grovlth of traffic. 

(c) turn round. 

(d) improved handling - elimination of multiple expenses. 

(e) development of inland service area as result of lower costs. 

(f) provision of port facilities required by industries now located 
or to be built in the area such as refineries, packing plants, 
cool storage, flour mills and fertiliser ··Narks. 

(g) provision 
served or 

required by inland industries now 
port such as smelters, etc. 
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3. For each class of economic benefit, explanation of the modus operandi 
by which the new enlarged or improved facilities would help to realise 
it, e.g. sheltering ships from storms and speeding turn-around by 
breakvrater cor£truction; making it possible for larger, more heavily 
laden ships to enter port by channel dredging; faster, more efficient 
loading and discharge of general cargo by using cranes, fork lifts and 
other equipment; faster, more efficient working of bulk cargo by 
provision of conveyors, pipelines, special equipment for loading grain. 
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Sl.i'RVEY OF' T:HE }i.i../i .. Il'~ J':JEW ZE.A.L..!L."JD PORTS 

A brief summary is of each of the main ports based on 

information obtained from individual harbour authorities. The labour 

refer to the strength. They do not include casual 

(seagull) labour. The abbreviations are used -

N = neap tide~ 
S = spring tide o 

Ivi.L.W. S • = 1'1'Iean depth at low water springs .. 



ADMINISTRATION. 

Harbour Board 
Established 

BAY OF ISLANDS 
(Fig. 60, Plate Jrvi) 

:• Bav of Islands Harbour Board. 
:- 1953 (in re-constituted fonn). 

Number or memo ers:- 9 
Electoral area :- or Islands, Hokianga, :iVIangonui and Yfuangaroa 

Counties and Kaitaia Borough. 

NAVIGATIONAL FEA'ru.RES. 

Tidal range :- 4.8rt. (N), 6.4rt. (s) 
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Nature and depth or entrance channel:- Natural harbour. Dredged channel 
24 rt. with sand and shell bottom. 

Amount or annual maintenance dredging:- Nil. 
Wind and wave action:- Exposed to N.W. and N.E. No swell. 
Tidal rate :- orr Opua v1harf 2 to 3 knots are experienced. 
Restrictions on entry of shipping:- Nothing to interrere with movement 

or ships. 

ACCOiviTv.DDATION. 

No. of berths :- 4 
Total berthage :- 1 ,450 rt. 

Berth Date Lengthj 
feet i 

Depth\ 
feet 

Function or berth 

I 
! 

Opua E 1923 650 28 I Overseas 
·w enlarged 400 11 

1 
Coastal 

1957 l 
Russell N 1925 200 I 10 1 )Not in commercial use 

s 1925 200 f 13 j) I 
l 

Transport on wharves:- Rail at Opua. 
Transit sheds :- No transit sheds on wharf. 

METHODS OF WADING .AND DISCP.JI.RGING. 

Ship's gear 

LABOUR. 71 (casuals no registered labour). 

DEVELOPMENTS. 

None scheduled. 



(Fig. 61, 

ADMINISTPJ\.TION. 

Harbour Board :-
Established :- 1907. 

9 

WFL.'\.NGll.REI 
XVII, XVIII and 

Harbour Board. 

Number of merribers:
Electoral area :- City and County of 

in F'.ive:r:- Board). 

NAVIGATIONAL FEATURES. 

Tidal ·- 5.4 (N). 7.8 ft. (s). 

(except that portion 

Nature and depth of entrance channel:- Outer entrance 700 :ft. wide 
to 17i ft. 

channel width. 
Channel to Port 200 ft. wide, 

action slight. 
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iunount of annual maintenance dredging:- Expanding 
Wind and wave action:- Protected from all vv.Lnds. 
Tidal rate :- Entrance .3 knots. Main and Harbour 1t to 2 knots. 

tions on entry of Ler~th 575 ft., Beam 80 ft. Overseas 
Yessels berthed in daylight only. 

ACCOMJ\10DATION. 

:- 14 No. of berths 
Total berthage :- .3' 156 

Berth 

II Port vVhangarei E 
w 

Kio:Peroa 
Portland E 

Town 
Bulk Cement 
iVfarsden Point 
Tanker Berth 

Sand 

w 

Fertiliser Landing 

Date 

1959 
1959 
19.32 
191 8 
1918 

(1865) 
1962 
1962 
196.3 

Length 
:feet Function of berth 

1.35 .30 Overseas (Tanker terminal 
480 27.5 converted to dry cargo 195.3 
600 1 9 In disrepair 
268 21 .5 Coastal (cement) 

I 
202 15.5 Coastal (cement) 

. 500 I 9.5 Coastal (general cargo) 
I 21 0 j 18 (cement) 
j 444 28 ! Overseas (general cargo) 
! Two pie 60 1

1 

Overseas (to serve tanker 

!
. heads 9 refinery) • 
ft. long 

I 90 I 4
6
.51 Sand for glassworks 

i 47 i 

Transport on wharves:
Transit sheds :-

Rail and road. 
Town vVharf 7,000 ft. 

METEIODS OF LO.~:'\.DING AJ.\JD 

Ship's gear" Floating crane available. 

LlillOUR. 65 (registered). 

DEVELOPMENTS. 

~hrsden Point Oil RefinerJ the following development necessary: 
jetty for tugs, pilot launch, maintenance barge, marine base layout, 
slipway and outdoor headquarters. Also building cool store accommodation. 
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illNJINIST&~TION. 

Harbour Board :-
Established :-

AUG".KL.fl.ND 
(Fig.62, Plates XX and XXI) 

Auckland Harbour Board. 
1871 • 
15. 
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Number of meillbers:
Electoral area :- Principal local authorities are imckland City, V{aitemata, 

Raglan, Waipa, Waikato, Franklin and Manukau Counties 
(including cities and boroughs within these areas). 

N.:l.VIGATION.Lw FEiJ..TURES. 

Tidal range :- 5t ft. (N), 1 2 ft. (S). 
Nature and depth of entrance channels:- NatLrral harbour. 

33 ft, Other channels 16 ft • 
Rangi toto Channel 

.i:llllOunt of annu!ll maintenance dredging:- Only at wharves. 
Wind and wave action:- Problem of cross tide berthing. Very little swell. 
Tidal rate :- Approaches and at berths 1i' knots (N), 3 knots (S). 
Restrictions on entry of shipping:- Nothing to interfere with movement of 

ships. 

1\..CCO:rvJl\;IOD.l.TION. 

No. of berths 
Total berthage 

Berth 

Eastern Tide Wall 
Freyberg E 

v1 
Jellicoe E 

V7 
Bledisloe E 

_v_v_ 

Kings E 
w 

Marsden E 
Yv 

:- 20. 
:- 27,302 ft. 

Date 

1921 
1958/60 I 

1950/53 

1939/47 

1904/9 
I 

I 1909/11 

Length Depth Function of berth 
feet feet 

33 
660 35 Overseas 
620 35 Overseas 

1098 33 Overseas ~bulk handling 1104 33 Overseas 
618 32 Overseas export 
650 34 Overseas 
900 28 Coastal 
814 30 Overseas 
651 17 I Coastal 
655 23 Coastal 

' t 

i 
! 
I 
I 
I 

i 
I 
I 

1 
Capt. Cook E 1 916/17 809 29 Overseas/Coastal 

: 

w 757 34 
Queens E 1906/13 1081 33 Overseas I 

-:w 762 33 Overseas I Princes E 1922/24 1100 33 Passenger terminal 
¥-1 1100 33 Overseas 

Hobson E 1938 494 19 Coastal 
w 484 18 Coastal 

I Wynyard 1920/31 I 33 Tankers, gypsum coal. 
Bulk Cement 1960 18 Cement 

I Chelsea Sugar 

I 
1958 26 Sugar 

Chelsea Coal 20 Coal I Chelsea Lighter ! Sugar 
Devenport t I 11 Shingle and sand I I I Callio e 0 Nav tankers and vessels I 

p 3 ~ ( y) 

Transport on wharves:- Principally rail. 
Transit shed :- 987,459 sq.ft. The Board also has 620,000 sq.ft. of 

off-wharf storage where unclaimed cargo is stored. 
W~imum capacity of port:- 4-m. tons. 

METHODS OF LOliDING lll'ID DISCHARGING. 

VVharf cranes, an 80 ton floating crane, ship's gear and a conveyor at 
Bledisloe Vmarf for moving dairy produce from the cool store to ship's side. 
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Bulk discharging facilities are available for cement (built 1 960), sugar 
(1958), potash (1958), wheat (1951), oil (1927/8, coal, gypsum, phosphate, 
maize, and sand and shingle. 

LflliOUR. 1 , 700 (registered). 

DEVELOPIV.zENTS. 

Char~cter:- The reconstr~ction of King's and ~~sden Vfharves and the 
building of' Tasman wharf are envisaged for 1970. Further development 
after 1 980 can still take place in the present port area by developing the 
western area between Princess and ~Nynyard wharves. The development of 
the Upper Te Atatu area (earmarked for nevv accommodation) will not be 
required unJ.ess there is a demand for an industrial site which requires 
close as so cia tion with water transport. · 

Aims:- To avoid congestion and to allow fo::c expansion of trade. 

ONEh1JNG..:1. 
(Figo63, Plate XXII) 

Harbour Board:- Auckland Harbour Board. 

Nl~VIGJ~TION.ciL FE..:..TURES. 

Tidal range:- 6 ft. (N), 11i ft. (s). 
Nature and depth of entrance channel:- Natural Harbour. Entrance 19 ft. 

Sand bottom. Problem of shifting bar • 
.Amount of annual mn.intenance dredging:- At berths only. 
Wind and wave action:- Problem W.S.Yif. vvind at lVIanukau Heads. 
Tidal rate :- Entrance 3/4 knots. Tidal stream in channel 2~3 knots. 
Restrictions on entry oi~ shipping:- lVIaximum draught 13 ft. Problem of 

shifting bar. 

J.i.CCOJYTIVJOD~ •. TION. 

No. of berths:- 2. 
Total berthage:- ft. 

Berth Date 1 Length j Depth 
! feet feet 

Onehunga 1 - I 525 
2 1963 430 

Transport on wharves:- Road and rail. 
Transit sheds:- 34,867 sq.ft. 

METHODS OF LO.f.DING ll.ND DISCF..Ll.RG-ING. 

Ship's gear. 

LABOUR. 70. (registered). 

DKVELOPMENTS. 

l 
I 13 
I 13 

Function of berth 

Coastal (cement) 
New wharf. 

Character:- Increased transit accommodation (10,500 sq.f~). 
silo, new wharf (430ft.) and warehouse (5,400 sq.ft.). 

Bulk cement 

Aim:- To cope with increased trao.e. 

I 
I 
' 

I 
I 
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TAURi:LNGA 
(Fig.64, XXIII and XXIV) 

lillJiiiTNISTR.:i.TION. 

Harbour Board ·-. 
:-

Number of meillbers:-
area :-

1912 
10 

Harbour Board. 

Rotorua. County, lvlt. Borough, Tauranga County. 
Boroughs of 'rauranga and Rotorua. Ma ta ta in 
-,7ha.ka tane County and part of Kawerau Borough4 

Tidal range :- 5 ft. (N). 7 ft. (s). 
Nature and depth of entrance cha~~el:- Natural Constricted (width 

600 ), depth 25 ft. M.L. .S. 
lunount of annual maintenance dredging:- Only at 
Wind and wave action:- Need to use tug in westerly w"ind. 
Swell not a prol:Jlem. 
Tidal rate :- Up to .3 knots in spring tides. 
Restrictions on entry of --·-o:-o:----o:- lVIaximum. size permissable for vessel 

the port : 520 ft~ beam no 

ACCOlVJlVIOD.il..TION. 

No. of berths 
Total berthage 

. 

Berth 

Railway 

:- 7. 
:- 3, 741 ft. 

I I 
Date I 

1925/6 

Length 1 Depth j 
1 

feet feet i 

16 
I 

541 I 

-
Function of berth 

Mt. Maumranui 
~ 

No. 1 195.3/62 
< 

.32 i Coastal and trans-Tasman 
2 25 Overseas 
.3 I 28 Overseas 
4 

< 
.3200 28 Overseas 

5 28 Overseas (Tanker) 
6 29 Overseas 
7 29 Overseas 

Transpo:~t on wharves:-- Rail and road. 
Transit sheds:- Mt. Maunganui ·,·,barf No, 1 Shed - Floor area 8, 500 sq. ft., 

* No. 2 Shed- Floor area 24,825 sq.ft. 
'~ Used for products of .... """"-'"''"'""" Pulp and Paper Co. 

In addition there are hvo open storage areas of 28,500 sq.ft. and 112,000 
sq.ft. respectively. 

~i~barf:- One shed of 600 ton capacity. 

l\lETHODS OF LOlilliNG lll\TD DISCPJ.Ll....ii.GING. 

Ship's gear and mobile cranes. 

509 (registered). 

DEVELOPll'lE:i.\lTS. 

There the possibility of Mt. 1\fiaunganui ·vvbarf by. 600 ft. If 
the results from research on the model of port are favourable the port 
may be developed for exporting prirr~~J produce~ 

i 
I 
I 

I 

I 



GISBOBl\iE 
, :Plate x:t:V) 

.,\Dl\I!IJ\r:ISTRATIOI\. 

Harbour Board 
Established 

:- Gisborne Harbour Board. 
:- 1 

Nw~er o~ ~embers:

Electoral area ·-
12 
Gisborne and Cook, -,\iaiapu and ';V"nikohu Counties. 

NAVIGATIONIU.. FEi~TURES. 

Tidal range :- 4 ~to (N) 4~5 ~t. (s). 
Nature and depth of entrance channel:- Rock bottom 16 ~t. deep. 
Alr.ount o~ annual maintermnce dredging:-
-Jind and vm..ve o.ction:- N. ". vd.nds off land can af~ect vessels i~ 
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Entrance af~ected S. and S.E. 
S.E. vvinds - sends heavy svvell into anchorage 

Roadstead eKposed to 
when light). 

'ri6.al rate :- t knot. 
on entry o~ 

are lightered in the 
vessels entering the port 

:- Overseas cannot enter t.he port. 
roadstead. l\!Iaximum size permissable for 
: Length 360 ft~ beam ~t. Iviaximum 

18 6in. 

1~CCOi\.IEvlDDATION. 

No. o~ Berths 
Total berthage 

:- 4-
:- 1 ,444 ft. 

Berth Date 
i Length: Depth i 

l. 1 1 Function o~ berth 
~--·--------~------~----------~-~~~--~f~e~e·t~--------------------------~ 

Kaiti Basin No. 1 1928/9 

1

J

1 

382 .

1 

19 f Coastal 
2 1928/9 352 19 Coastal 
3 1928/9 311 19 Coastal 
6 1 960 )I 400 I 1 9 

Breastvvork No. 4 1951 110-15 
berth 5 1 952/3 i , '1 0-15 

7 I (650)! 

Transport on wharves:- Rail and road. 
Transit shed:- 8,505 sq.~t. 

METHODS 

!Deteriorated 

Overseas 
gear. 

lightered in the roadstead, Coastal vessels use ship 1 s 
Ivieat is loaded into by conveyor belt at meat works. 

Li.:SOL~. 120 (registered). 

DEVELOPlVIEN'rS. 

Character:- 1~ scheme is 8.bout to be started to 
vath a depth o~ 32 ft. would 
in 

a whar~ o~ 650 ~t. 
~va~~"'6 from lighters 

Airr.:- Reduce delays due to swell in roadstead, save w.oney ~rom lightering 
and promote districts through a new fertiliser worY~ based 
on manures. 



.ADlvlii\"""STRA.TION. 

F..arbour Board 
Established 

:-
:-

Number of members:
Electoral area ·-

NAPIER 
(Fig.66, Plate XXVI) 

Harbour Board. 
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(2), Napier (3), Hawkers Bay County (except 
Meeanee Riding) and :iVIohaka in Wairoa County (3), 
Waipukwau (1 ), Taradale and Meeanee (1 ), Waipawa (1 ), 
and Otane ( 1 ) • 

NAVIGATIONAL FEATCIRES. 

Tidal range :- 4~ ft. (N) ft. (s). 
Nature and depth of entrance channel:- Breakwater harbour. 600 ft. at 

narrowest, depth 32 fto Sandy botto:c::t. 
Amount of annual maintenance dredging:- Continual dredging in harbour to 

check drift of sand. 
Winds and wave action:- Exposed to N.YV". When wind through s. to E.N.E. get 

heavy swell. Ships have to put to sea in heavy swell because break mooring~ 
at berths. 

Tidal :- Up to 1 knot at Springs. 
Restrictions on ent~J of shipping:- Vessels other than exempted vessels not 

berthed at night. Maximum draught 28 ft. length 575 ft.. Beam, no limit. 

ACCO:MlviODATION. 

No. of Berths 
Total berthage 

:- 6. 
:- 4,840 ft. 

i i Length i Depth ' Berth Date I Function of berth 

Geddis E 
w 

Herrick E 
Vl 

Higgins E 
w 

I Inner Harbour 
I 

Transport on wharves:
Transi t sheds:-· No. 1 

2 
3 

feet 

1939 790 
790 

1942 ! 830 
I 830 

1960 I 800 

I 800 
I ! 

Hail and road. 
shed 18,000 sq.ft. 
shed 21,600 sq.ft. 
shed 16,800 sq.ft. 

lv1ETH:ODS OF LOADING JL:'ID DISCHARGIJ.'JG. 

Ship 1 s gear. 

LABOUR. 325 (registered). 

DEVELOPMENTS. 

feet 

35 

I 
Overseas (tanker) 

35 
35 Overseas 

I 35 
26 

I 
Overseas/Coastal 

33 Overseas 
3t Not in commercial use. 

(under construction). 

Character:- An. additional wharf 800 ft. by 90 ft. is expected to be com
pleted by end of 1 966. To overcome the problem of surge . the eastern 
breakwater is being extended and a western breabvater is contemplated. 

I 
I 
I 
I 

l 
I 
j 

I 
l 
I 
l 

Aims:- New vv.harf to provide for extension of trade. Breakwater extensions 
to overcome problem of and surge in easterly storms. 



NEW PLYlV.OUTH 
(Fig.67, Plates XXVII and XXVIII) 

ADl11IINISTRATION. 

Harbour Board :-
Established :-

Taranaki Harbour Board. 
1875. 
1 2. 

187 

Number of merooers:
Electoral area :- New Plymouth City, Inglewood, Egmont, Taranaki, Clifton 

Tau:muranui, Waimate West, part of Stratford and Eltham 
Counties, Boroughs of Waitara, Inglewood, Stratford and 
Eltham. 

NAVIGATIONAL FEATURES. 

Tidal range :- 8 ft. (N) 12 ft. (s). 
Nature andctpth of entrance channels:- Breakwater Harbour 850 ft. "ridth. 

Depth 29 ft. 
Amount of annual maintenance dredging:- , On sandbank in harbour 170,000 cubic 

yards p.a. Berths 25,000 cubic yards p.a. South east of berths 35,000 
cubic yards p.a. 

Wind and wave action:- Gales in spring and autumn blow from westerly points 
(maximum recorded gust 89 m.p.h.). Heavy swells before N.W. vrindo 
vVharves have vand screens. 

Tidal rate:- Ebb and flow 1 knot. 
Restrictions on entry of shipping:- Coastal vessels can leave at any tim;':', 

but overseas vessels not berthed in darkness. lviaximum draught 29 fta 
Maximum length 600 ft. Beam, no limit. 

ACC011Iii/IODATION. 

No. of berths 
Total berthage 

:- 7 
:- 3.,000 ft. 

Berth Date Length Depth Function of Berth 
feet feet 

Ne-vvton King No. 1 1923/7 1200 25 Coastal 
2 33 Overseas (tanker-white and 

black oil) 
3 33 Overseas (tanker-white oil) 
4 33 Overseas (tanker-black and 

white oil) 
Ivioturoa No. 1 1877 1000 26 

I 
Dredge berth 

2 Rebuilt 33 Overseas all purpose 
3 1955/7 700 22 Coastal, trans-Tasman 

' 
Transport on v7harf:- Entirely rail (except for fertiliser which is carried 

by road transport). 
Transit shed:- Wharves without transit sheds. Inward goods taken to New 

Plymouth by rail and sorted there. 
l~imum capacity of port (80 per cent occupancy rate) 668,270 tons. 

1'IETHODS OF ID.ADING Jll'ID DISCHARGING. 

Yfuarf cranes, mobile cranes and ship 1 s gear. 

LABOUR. 315 (registered). 

DEVELOPMENTS. 

Character:- A major development is under consideration which would provide 
more accommodation for overseas ships and transit sheds for.inward cargo. 
Includes additional breakvmter. 

Aims:- Additional cargo capacity and shelter of harbour. 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 



iillNITNISTRATION. 

Yiil .. NG IilllJI 
(Fig.68) 

Harbour Board :- Yvanganui Harbour Board. 
Established :- 1877 
Nunib er of mernb ers : - 1 0 

188 

Electoral area :- Vianganui City, \Vanganui, Waimarino and Yl'ai totara Counties. 

NAVIGil.TIONl.:L FE.Ll..TURES. 

Tidal range :- 6 ft. (N) 9 ft. (s). 
Nature and repth of entrance channels:- River port, 1vidth 600 ft. Depth 11 fto 

M.W.L.S.T. 
Amount of annual maintenance dredging:- In channel, off wharves and in 

swinging basin. 
Wind and wave action:- Exposed to westerly winds. Swell problem in 

westerly winds. 
Tidal rate:- 2/3 knots (N) 3/5 knots (S). 
Restrictions on entry of shipping:- Bar at entrance to port - depths vary 

between 1 0 ft. and 1 2 ft. Channel to tovm closed in 1 9 56. 

ACC01viMOnl.TION. 

No. of berths 
Total berthage 

B rth 

Castlecliffe No. 

~~ I Town dharf 

:- 4 
:- 1,900 ft. 

Date 
Length 
feet 

1 1886 ) 
2 1886 )1900 

l 3 I 1922 ) 
4 1922 ) I 

' 1877 

Transport on vmarves:- Rails and roads. 
Transit sheds:- 32,000 s~.ft. 

JVIETEODS OF LOJillTifG .LUID DISCruffiG.TifG. 

Ship's gear and mobile cranes. 

LlillOUR. 85 (registered). 

DEVELOPMENTS. 

None scheduled. 

Depth i Function of berth I 
feet i 

18 
18 
18 
18 

I Coastal 
1 Coastal 
1 Coastal 

I 
J Closed 
I 

(serpentine) 
(coal) 
(tanker, cement) 

I 
I 



I 
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'NELLIIfGTON 
(Fig.69, Plate XXIX and XXX) 

AJ)lviTNISTRATIOK. 

Harbour Board :-
Established :-
Number of merooers:
Electoral area :-

1878. 
15 

F...arb our Board. 

City of Palmerston 1'\orth, Counties of NJanavvatu, Orou.a, 
Horowhenua, Pohangina, , Kiwitea, Boroughs of 

v.J..,.w..!.l,}d,' Foxton, Shannon, Otaki, Lev:5.n. City of 
Wellington, City of Lower Butt, Boroughs of Petone and 
Upper Butt, Butt and ]/Ia.kara Counties, Boroughs of East
bourne and Tawa" Counties of Wairarapa South, lVIasterton, 
Pahia tua, .Aki tio, Eketahuna, :Mauriceville and Featherston 
(including boroughs 11vithin counties). 

NAVIGATIONAL FEATURES. 

Tidal range :- 2 ft. 6in. (N) 4 ft. 6in. (s) 
Nature and depth of entrance channels:- Natural harbour, width of entrance 

1 ,000 ft. Controlling depth 38 ft~ 
Amount of annual maintenance dredging:- Only at wharves. 
Wind and wave action:- Landlocked (prevailing wind NNW/SSE). 
Tidal rate :- Neaps 2 knots, Springs 2i 
Restrictions on entry of :- Nothing to interfere with movement of 

Il.CCO:lVIi.vJDDLTION. 

No. of berths 
Total berthage 

:- 48 
:- 27,328 ft. 

! Berth Date i Length i Depth 
J 

feet feet 

Clyde Quay No. 2 1910 550 26 
3 562 28 

Taranaki St. No. 2 1906 360 24 
3 500 27 

Queen's No. 1 1862 887 27 
2 455 24 
3 334 19 
4 375 23 
5 265 18 
6 404 21 
7 262 14 
8 161 14 
9 164 14 

10 205 16 
11 299 14 
12 227 16 

13 501 14 
14 524 23 
15 162 14 
16 j 524 23 

Waterloo Quay No. 1 1882 I 175 
2 (originally! 477 22 
3 Wool ';:harfJ 352 + 22 

! 197 
Inter-Island No. 1 1879 166 16 

2 (Cof955yed 605 26 
3 705 28 

Glasgow No. 1 1901. 271 16 

Function of berth 

terminal 
(proposed) 

Overseas (gen. cargo) 
Overseas 
Trans-Tasman 
Trans-Tasma..n 
Coastal 

Coastal 
Coastal 
Coastal 
Coastal 
Coastal 
Coastal 
Coastal 
Coastal (reserved for 

Nelson service) 
Coastal 
Coastal 
Coastal 
Coastal 

Coastal/small overseas 

Coastal/small overseas 

Coastal 
Coastal (passenger) 
Coastal 
Overseas (Export) 

f 

i 
l 

I 
l 
I 

I 
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Berth Date Length i Depth 1 

Function of Berth 
feet I feet I 

Glasgow No. 2 720 I 32 
3 760 33 

King's No. 1 1909 281 16 Overseas 
2 822 33 
3 787 33 

Pipitea Quay No. 1 1923 303 18 Overseas 
2 764 34 
3 948 35 

Fryatt Quay No. 1 141+0 25 Overseas (steel and 
2 hardwoods) • 

Aotea Quay Noo 1 1928/40 ~ 2 
3 ) 3680 35 Overseas 
4 ) 
5 ) 

Dock I!Tharf 527 33 Overseas (tanker) 
Petone Yiharf 1907/8 363 14 Coastal 
Point Howard 1929 520 34 Overseas (tanker) 
Burnham 1927 841 30 Overseas (tanker) 
:Miramar E. 1901 420 23 Overseas (oil and 
:Miramar W. 562 34 bunkering). 

Transport on vmarves:- Principally rail. 
Transit sheds:- Storage capacity 73,400 tons. 

METHODS OF LOADING lll'ID DISCHiJ.:..qGllifG. 

YVharf cranes and ship's gear. 

Iu'l.BOUR. 1,800 (registered). 

DEVEIDPIVIENTS. 

A new passenger terminal now under construction will free berths for cargo. 
New sheds are under construction and wharf is being reconstructed" 



.l .• mJ.[IJUSTPe~~TION. 

Harbour Board :-
Established :-

PICTON 
(Fig.70, Plate XXXI) 

lfJarlborough Harbour Board. 
1958 
11 Number of members:

Electoral area :- Blenheim, Picton, l~watere County, Kaikoura and East 
Coast, lvia.rlborough County and .Sm.:mds County. 

Tidal range :- 1.8 ft. (N) 4.6 ft.(S). 
Nature and depth of entrance channel:- Natural harbouro Width 6,000 ft, 

depth 150 ft. 
~LOu~nt of annualmaintenance dredging:- None. 
Yvind and wave action:- 'Well protected. Local gusts from land. Swell 

no problen. 
Tidal rate :- 71. entrance 1/3 knots, E. entrance 5/7 knots, N.E. entrance 

~11 knot. 
Restrictions on entry of shipping:- :iVIaxinlUlll vessel size 640 ft. - beam no 

limit - draught 23 ft. F. ft. 1~. :Nothing to interfere with movement of 
ships • 

. A.CCOI\IThiiODATION. 

No. of berths 
Total berthage 

I Berth 

vvro.tohi E 
l 7! I Ferry Terminal 

:-
:-

3 
2,084 ft. 

l Length' 
l Date I .feet l 

~912 792 
912 792 

l 1962 500 
l 

Transport on wharves:- Road and rail. 
Transit sheds:- 1 ,800 sq.ft. 

IvlETHODS OF LOADING ~U\"D DISC::'ii-i.RGING. 

Depth 
~-, 

Function of berth 
feet 

I 
19-37 1 Overseas/Coastal 
10-37 Oversea;: Coastal 
22-32 I Coastal rail ferry. 

~ 

Ship's gear. Ferry tenrrinal pernuts railway wagons to roll on and roll 

LlillOUR. 50 (registered). 

DEVELOPlvl.EN"TS. 

None scheduled. 



iilll\iiiNIS'I'PJ'..TION o 

ifEISON 
(Fig.71, Plate XXXII) 

Harbour Board :- Nelson Harbour Board. 
Established :- 1901 
Nulriber of .werribers:- 1 0 
Electoral area :- City of ::\Telson, Richmond County, ~,.;aimea County. 

Ti.dal range :- 5 ft./6 ft.(N) 1 ft.(s). 

1 

Nature and Depth of entrance channel:- Natural harbour, constricted : top 
width 350 ft., botton: vr.idth 250 ft. 

~A;.mount of annual maintenance dredging:- N~one - only capital dredging. 
Wind and -vvave action:- Open to N. ;:;r. vdnd.s. N. vri.nds produce sand in 

harbour - associated vr.ith spring tides. 
Tidal rate :- 3/4 knots (N) 5/6 knots (S). 
Restrictions on entry of shipping:- Narrow and shallow entrance. 
Draught restrictions at neap tides 22 ft. and at spring tides 24 ft. Entering 

and departing overseas ships governed by draught and of trade • 

... i.CCOlVIiYDDli.TION. 

No. of berths 
Total berthage 

:- 12 
:- 3,1 ft. 

Berth l 
Date Length! Depth I Function of berth 

feet ' feet 

lViain 1 1876 
2 
3 I 4 I 5 

I 
6 
7 
8 

i Breastwork I I 
I I 

9 j 10 
I 

11 

'" "" .i.cGla.shen !1959/64 

Tra~~port on wharves:- Road only. 
Transit sheds:- 20,200 sq.ft4 

464 12 I Overseas 

885 20 I Overseas 
24 I 25 l 

284 18 I Coastal 
I 

) 

I 
12 Coastal 

)490 14 
) 9 
100 5 
940 26 n Overseas 

Cool stores for 32,000 cases of apples. 

METHODS OF LO.:.DING .IJID DISCHiillGING C.illGO. 

Ship's gear and fork lift trucks. 

Lil.BOUR. 100 (registered). 

DEVELOPMENTS. 

(tanker) 

Character:- Dredging is to be put in hand to enable ships to load to 26 ft. 
at neap tide and 28 ft. at spring tide. The lVIcGlashen Quay is being 
extended and a new transit shed will be completed. 

Aim:- fo handle larger ships and more trade. 

i 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I 



.iVESTPORT 
(Fig.72, Plate XXX!II) 

193 

.iilliVilluSTR~TION. In hands of Iviarine Department. Harbour Board went bankrupt 
in 1920. .u.ffairs of port handled by Port l~dvisory Com:nittee represent-
ative of 1viarine Departmento 

Tidal range :- 5-i!z :ft. (N) ft. (s). 
Nature and depth of entrance charillel:- River port, bar at mouth-depth 

11-12 ft. when bar in good condition- shoals to 6ft. Width 630ft • 
.iJ.rrl..ount of annual :naintenance dredgirlg:- Dredge in river and on bar. 
Yfind and wave action:- Open to w. Tvind, Swell severe in N.Vr. or when river 

in :flood. 
Tidal rate 
Restrictions 

;- Freshes in river can reach 8/10 knots. 
on entrJ of shipping:- Vessel 432 ft. Beam no limit. 

No. of berths :
Total berthage :-

3 
4 
5 
6 

Merchandise 
Staithes 

7 
2,900 ft. 

Date 

1 896/1 917 

1878 
1876/8 

Rail. 

700 

Transport on wharves:
Transit sheds :- 5/tOO sg_.ft. 

Steam lli~d electric cranes, snip's gear. 

Iu:illOUR. 60 (registered). 

DEVELOPMEI\TS. 

1 

Function of berth 

Overseas/Coastal 
(Coal and cement) 

8 Coastal (general andtuOCer) 
Not used since 1916. 

Extension to brerunvater to increase draughts on bar. 



iillivliNISTP"'\.TION. 

Harbour 3oard :-
Established :-

GREY:vJDUTH 
(Fig.73, Plate XXXi-v) 

Greymouth Harbour :Board. 
1884 
9 

194 

Nuniber of members:
Electoral area :- County, Greymouth, r;.rey County and Vt-estla..Yld 

County north of -ifaiho River. 

N ... i.VIC"""' .. TIOI\i.L 

Tidal range :- 5 ft. (N) 9 ft. (s). 
Nature and depth of entrance channel:- P..iver port. I\avigable width ft., 

depth 23 ft. IMOST. 
l..mount of annual maintenance dredging:- Local shoaling at berthages and in 

navigation channel. 
Wind and wave action:- s.-viT. v>'ind and swells problem. Ships delayed 22 hours 

on average. 
Tidal rate :- 1t knots (N) 2 knots (S). 
Restrictions on entry of shipping:- Maximum length 320 ft. vvith 18 ft. 6in., 

forward. 3ar critical factor- need to allow 3 ft. for swell. 

No. of berths 
To tal b erthage 

4 

5 
6 
7 

Lagoon 

:-. . - 8 
4-, i 1 5 ft. 

) 
)1894 
) 
1900 

Transport on wharves:-

2243 

Transit sheds :- 3,600 sq.ft. 

METHODS OF LOd)nTG .lJ'llJ DISCH.ili.GTiiG. 

Electric cranes. 

LtJ30UR. 9L~ (registered). 

DEVELOPM:E::NTS. 

None scheduled. 

Function of berth 

17-20 Coastal 

10 Coastal 

9-17 Dredge 



' I 

LYTTELTON 
(Fig.74, Plate XXXV and XXXVI) 

..rillMINIS'l'PJ ... TION. 

Harbour Board :-
Established :-

Lyttelton Harbour Board. 
1877 
'13 

195 

Number of menbers:
Electoral area ·- Christchurch City, Kaiapoi, Biccarton, Rangiora, Lyttelton, 

I .. shburton Boroughs, Ashburton, Ylaimairi, Paparua, Rangiora, 
Eyre, Oxford, li.k:aroa, -vvaircwa, Mount Herbert, Tawera, 
J\il3.lvern, Springs, Ellesmere, Halswell, Beathcote, Selvvyn, 
Cheviot, .:illillri, -viaipara, Kowai and O:Lshley Counties. 

Nt.iVIG.L~TIONllL FEATUP..EB. 

Tidal range :- 5 ft. (N) 7 ft. (s). 
Nature and depth of entrance channel:- Natural harbour, vadth 500 ft, dredged 

channel 32 ft • 
.L'unount of annual maintenance dredging:- Dredge channel (to 32 ft.) and i1mer 
harbour (to 36 ft.). 
Wind and wave action:- S.W. gales draw out vath great violence. Outer part::. 

of harbour subject to considerable swell. 
Tidal rate :- ~ - t knots. 
Restrictions on entry of shipping:- No berthing in hours of darkness. 

ACCOlVTh:IOD~i..TION. 

No. of berths 
Total berthage 

:- 1 7 
:- 10,338 ft. 

I 

j Berth I Date ' Length I Depth 
feet 1 feet 

Function of ber th 

! Pier E 1879 1094 I 37) Overseas (bulk disc I Gladstone ! harge) 

I 

Yv 
No.1 Breas tvvork 

2 E 
Yi 

3 E 
YT 
~' 

4 E 
Yif 

6 E 
'H 

7 E 
"'ii 

Oil wharf 
5 "'!' 

Cashin Quay 

1879 
1877 

1877 

1 881 

1887 

1897 
I 
I 

l 1881 

! 1964 
I 

I 

I 

608 
685 l 
886 
861 
641 
730 
484 
557 
559 
713 
509 
600 

I 664 
I 

289 I 
338 

3500 ~ 

Transport on wharves:- PrinciPa.lly rail. 

36) 
26 Overseas/coastal 
33 
29 Inter-island ferry 
28 Overseas/coastal 
33 Overseas/coastal 
31 Overseas/coastal 
29 Overseas/coastal 
34 Overseas 
34 Overseas 
35 Overseas 
35 Overseas 
35 
27 ! Lay up berth 
22 ! 

l Under construction 

Transit sheds:- Goods handled by railway transit sheds in Christchurch. 

1ViETHODS OF LO.~.lDING 1'J\ill DISCIL:'..P..GING. 

Yvbarf cranes and ship' s gear. 

LiillOUR. 725 (registered). 

DEVELOPMENTS. 

Character:- A quay of 3, 500 ft. is under construction and vall be equipped 
vath transit sheds, rail tracks and cranes. It is also proposed to 
redesign the inner harbour. 

Aim:- To provide extra berthage space for overseas vessels. 



.ADMINISTRATION. 

Harbour Board :-
Established :-
Nmnber of merrlbers :
Electoral area :-

TD!.lARU 
(Fig.75, Plate XXAifii) 

Timaru Harbour Board. 
1877 
14 
Counties of Geraldine, Levels, Mackenzie and part of 
Waimate including all boroughs and cities in these areas. 

NAVIGATIONAL FEATURES. 

Tidal range :- 4t ft. (N) 5~ ft. (s). 
Nature and depth of entrance channel:- Breakwater harbour. Channel of 27-

29 ft with inner harbour of 29 ft. 
Amount of annual maintenance dredging:- Longshore drift and insilting of 

harbour basin require continual dredging. 
Wind and wave action:- E. and S. vands generate ~vaves outside entrance. 

Considerable difficulties in N.W. v.~nds. 

Tidal rate :- ~ knot (N) 1 knot (s). 
Restrictions on entry of shipping:- ~bxiinxm size of vessel 600ft., beam 

80 ft. ~illximum draught 26 ft. 6in. 

ACCOII1i'viOD.ATION. 

No. of berths 
Total berthage 

:- 6 
:- 5,350 ft. 

~Berth Date !Length I Depth I Function of berth 
feet feet 

lV.laln No. 1 E 1878 1060 30 I overseas/tanker 
Oversea% tanker I Extension 1897 880 32 

No. 2 s 1885-1905 520 28 Coastal overseas 
N 500 28 

No. 3 s 1910 642 30 Coastal/Overseas 
N 642 30 

Ballast '1890 !Not in commercial use. 
Fish wharf I 

! 

Transport on wharves:- Principally rail. 
Transit sheds :- No transit sheds on wharf. Goods sorted by 

Railways Department. 

~lETHODS OF LOADING .AJ\l]) DISCHARGING. 

Ship's gear. Mechanical meat loaders are also being installed. 

LABOUR. 225 (registered). 

DEVELOPMENTS. 

Character:- Additional transit sheds vall shortly be built. The channel 
is at present being dredged to give greater depth. Reclaiming 14 acres 
of land for transit sheds. 

Aim:- Faster turn-round. 



Harbour Board :-
Established :-

OJUviA ... T{U 
(Fig.76, Plate XXXVIII) 

Oamaru Harbour Board. 
1874 
9 

197 

Nunber of members:
Electoral area :- Oamaru Borough, part of ·vvai taki and 'Waimate Ootmties, 

NAVIG.b.TION.i\L .FEATIJ:RES. 

Tidal range :- 5 ft. (N) 7 ft. (s)o 
Nature and depth of entrance channel:- Breakwater harbour, w'idth 600 ft. 

(working vvidth ft.) depth 17 ft. 
luno·ill'lt of annual maintenance dredging:- Silting in harbour and 

active inner side of outer breakvvater. 
Yvind and vvave action:- Affected by S. and E~ seas. Winds from E. produces 

considerable swell. 
Tidal rate : -
Restrictions oL entry of shipping:- ]!Iaximwn permissable vessel length 500 ft, 

no beam restriction. 1\llaximwn draught 17 ft. Entry unsafe when heavy S.,E., 
swell is running across entrance. 

ACOOivlW'J.()Dll..TION. 

No. of berths 
Total berthage 

Swnpter 
Normanby 
Cross 
1viaclmdrew 

:- 4 
:- 1 '770 ft. 

1907 900 
1884 500 
1878 
1879 
1875 330 

Principally rail. 

Coastal (tanker) 
Standby for coastal vessels 

)Not used for conunercial 
) purposes. 
) 

Transport on wharf:
Transi t sheds :- None on vmarf. Haxldled by Railway., 

IVJETHODS OF liUJING "J.'ill DISCF"'"''.RGINGo 

Ship 1 s gear. 

L.:l.BOUR. (registered). 

DEVELOP1'!ENTS. 

None scheduled. 



OT.\GO 
(Fig.77 and 78, Plates XXXIX and XL) 

iilllviJJUSTRi.TION. 

Harbour Board :-
Established :-
Nuniber of menibers :-

Otago Harbour Board. 
1874 
12 

1 98 

Electoral area :- City of Dunedin, Boroughs of St. EJ..lda, Port Chalmers 
and West Harbour. Counties of Taieri, Bruce, Clutha~ 
Vincent, JVIaniototo, Waihemo, vvaikoueiti Peninsula and 
boroughs enclosed in counties. The port is conveniently 
considered in ~vo parts:-

NlNIG.ii:TIONllL FE.i;.TURES. 

Tidal range :- 4 ft.2in. (N) 5 ft.7in.(S). 
Nature and depth of entrance channel:- Natural harbour. Victoria Channel 

24 ft. depth; 200 ft. wide • 
. Amount of annual maintenance dredging:- Dredge in Victoria Channel constantly 

to maintain 24 ft. depth. 
Wind and vmve action:-
Tidal rate :- 2-2t knots (N) 2-3 knots (s). 
Restrictions on entry of shipping:- Maximum permissable vessel length 540 ft, 

beam 72 ft. draught 25 ft. 

~~CCOJ.VIlviOTh .• TION. 

No. of berths 
Total b erthage 

:- 9 
:- 6 '154 ft. 

Berth l Date (a) 'l Length ! Depth J 

' ! feet feet 
Function of berth 

Victoria 1883-86 1970 
Rattray 1878 1420 
Cross 1879 600 
Birch St. Rebuilt 1938-40 1130 
Ki tchener St. 1911 650 
Ravensb ourne 1929 384 

(a) Date of oldest"surviving section of 

Transport on wharves:
Transit sheds :-

Road and rail. 
2,887,718 cu.ft. 

METHODS OF LO •. :J)TI'JG ~·J:ID DISCR..RGING. 

Ship's gear and wharf cranes. 

25 Overseas 
25 

i 
Overseas 

21 Coastal 
25 j Overseas 
22 i Coastal, 

I 

25 I Overseas 

1vharf I •, 

LiillOUR. 550 Dunedin and Port Chalmers (registered). 

DEVELOPMENTS. 

(oil jetty) 

Trans-Tasman 
(bulk phosphate) 

The Victoria JV"harf is to be -vvidened and new transit sheds and cranes are to 
be provided. 

2. POR'r CH.LlLivlERS. 

NAVIGATIONAL :BE.~.-..TURES. 

Tidal range :- 4 ft.2in. (N) 5 ft.7in. (S). 
Nature and depth of entrance channel:- Depth 34t ft. Sandy bottom. 
l~~ount of annual maintenance dredging:- Continuous dredging in channel. 
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Wind and wave action:- N.W. ~~nds raise choppy seas. 
(accompanied sea fog) result in confused swell. 

Light s.E. winds 

Tidal rate :- 2l knots~ 
Restrictions on entry of shipping:

hB.Ve to Yiai t for sui table tide. 
draught 32 :ft • 

Vessels requiring over 26 ft. draught 
Ivia.ximum vessel length 800 ft, beam 90 ft$ 

... WOOlvli~lOD.;:.TION. 

No. of berths :
Total berthage:-

Berth 

George St. N 
s 

3 
2,41+0 ft. 

Date 

1870-

Transport on wharves:- Rail. 
Transit sheds :- No transit sheds on wharf. 

ME·THODS OF !£tilliNG .l>ND DISO:FL'.RGING. 

Ship's gear and v1Jharf cranes. 

L..BOUR. (See Dunedin). 

DEVELOPlviENTS. 

A new export and import wharf with sheds and fitted with cranes is under 
constr~ction and vlill provide for both rail and road transport. 



BLUFF' 
(Fig. Plate XLI and XLII) 

lilllVJINISTP'-'.~-TIOK. 

Harbour Board :-
:-

Southland Harbour Board. 
1877 
12 

200 

Number of menib ers:
Electoral area :- City; of Gore, :...Jataura, Lumsden~ 

Riverton, ~',.rrowtown, Queens tovm; and Southland, ·wallace, 
Lake Counties (including townships). 

Tidal range :- 5-6 (N) 7-9 ft. ) • 
Nature and depth of entrance 

Least depth in fairvray 
l:..mount of ar> .. rmal maintenance 

channel:- Natural harbour. Narrow entrance. 

dredging:- Suction dredge for new 
':YinO.. anCi wave action:-
Tidal rate :- 3-4 knots (N) 5-7 knots (s). 
Restrictions on entry of shipping:- Maximum size for entering 600 fte, 

beam no l:ulit. i.vla:ximu.J.n draught at H.W. 6in. Ships handled at 
slack water. In fogs spring ~~a 

1'-.CCOlVllvlDD.:J..TI ON. 

No. of berths 
Total berthage 

Berth 

:- 10 
:- 4, ft. 

Date Lengthl Depth. 
feet feet Function of berth 

) :Main 1 ) ) 29.5 Tanker/overseas 
2 ) ) 181 2 .5 

1 

Tanker/overseas l 3 ) l 
I 4) I 
I Ferry 
I New wharves 1 ) 

I 2 ) 
I 3 ) I 
I 

4 ) l 
5 ) 

on wharves:-
Transi t sheds :-

) 
) 

1 1000 
) 
) 1225 

1960 ) 
) 
) 

Road and rail. 
61,800 sq.ft. 

27.5 Bull( cargo/overseas 
24.5 

1 Coastal 
) Coastal Trans-Tasman 

26 ) 

)I "fa· )i ~v 1n Overseas 

)I 

Off-shore store 12,620 sq.ft. 

Ship's gear. Ivieo.t is loaded by mechanical all weather loaders. 

380 (registered). 

DEVEIDP:MENTS. 

New scheme completed. None scheduleO... 
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